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BOOK I.

THE HISTORY OF ADAM GRAEME.

.... To some kind of men

Their graces serve them but as enemies.

.... Your virtues, gentle Master,

Are sanctified and holy traitors to you.

AS YOU LIKE IT.
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ADAM GRAEME
OF

MOSSGRAY.

CHAPTER I.

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting

The soul that rises with us, our Life's star—
Hath had elsewhere its setting:.

And cometh from afar—
Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness.

But trailing clouds of glory do we come

From God, who is our home.

WORDSWORTH.

The first thing which I can record con-

cerning myself is, that I was born.

That I was born ! I who now sit in

B 2



4 ADAM GRAEME

this remote and solitary study, of whose

mysteries my good neighhours speak

reverently with doubt and wonder, en-

compassed with things immortal !
—the

everlasting elements without, the stream,

the hills, the fruitful earth, which has been

and shall be until the end of time; within

with things of Hfe, instinct and inherent,

fated perchance to live longer than this

present world, the books of men—the Book

of God—that out of darkness and sleep and

unconsciousness, I was born !

These are W'Onderftd words. This life,

to which neither time nor eternity can bring

diminution—this everlasting living soul, be-

gan. My mind loses itself in these depths.

Strangely significant and solemn ai'e the

commonest phrases of our humanity ;
the

words which veil the constant marvels of our

miraculous life !
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But this of
" he was horn" is greater in

my eyes, than that other of
" he died." Say

you he died ? say rather, he has changed his

garments, has put oif a fading robe, which

by and bye
—

perchance a time as short in

Heaven's account as are these fleeting days

to us—he shall put on again, to wear for

ever. But in yonder anxious house, in

yonder dim room, with life's plaintive music

rising on his unconscious ear, in wailing and

tears its natural utterance, this wondei-fol

soul began. Be solemn in your rejoicing, ye

new mothers, ye glad attendant friends
;

for

this that hath come into the world shall

abide for ever, this new existence is bevond

the breath or touch of death, a thing

immortal, a presence which shall outlive the

world.

I was born sadly, in gloom which none

broke by the voice of thanksgiving, for
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the two greatest things of human life met in

my birth-hour. I entered the world, a fit

entrance for my long, clouded course
;
and

solemnly in pain and grief, my mother went

forth to the other country. My young, fair,

gentle mother, of whom I think now as

of some beautiful dream that crossed me

in my youth.

My father was a hard man,- who loved the

world
;
but I used to hear long ago that this

moved him. Most deeply all my life has it

moved me, who never knew the girl who

was my mother. She has been a vision

hovering about me all my days ; saintly and

mother-like when I was young, but now, in

her pale beauty resembling more a dead

child of the old man who is her son.

I dwell upon this perhaps too often, when

I am sad—and I am truly sad too often,

for I am alone
;

but it is surely well and
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blessed to preserve in the safe keeping of

death this holy fragrance of youth. The

years that have mossed her grave, and

made the blood thin and chill in my old

veins, have brought no change to her—she is

young for ever.

My father was a Graeme of Mossgray.

In our own Southland district we are chief of

the name
;
but he did not esteem the tra-

ditional honour that belonged to the title—
it was mere idle breath to him. The principal

part of his life was spent in a distant city.

He laboured without ceasing, for I know not

what reason. I fancy there had been some

ambition in him to accumulate one of

those fairy fortunes, which very prosaic and

ordinary men do achieve sometimes, though

what end he proposed to himself in attaining

this, I cannot tell, for he himself was be-

coming old, and I was nothing to him
;
even
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as the heir of his name he bestowed no

regard on me
;

for the name itself was

indifferent. He would have thrown it into

the scale with any piece of merchandise, and

known himself nothing the poorer.

But a spell was upon this fortune of his,

so constantly pursued. His prosperity never

passed a certain limit. It was as though

some malicious spirit had the guiding of his

fate in this respect, in vengeance of better

blessings unused and slighted. He always

began with success and good fortune; the

delusive promise lasted long enough to lure

him deeper and deeper into the snare, and

then the tide began to swell and turn, and on

its rising waves his hopes went bitterly out

into the blank and cheerless sea. It was

a sad fiite, and had his objects been worthier,

a fate to be deeply sympathised with
;

but

the man was a hard man (I scarcely knew
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him, though he was my father) ;
and was

susceptible to no grief but this. That

discipline, wise as it must be, most hard

as it is always, which strikes us through our

dearest things, could not touch him except in

those outward matters ,of wealth and mer-

cantile credit, which to him were aU in all
;

and on these accordingly the stroke fell.

So heavily it came at last, that in his

wilful selfishness he resolved to sell Mossgray.

There was no one living to plead for me, a

child then, scarcely daring to lift up my eyes

in his presence, and for my right to this

inheritance, descended from many upright

fathers to whom its very name and local

place were dearer than fortune. But death

stepped in again to save for me a home—a

home which has been to me a blessed in-

heritance, a solace in the midst of some evils

—from other some a refuge and a shelter.
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I was a solitary child, allowed in this

lonely house of Mossgray to grow up, neg-

lected and uncared for, as I best could. My
childish memories arc rich in dreams and

spiritual presences, and overshadowed univer-

sally by that vague sadness, which dumb as

it is, and quiet, is so pitiful in children. I

remember how the leaves were wont to fall

from the old elms and alders by the water-

side, with their eerie and plaintive sound. I

remember the low sweeping cadence of the

water—the disconsolate autumn breeze—and

then comes upon me again the blank childish

heaviness—the cloud of childish melancholy,

that knew not how it was made sad, nor

why.

Mossgray had been a peclhouse
—one of

those fortified places which the exigencies of

Border warfare, predatory and otherwise, made

so necessary in our district. A high, square
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tower occupies the centre, with narrow

windows, and arrow sKts piercing its massy

wall, which has been of old strong in all

needful capabilities of defence, and could yet

be a notable hold, if our peaceful Cumberland

neighbours took up their warhke trade again.

About the tower clins; irregular off-

shoots, added by many Lairds of Mossgray

since peace became paramount on the Border
;

in which, it is impossible to deny, my good

ancestors have studied convenience more than

elegance. Yet the group of buildings high

and low, angled and rounded, with the dark

and rugged tower rising in the midst, have a

charm upon them, gi'eater, as I think, than

the fascination of regular beauty. Patches

of moss and yellow lichen are on the walls

and roof—the grey, thick walls, and sombre

slated roof which look themselves like some

natural growth of the earth, firmly rooted in
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kindly soil. Our doors arc many now, and

broad and easy of access—for the successive

Graemes, who have increased the accommo-

dations of Mossgray, have added entrance to

entrance, with a prodigality by no means

pleasant when those searching winds are

abroad
;
but we still preserve the harsh and

lowering portal, and the heavy iron door,

which of old frowned upon unwelcome

southern visitors in sullen defiance.

I confess that I have a pleasm*e in looking

upon these—it pleases me to trace historic

changes in the aspect of my patrimonial

house
;

that this belongs of natural right to

the rugged and sturdy times of Border war-

fare—that from that gloomy turret with its

spiral stair, the golden shield of Scotland was

gloomily taken down by one who had fought

in her cause, when Mary crossed the Firth

on her last fatal journey, to trust the false
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courtesies of England. That in this dark

chamber, a godly Lady Mossgray sheltered the

persecuted hinds and shepherds, whose faith

has added them to the ranks of our truest

chivalry in Scotland. That this enlarged and

decorated haU in the basement of the tower,

bears witness to the peace of the third

William's reign. That these gradually accu-

mulating walls carry on the chronicle through

the less eventful times of modern history
—

that here we have been dwellino; through all

vicissitudes prosperous and adverse, in our

own land and among our own people for five

himdred certain years. These remembrances

I acknowledge are dear to me. I lose my

own individuahty when I leave Mossgray.

And in a vague mist of dreamy romance

and childish reverie, these histories hung

incumbent on my mind when my dim days

began. They lived with me, a host of
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mingled times and shapes, more real, as I

fancy yet, than the common everyday things

I saw around. The chill of cold-heartedness,

the ahsence of truth, strike with a strange

blank, unexpressed pain, upon the heart of a

child—and from these I turned to dwell,

where warriors and Border maidens had

dwelt before me, among the true knights

and fair ladies of a yearning fancy, whose

indefinite pageants and minstrelsies had yet

more truth of nature in them, than the

hollow external forms of the life that men

called real.—

" Blank misgivings of a creature

Moving about in worlds not realized,"

oppressed me on aU sides then—but I had

no misgivings as to the beautiful olden times

—
they were past, and they were true !

At our feet in this Mossgray i-uns a watei'.
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of some importance as we flatter ourselves.

Flowing downward placid and calm from the

hills, it has attained a considerable breadth

and volume before it passes our old walls.

And, by what chance I know not, our stream

has been kept in its native pride of woodland

and green banks safe from encroachmer^ts of

cultivation. We have glades whose grassy

undulations and noble solitary trees, might

match with any park in England, and we

have thickly-wooded deans, closing in arched

foliage over our river, with fretting rocks and

waterfalls peculiarly our own. Scattered

cot-houses to whom this water is a dear

companion
—

quaint and dewy villages lying

under the trees, with glimmerings of softened

hght about them, from the sky above and

the stream below. Mills picturesque in

their mossy homeliness throwing the drowsy

stir of rural labour across the placid water—
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these are our friends and neighbours at

Mossgray.

Nor do we lack, in our quiet country,

inhabitants more distinguished. If I pursue

my walk soutliward for a mile, I come upon

a brave stone bridge, spanning with its

stately arches the pleasant river
;
and across

the bridge appear the many-coloured roofs

of the town of Fendie in their varieties of

thatch and slate, and homely red tiles, con-

gregated happily together for mutual friend-

ship and traffic. A very tranquil rural

town, alono; whose streets the sunbeam slants

drowsily in summer, with scarce a passing

figure to break its brightness; but withal a

busy borough, alive with many interests, and

esteeming itself in innocent vanity and self-

complacence, very far in advance of the simple

"
country" over which it sways its little

sceptre, in all the arts and luxuries of life.
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Withal, our water carries ships, and where

it pours itself into the Firth, has wealthy

fisheries upon its margin, and beholds long

ranks of guileful nets, in which its receding

waters help the fisherman to snare the

glistening grilse and lordly salmon, born by

the hundred in its silent caves. Our vessels

are of no great burden, and boast but homely

names—" Williams" and "
Janets,"

" Johns"

and "
Marys"

—for our ship-owners name

their cherished boats after their stiU more

cherished children
;
but aU of them proudly

bear the emblazoned name of Fendie. To

all of them the Waterfoot is a delicious

haven, fragrant with the breath of home.

The grey walls of Mossgray have at all

times been home to me—although a quiet

and sad one often, to the man no less than

to the solitary child they sheltered long ago.

I remember well the pensive childish musings

VOL. I. C
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of that time
;

the dreamy gladness with

which I w^andered on those bright summer

mornings by the pleasant water, my sole

friend and playmate then, as it is my best

companion now
;
and that unspeakable loneli-

ness and desolation which came to me on

the drooping wing of the plaintive autumn

breeze. It is all indefinite and vague now

as it was then. The little moralist of ten

twelvemonths beginning to think how swiftly

those waves of his young life glided by
—the

meditative, pensive boy looking on while his

compeers in years pursued their sports, with

his bashful wish to join them, and his

sori'owful dreamy thoughts about their un-

thinking mirth. I recall these as a succession

of dim pictures
—the history of a beginning

life, forlorn as only childhood can be.
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CHAPTER 11.

Shades of the prisou-house begin to close

Upon the growhig boy ;

But he beholds the light and whence it flows—
He sees it in his joy.

I DO not quite agree with Wordsworth.

I grant you that there is much in the

earlier childhood, indefinite always and vague

as twilight dreams, which proclaims the

spiritual and infinite to be nearer to these

unconscious dawning souls than it is to us.

There is the instinct of wonder, which in its

eager whys and wherefores, strikes out

c 2
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intuitions of strange wisdom sometimes,

concerning those common mysteries about

us, with which, in the invulnerable might

of their simpHcity, philosophers dare not

meddle—
" The obstinate questionings

Of sense and outward things ;"

the
"

visionary gleam" w^hich this new

inmate of the world throws about unawares

from its own strangely luminous soul. I

grant you all these in early childhood, but

for your boy !

Your healthful boy is given to no manner

of musing. He has begun to come in

contact with the materialisms of the world,

and battles with them
lustily, with right

good wlII and daring joyousness. It does

not occur to him to tell you of the beauty

of this water, but you shall find him eloquent

on the subject of his anglings or swimmings
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—his feats upon it in boats—his miraculous

slides—his inevitable fallings in. The delicate

spiritual presence within him has forgotten

how, a while ago, it seemed well nigh to

touch, in dreamy awe and reverence, those

other spiritual presences with which its

teeming fancy had peopled the indefinite air

everywhere. The warm blood is bounding

in his veins in all its first exuberant impulse

of life and motion. To construct—to destroy

—to fight
—to labour—to bend all these

material obstructions under the absolute

dominion of his strong young human will.

To pour forth in boisterous glee, by shout

and whoop, by leap and WTestle, by all that

is joyous, and wild, and loud enough, the

overflowing energy of his youthful powers.

Your true boy does not pause in his manifold

undertakings to consider natural joys and

sunshine. If you would understand his
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enjoyment of these, you must see him breast

the current as he swims across the river, and

swing high up on perilous branches in the

wood. His hands are fiill—let them talk

or muse who will—his vocation is other

than this.

The boy's hero is the material man—the

one single unapproachable Crusoe whom

Genius has created for him—the many

sailor-men of ruder flesh and blood, militant

upon the sea—the hunter of unknown forests

—the adventurous traveller of dangerous

countries—these are the glorious ideals of

the boy. He thirsts to throw the lasso with

the fiery sportsman of Mexico, he burns

with vain longing to have been one of the

olden crew who were shipwrecked with the

Byron of the sea. He clenches his hands

and sets his teeth in burning indignation,

when he reads how the gentle Cook fell in
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yon southern island far away, and knows by

the valiant blood rising hot to his heart, that

had he been there it had chanced otherwise.

And if he returns to olden times, it is to

fight by the side of Wallace, to row the

forlorn boat of the Bruce, to do battle on the

muirs for the Covenant, to guide Prince

Charles through mountain pass and cavern.

When he dreams, it is of the world without

—the stirring, fighting, opposing world which

is to be quelled, and put down, and tamed

into obedience to the young conqueror's will.

The sun sheds grateful light upon him, and

the moon looks down from her broad skies

in vain. If he could fight for her, she might

enlist his youthful chivalry, as the Queen of

old times, the hapless Mary, Hke her in

lofty beauty, as in disastrous wading through

stormy clouds, might have done : but to

dream of her—to think of her serene pale
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smile—alas, no ! he has other work in

hand.

I remember I was fishing or appearing

to fish one bright morning, in a link of our

water, which was a kind of hermitage to me,

—I might be twelve years old then—when

my father suddenly approached me, leading

in his hand a boy of my own years
—a boy

so differently endowed, so superior to myself

as I felt at once in my shy consciousness.

My father visited Mossgray seldom : at this

time we had received no intimation of his

coming, and the timid constraint and awk-

ward diffidence, which were always upon

me in his presence, were heightened into

exceeding pain by this sudden appearance.

"Adam," said my father, "this is your

cousin Charles. He is to stay with you in

future at Mossgray."

My father's own name was Charles ;
he
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looked with favour on his namesake, as he

watched our greeting. I so shy and rustic,

and Charlie Graeme so bold and manly
—I

felt how disadvantageous was the com-

parison.

But when my father left us, and we

became acquainted, as we did soon, for my

cousin was as frank as I was shy, then the

glorious new life of genuine boyhood which

burst upon Mossgray and upon me ! How

I lavished upon Charhe the unsunned

treasures of my solitary child's heart
;
how

I awoke out of my dreamy loneliness, to find

myself enriched beyond all w^ealth in his

companionship. How I discovered a new

charm and attraction in my own beloved

water and noble woods, from the wild shout

of mirth with which Charhe plunged into

riotous enjoyment of them. How the old

walls and doorways that had been disturbed
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by few sounds louder than my pensive

stealings out and in, resounded now with

the ringing speed of boyish footsteps, and

the blythe din of boyish laughter. It is

pleasant to look back upon that time, when

from a childish hermit I became a boy !

There was for me after that era, no more

solitary watching of the sports of others.

The "haill water," ere long knew^ Charlie

Graeme, as the adventurous leader of every

troop of juvenile mischief makers, and I was

by no means a slow or backward pupil. The

complete revolution in my life which this

produced, gave these vigorous enjoyments

a still greater zest to me, albeit I sometimes

felt the pleasure of compassionate benevolence

towards these strong fellows, my seniors in

years, whose unthinking mirth of mood was

so much younger than mine. I liked the

sports for their sake, and they gave me some
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casual place in their regard for sake of the

games in which I shared—we were different

so far—but the lingerings of my recluse

spii'it,
did by no means operate disadvan-

tageously upon my physical activities. I had

emerged into a new existence. I had

entered the second stage of life.

Charlie was the son of my father's only

brother. I had never seen, and scarcely ever

heard of my uncle
;
but at his death, which

took place a short time before his son's

arrival at Mossgray, Charlie, with the very

slender inheritance that remained to him,

had been committed to my father's care, as

his only near relative and guardian. To

keep us together at Mossgray, was the

cheapest and easiest way of getting rid of

us, and accordingly we were dispatched

together to the Academy of Fendie,

A somev^'hat famous school in our district,
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which in its day has sent forth men into

the world—men of stature and nobleness,

some few, albeit it has filled up its quota

with perhaps a greater than usual com-

modity of packmen ;
but a school of high

standing and character withal, to which the

neighbouring gentry, and the smaller fry

of
"
genteel families

"
in Fendie, could send

their sons without derogation. We made

the usual progress, as I fancy, in those routine

affairs, which were called our studies. We

learnt lessons with as much painstaking

industry as we could summon up in the

morning, and forgot them with the most

praiseworthy ease at night. We were con-

scientious enough to play truant seldom—we

had no more than our average of accidents.

Charlie only twice fell into the water, and

only once broke his arm. My nautical mis-

chances had aU some connection with the
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mill-lead at the Dean, my favourite nook.

On the whole we got through admirably.

Never boys on the Border were blyther than

we.

Young; Fendie of the Mount was at an

English boarding-school. Our sturdy home

academy was not good enough for the young

laird of that ilk. What storms of ridicule

we poured upon him—he knapped English,

he had a holy horror of torn breeks, he

never climbed a tree in his life
;
and crowning

shame of all, it was whispered among us

in the utmost scorn and derision, that his

dainty cambric handkerchief was perfumed

like a lady's ! We looked at the indefinite

looking things in our own miscellaneous

pockets, and echoed it with a storm of laugh-

ter.
" He has scent on his napkin !" It

was the very chmax of derision : we could go

no further.
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Hew Murray of Murrayshaugh, was our

warmest friend. We met sometimes, when

out of door amusements were impracticable,

in the vaulted room in Mossffrav Tower,

where lay in state, various remnants of

ancestral mail, and which we called the

armoury
— to compare notes as to the

changes which must have happened in the

fortunes of Scotland, had we three chanced

to fight at Falkirk with Wallace, or with

James at Flodden. But whereas Hew Murray

and I were chivalrously engrossed with con-

siderations of what we could have done for

Scotland, it always happened as I recollect,

that Charlie rose in glorious anticipation

of knighthoods and earldoms and broad lands

to be won by his sword and by his bow.

Innocent chevaliers errant were we, not

without a weakness for beautiful disconsolate

princesses, and imprisoned ladies to be set
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free by our valour and fidelity, but the daz-

zling chances of war had greater fascination

for Charlie. Our hero contented himself with

freeing the lady, and reducing the castle—
his, took possession of the conquered strong-

hold, and reigned in the stead of his enemy.

But our friends were not all of our own

degree. A mile or two on the other side

of Fendie lay a pretty house, which made up

in its snug and comfortable proportions

for its entire want of all the antiquities which

clustered in hoary grace about Mossgray.

Pertaining to it was a small farm, which

sufficed to give its proprietor the much

esteemed territorial designation. The name

of the place was Greenshaw, its owner's

Johnstone. People said, that he had driven

a homely enough trade in former days ;
but

never man on the northern side of Skiddaw,

had seen any vestige of the pack on the broad
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shoulders of Mr. Johnstone of Greenshaw.

Besides, we do rather hold the
" wanderer's"

trade in good repute in our country, so the

rumour did the comfortable man no harm.

His son Walter was one of our sworn

brethren. Walter Johnstone surpassed us all

in daring ;
but the greatest heat of boyish

excitement could scarcely bring any addi-

tional glow to his cheek, or throw the

slightest tremor into his hand. Walter

could calculate his time to a moment
;

he

was never late, he was never hurried.

Prompt and bold, cool and acute, he w^as the

regulator and time-keeper of our obstreperous

band.

Then there was Edward Maxwell, the

widow's son at the Watch-brae. He w^as the

detrimental of our joyous parties. He

always became weary at unseasonable times
;

he continuallv shirked his share of the work.
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and evaded the perilous parts of our excur-

sions
;

but he had good looks in his favour,

and a winning, ingratiating, caressing manner,

which overcame our reproaches. It always

happened, too, that Maxwell's weakness

brought him prominently forward among

u-s. Speculations as to what he would do

next, when he would fail in a fatigue, how he

would glide out of a danger, with what new

expedients he would excuse himself, kept our

conversation full of him, and he felt the
«

distinction, such as it was.

Other companions we had, greater and

smaller as it chanced, for we were perfectly

republican. Many kindly ties I have from

that school-time with men of all classes,

in all places and quarters of the earth :

Australian settlers in the bush, merchants

in London and Liverpool, distinguished men

of literature, poor subalterns in India, humble

VOL. I. D
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shopkeepers in Fendie, small farmer-lairds in

my own county ; these pleasant threads

of old connection are spun out far and near.

I like it—there is a kindly universality of

brotherhood in this, that seems to me as

much better, as it is wider and further

reaching than any mere friendships of one

especial class, isolated, and standing upon the

bare platform of then- position.
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CHAPTER III.

The youth who daily further from the East

Must travel, still is Nature's priest,

And by the vision splendid

Is on his way attended.

Yes ! it is in youth, properly so called, that

the true age of poetry is.

The priesthood of nature, the mood that

can hold communion with her in her every

place and time—these come only when the

boy's material age is past, and the childish

dreams come back, mightier now and clearer,

to clothe with their rare grace the expanding,

D 2
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growing soul. Is it well that this radiance

should by and bye fade into the light of

common day ? let us be content—the old

man is of kin to the youth
—

perchance if

the harsher meridian time did not intervene,

it would scarcely be so.

But now the vision splendid travels with

him everywhere. There is a glory about

the hills and on the sky ;
there is music,

all the more dear that it is inarticulate, in

every running stream
;
there is, highest of

all, a wonderful light of truth, and love, and

nobleness, over all human things. Motives

grand and sublime, labour generous and

great, worthy of the marvellous position held

by this mortal race. The whole universe

vibrates to his ear, with heroic marches and

noble chimes of music, to which his soul

thrills, and his step keeps time. True indeed

there are falsehood and selfishness and
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change here, or whence these tales of sorrow,

and this generous indignation that swells

within him, against the wrong which is to

be conquered ;
but these are not near him.

In his own especial atmosphere there is

perfect truth open at all points to the eye

of dav. His ideal covers and veils all meaner

faults in the objects of his chivalrous affec-

tion
;
and he pities men who are smarting

under neglect or inconsistency, or worldliness

of friends, as those pity who feel their own

blessedness made all the greater by the

contrast.

Before I had reached this stage, my father

had been for some time dead. Mr. Murray

of Murrayshaugh, the father of our friend

Hew, a surly old gentleman of very ancient

family, and very meagre estate, was my

guardian; and we boys, having fairly
con-

cluded our academy course, began to form
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plans for our future lift?, not without much

magniloquence of speech. Maxwell wavered

long between the two grave professions of

medicine and the Church. The latter was

at first decidedly the favourite, for Johnstone,

with malicious glee, drew so exquisite a

picture of an adoring congregation, and

ministering angels, in the form of ladies,

old and young, that the gentle Edward was

overpowered with modest delight. But the

Widow Maxwell in her cottage, on the

Watch-Brae, had no manner of influence

in the Church, while she had the shadow

of a promise from some patron of her

husband's to procure for Edward a situation

like his father's, that of an assistant army

surgeon. So Maxwell's fate was determined.

He was immediately to commence his studies

as a medical student.

Johnstone at once and promptly, decided
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for the law, in some one of its occult

branches, I scarcely recollect which
; but

he had not the gift of utterance, and there-

fore was disqualified from entering the

highest and most showy class of the profes-

sion.

Charlie's destination was less easily fixed.

He was eager to grow rich—he aspired to be

famous—he liked all the good things of this

world so well, that he was undecided which

to grasp at. He thought of India, and his

eyes sparkled ;
but some indefinite feeling

which was not home-love made him deter-

mine to remain in Scotland. I used to

wonder at this; for Charlie with his frank

fascination of manners, and his adventurous

spirit, was the very man to travel—the very

man, as I fancied in honest boyish admiration,

to succeed brilliantly wherever he went ; but

he resolved to remain at home. Then he
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thought of business—of becoming a great,

merchant—for youthful calculators have a

happy knack of leaping over all the initiatory

steps
—but for that the capital was wanting.

He had nothing
—I not very much, and

while I would joyfully have shared my

utmost farthing with Charlie, that gruff old

Murrayshaugh growled forth his veto—
"
There's enough tint with merchandize for

one generation of ye l" so we relinquished

that.

But the gift that Johnstone wanted,

Charlie had in perfection. He was a natural

orator
;

and the momentous decision was

made at last. Charlie decided upon being a

great lawyer
—the most brilliant pleader in

Scotland—perhaps Lord Advocate eventually

—
certainly a Member of Parliament—

Member for Edinbui'gh ! Charlie rose from

his low carved chair by the fire as that
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crowning glory burst upon him—the grandeur

of it was overpowering
—Member for Edin-

burgh !

Murrayshaugh was an impoverished and

poor estate. Its possessor had been " wild"

in his youth, and now resented and avenged

upon his children the poverty himself had

made. Lucy Murray grew up in forlorn and

lonely seclusion, acquainted from her youth

with many cares. Hew was designed for a

civil appointment in India, where his father

ordained, his industry should redeem the

fortunes of the family. The harsh old man

was a despot
—there was no appeal against

his arbitrary wiU.

But Murrayshaugh withal was a gentle-

man and a scholar
;

as anxious that his son

should be fidly and carefully fitted for the

position he was to occupy as determined that

in this way and no other, should Hew's life
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be spent. So Hew also was to join our little

band of students in Edinburgh, and to have

the adv^antage of two or three sessions'

training there, before he departed to his far-

away labour. I could not part with them—
Charlie and Hew especially were my sworn

brethren
;

and after a long siege Murray-

shaugh yielded to my very reasonable wish of

accompanying them, and gave to Charlie and

myself the necessary funds, commenting

bitterly :

" Your father, Adam, gave me no charge

of furnishing two lads for the college. An it

be your silly pleasure to spend your means

on your cousin, the way is to deny yourself,

my man—not to think you are a pink of

generosity when it costs you nothing. But

take it—take it—I wish ye much gratitude.

If ye get but the common share, ye will be

well repaid."
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" Never mind my father, Adam," said

Lucy, as I emerged indignantly from the

dreaiy Hbrary of Murrayshaugh, into the

luxuriant garden, with its mossy terraces

sloping to the river side.
" Simon says

true, his bark is worse than his bite—and I

think, though he would not say it, that he is

sad about you all going away, and only looks

angry because he thinks shame."

"Are we to go, Adam?" said Charlie

eagerly. He had come to Murrayshaugh

with me, and had waited on the terrace with

Hew and Lucy while I bearded the lion

within.

"
Yes," said I with some heat—for there

is nothing that one resents so warmly in

one's first youth, as any prophecy of in-

gratitude on the part of those whom we

dehght to honour.
"
Yes, we're to go. I
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would like to know why old people con-

tinually think young ones fools."

[ was nearly eighteen
— I drew myself

up,

"
Perhaps because they are often, Adam,"

suggested Lucy gently.

I could not be angry at Lucy Murray. I

was too full of boyish chivalry, having re-

entered the age of imagination, to be any-

thing but gentle and deferential to a
gii'l.

" How you do speak," exclaimed my

cousin,
"
you think us fools do you Lucy ?—

very well—you'U see that by and bye."

" When you read the honourable Member

for Edinburgh's great speech," said Hew

with his frank and pleasant laugh,
" about

—what will it be about, Charlie ?"

"And I would like to know," continued

Charlie angrily, "what we have done that
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we should be thought so very foolish. We

have only been at home all our lives, no

doubt—people get so much more culture in

Yorkshii-e !"

Lucy turned away.

" Never heed him, Lucy," said Hew,
" he

shows the cloven foot. It's all about poor

Dick Fendie. Why, man, Charhe, to be

jealous of him !"

Charlie was past eighteen. He had some

time since thrown his handkerchief on Lucy

Murray, and regularly engrossed her society ;

by no means to her own satisfaction at first,

but she had become accustomed to it. He

had w^ounded her feehngs now. He saw it

himself, and w^as maliciously pleased. I saw

it, as she wandered along the terrace towards

the waterside, and could almost have thrown

him over the wall, in spite of our brother-

hood.
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" What is the matter ?" said I.
"
Quarrel

with Hew or me as you Hke, Charlie, but

what has Lucy done ?"

Charlie twisted the graceful curl by the

side of his cap, and swung round on his heel

to foUow Lucy without answering me. He

was very handsome, and had a frank man-

liness in every look and gesture which dis-

armed one's reproofs. At present too, the

conscious smile of power was on his face—he

felt himself so sure of immediate forgiveness

—so perfectly able to restore the smiles of

Lucy Murray.

Hew and I stood watching him, as he

went along the terrace after her. Our eyes

met—we exclaimed in chorus.
" He does

not mean anything
—Charlie would not hurt

any one's feelings for the w'orld."

"
It was Lucy's own fault, talking so much

of Dick Fendie," said Hew. " Mamma's
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s:ood bov has come home, Adam—have vou

seen him yet ? And Lucy would defend him ;

but I suppose it's all over now. By the bye,

Adam, how does it come about that you and

I never quarrel with Lucy ?"

" You and I—why, is she not your sister,

Hew ? and almost mine too—Charlie you

know—Charlie is different."

Hew became thoughtful for a moment,

and ended with a laugh.
"
Ay, that's

because Mrs. Mense at Mossgray says they

were made for each other. But I say, Adam,

do Lilie Johnston and you battle at each

other like these two ?"

I blushed a tremulous blush—it was dese-

cration to name this sacred name so lightly.

The two things were altogether different—how

or wherefore I did not stay to analyse
—but my

reverent boyish adoration, and Charhe's bold
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demands upon the constant patience and sole

regard of Lucy Murray, had no resemblance to

each other. I shrank back—I would have

had Lilias Johnstone distinguished by the

reverent respect of all men, and to hear her

name thus profanely conjoined with mine !

" Are you nearly ready, Hew ?" I asked

hastily,
" and when are we to start ?"

The starting time was decided on that

night, and shortly after we set out, the

whole rejoicing band of us, upon a bracing

frosty morning late in October, on the top

of the coach for Edinburgh. Maxwell

managed to get up a few tears for his

mother's especial benefit. I had nearly joined

him myself, I recollect, when I saw her pale

anxious face lifted up so tenderly to the

high perch where we were crowded together.

Never human face had worn that look for
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me, and my heart warmed the more to the

son of this sad mother, even while I almost

envied him.

All the rest of us were motherless
;

but

even the gmff
"
Good-bye, boys," of Mur-

rayshaugh had some feeling in it this morning ;

and Lucy Murray's eyes were too heavy to

be raised to us, as she stood by her father's

side. Then there was a small white hand

waving a handkerchief from within the high

hoUv hedo-e of Greenshaw as we passed. It

perhaps was not all for her brother. I

appropriated, with trembHng, some share of

the farewell.

In a very short time we had settled down

to oui' respective studies. It is comparatively

unusual in Scotland to give youths the

benefit of college education except for some

special profession ;
so that, put the learned

VOL. I. E
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faculties aside, and you leave but a small

residuum to represent what forms the larger

proportion of students in England. It is

perhaps for this reason that we are more

practical than our neighbours ;
that those

niceties of profound classical learning which

form the glory on the head of English

universities—those painful researches into

the nature of the Greek verb, and folio

disputations on contested words, do scarcely

exist among us. But that by the way. We

were very frank, very unsophisticated, very

innocent, we Fendie lads; and even, as I

fancy, very little less so when we left than

when we entered Edinburgh. It has its

abundant temptations no doubt, as all other

towns have, but so far as I myself saw,

we came through them with tolerable safety.

Faults of mind, and temper, and spirit, we
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had many, but I think we, in a great degree,

escaped that round of petty vices, the assumed

manUness of which leads so many foolish

lads astray.

E 2
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CHAPTER IV.

I walk as ere I walked forlorn

When all our path was fresh with dew

And all the bugle breezes blew

Reveillee to the breaking morn.

IN MEMORIAM.

I AM looking out from the deep window

of my study, through the sharp air of a

frosty, clear November night. There are

lights gleaming in some cottage windows, so

far down under the bare trees by the water-

side, that you would think them glow-worms

on the grass ; and silvery mists are floating

a})out the sky, and yonder lie some Q-reat distant
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mountain clouds, \vith stars embayed in

creeks and inlets at their feet, like lights of

anchored ships.

The face of the beautiful nig-ht before me

brings back another time. I fancy I am

leaning again over the grey wall, which

bounds the sloping road on yonder Calton,

looking down with rapt and dreamy eyes

upon that wonderful scene below. Hew

Murray's arm is in mine
;

we have the

visionary reverence of youth upon us, and

when we speak, we speak \o\y, and with few

words. Yonder noble hill with its proud

crest, and its visible darkness—yonder faint

towers, far below, of storied Holyrood
—that

grand rugged line from the dim valley of the

palace to the bluff fi*ont of the castle, with

its graceful hovering crown of St. Giles lying

so fitly upon the stately head of our royal

city
—the gleaming Hghts, halfway between
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the dim sky, and the dimmer earth—the

confused hum ascending up in softened

dreamy murmm's. So near the Hfe and din

of* a great city ;
so near the wonderful gloom

and silence of the everlasting hills. There is

a jarring sound below. I start and open my

eyes
—and I am looking forth upon the placid

water of Fendie, the low cottage lights below,

and the steady stars above—an old man and

alone !

After our third session together at college,

Hew Murray went to his distant destination.

Murrayshaugh himself came to Edinburgh

to superintend his son's outfit, and to my

very great grief, and the regret of the whole

band of us, slightly mingled with envy, Hew

set sail in a Lcith smack—we had no

steamers in those days
—for London, from

whence he was to proceed to Portsmouth,

where his ship lay.
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Hew was not of the cosmopolitan class
;

he was one of those—happily still existing,

and I hope increasing in these days
—whom

the very name of home and country stirred

like a trumpet. After the greatest motive

of all—and I fear that in our youthful time

that had but little comparative weight with

us, as it had little place in the teachings of

those who had the guiding of our unformed

minds—the honour of his name and of his

native land roused the warm spirit of my

dear friend, Hew, as no other causes could.

" For poor auld Scotland's sake"—in some

degree we all shared the intense and loving

loyalty which took this as its centre, but it

was a ruling principle with Hew Murray ;
and

he felt his banishment most painfully, though

he submitted to the necessity like a man—for

Hew had not any very brilliant hopes.

" There is little chance that I will be able
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to return till I am old, Adam," he said to

me, sadly, as we lingered on our favourite

walk for the last time, looking down on the

Old Town through the balmy dim spring

night ;

" and if I should come home as rich

as old Major Wardlaw of the Elms, what

then ? One would scarcely like to look

forward to such an end of one's labours.

His gouty chair, and his hot unwholesome

room, and his solitude, and his grumbling,

and his spiceries, and his inflammable temper.

Man, Adam ! to think that I must leave

home, and part with Lucy and with all of

you, and toil through my whole life where I

shall never hear a Scotch tongue, for such an

end as that !"

" You will hear many Scotch tongues in

Bombay, Hew," said I,
" and then you are

sure to marry somebody's daughter, and come

home immediately."
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Hew's frank happy laugh rang into the

dim air pleasantly ;
its sound always cheered

me, but the remembrance that I might not

hear it again for years fell upon me in blank

pain. We made a great many hysterical

attempts after that to be merry, but failed so

woefully in every case, that we turned at last

in silence round the brow of the hill, and

looked out upon the sea : the noble Firth

spreading its silvery lengths far away in the

distance, wdth its dark islands and steady

lights, and the broad line of its princely

highway leading forth into the foreign

world !

The cold, strange, alien world where home

was not, nor friends. Hew Murray's hand

grasped my arm for a moment with a con-

vulsive pressure, and there were tears under

our eyelids
—tears which we were not ashamed

to shed under cover of the gentle night.
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The next day I watched a white sail

gliding smoothly over the peaceful Firth, until

I lost it on the horizon far away
—and my

dearest friend was gone.

For Charlie Graeme, brother-like as we

were, was less closely joined to me than Hew.

It is a vulgar notion that the warmest

friendship requires a contrast of minds.

Charlie and I had very distinct individualiza-

tions. Hew resembled me closely-
—I had

almost said, that in matters of the mind and

heart Hew Murray and I had all things

common. In things physical there was the

same connection between my cousin and

myself ;
but heartily as I liked Charlie,

there were many points on which 1 certainly

knew that we could by no possibility agree ;

there were many matters of feeling and

thought which I shrank from bringing under

his keen glance
—that glance which pierced
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through my bashful sentimentalities with so

little pity.

Maxwell got on delicately with those

medical studies of his. He was a great

favourite everywhere, his weakness, as usual,

bringing him in for much more than his

average share of consideration, Charlie and

Walter toiled manfully at the dry initiatory

necessities of their profession. They were

"
clever lads" of good parts and promise, both,

and both too well endowed with stout common

sense and the natural self-interest and ambi-

tion, to be, except in rare outbursts, loiterers

or idlers. For my desultory self, I dabbled in

all scientific crafts ;
was a metaphysician for

one fit, and a chemist for another, and an

antiquarian for a third; I dipped into

Charhe's dreary quartos, and lingered at the

threshold of the dissecting-room with Edward,

and for my own hand got through heaps of
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reading, systematic and unsystematic, not

always drawn from the venerable shelves of

the college library. It formed a pile of

strange rubbish altogether, built up as it was

with the crude philosophies peculiar to my

years.

But sauntering along the Calton Hill now,

alone, to dream over the Old Town, in its

antique grace and beauty, made me sick

at heart. Hew Murray was one of those

rare friends whom one docs not need to

be continually talking to. A stranger who

obser\'ed our few words might have taken

us for very indifferent companions, but this

was above all, the sign of our closest brother-

hood. When Charlie was with us, we were

talkative enough, for then a foreign element

was introduced, but we were too much one

when we were alone to have any such

constraint upon us. And when from these
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silent walks, we emerged into the bustle

and light of the street below, and throwing

off the charm, began to be as loud as our

neighbours, we felt, both of us, that the chain

of our regard was drawn closer by these

communings. Never friend in this world

did I appropriate and feel mine so entirely

as Hew, and the dim hillside where my

silence was unshared, where there was none

to dream beside me as I dreamt, or to feel

as I felt, became painful to my solitary eyes.

I did not return to Edmbm-gh after Hew

went away. It had lost its charm for me.

I remained alone at Mossgray.

I w^as then a man. I had nearly reached

my majority, and having perhaps exaggerated

notions of what became my place and

position in respect to the tenants and cot-

tagers around me, I began to bestir myself

to ascertain how I could do some work in
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this brief district, allotted to me by Provi-

dence. I have always been inclined to the

contemplative, but I am not idle, and with

all the proud hopes and ambitions of youth

to buoy me up, I laboured and deliberated

"
for the good of the people," with much

enjoyment of the philanthropy.

Lucy MuiTay had grow^n into a young

woman ; graceful and grave, with lines of

thought upon her forehead, printed perhaps

too deeply for one so young. That slender

ring upon her finger was Charhe's gift, and

contains in its small enclosure one of those

cu-clets of his sunny hair, which cHng so

lovingly about his temples and become them

so well
;

for their engagement is a grave

matter now, acknowledged and known. And

yet I fancy them scarcely like each other

yet, for Lucy has dwelt long with her own

thoughts silently, and in solitude, and Charlie,
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with his whole soul has embarked on the

busy sea of hfe
;
but the contrast gives them

singular grace when they are together, and

Lucy is more than ever a sister to me.

The bright face at Greenshaw, which, with

all its happy changes, has been the angel

of my boyish dreams for years, is brighter

now in the grace of early womanhood than

ever before. I fancy her the inmate of

some pure and holy atmosphere, the star

of some loftier sky. I forget when I am

near Greenshaw that there is sin in the

world— I become heterodox in my very

faith—for evil has no share in Lilias.

The name echoes in my ear with a ring

of silvery music. The beautiful and pure

of all ages shed their glory about her, and

claim my devouter homage. The Rachel

of yonder plains of Syria, the Mary, blessed

among women, the Una, the Desdemona
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of our own land. Their shadow is upon

her in all places ;
the very neighbours, com-

mon-place as they are, speak low, I fancy,

when they speak of
"

Lillie" and I forgive

them the familiarity for the sake of the

gracious name
;

for the stately flower in

its royal purity, symbolizes my ideal well,

and my garden at Mossgray grows white

with snowy lilies, and I wander among them

dreamily, in a mist of indefinite hopes, and

tancied future gladnesses, too bright to tell.

The beautiful time ! when every foundation

stood fast, and all that was, was true and

constant, and of kin to the pure heavens.

Yet Lilias was only the daughter of Mr.

Johnstone of Greenshaw, who had little

honour or standing beyond the bounds of

Fendie. Mm-rayshaugh would have growled

the utmost thunder of his anathema upon

Lucy, had he known that in her sisterly
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kindness she had accompanied me to the

comfortable plebeian parlour where shone

my star, and electrified good Mr. Johnstone

into hopes of future friendships with those

adjacent landed families, who had not hitherto

condescended to notice him. But Lilias

was shy of Lucy, and seemed, to my chagrin,

indifferent to her visit
;

so I had to console

myself with a transitory behef that Lilias

felt proudly the injustice of those artificial

barriers of society, and was sensible of

wrong done to her native dignity by the

false rule which made the Laird's daughter

of Murrayshaugh a greater person than she,

and by Lucy's quiet smile, and gentle word

of consolation. "By and bye, Adam—we

will be better friends, by and bye."

Yes—there was no landed family of them

all, which could boast a line so long and so

unbroken as that of Mossgray. The en-

VOL. I. F
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cumbrances on the estate had gradually

melted away during my frugal minority.

I was able to maintain appropriately the

position I had inherited. Only this one ex-

ternal matter of rank did Lilias want, and

I had it, to lay it at her feet—the name

itself acquired new honour and dignity, when

my heart beat to anticipate the advent of a

new lady of Mossgray, who should eclipse

all who went before.

I greatly affected Mr. Johnstone's company

then. He was a shrewd man, if not a re-

fined one
; and albeit he did not possess

that fearful command of words which strikes

one with utter panic when one comes to

the beginning of a speech of his fellow carfts-

man the " Wanderer" of Wordsworth, he

yet could manage to keep up a conversation

tolerably well, by help of an occasional

monosyllabic from the other interlocutor—
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we became great friends. He gave me

counsel about the management of my lands ;

he told me that Matthew Irving of Friarsford,

whose tack was nearly out, had been holding

his farm for some years past, nearly rent

free, so greatly had the land increased in

value, since his father got the lease. He

talked to me of foreign wars and home

politics
—I listened in happy unconsciousness,

feeling only that I was conciliating the

goodwill of the father of Lilias, and advancing

slowly to my aim.

Mr. Johnstone was too shrewd a man

not to perceive by and bye, what brought

me so often, bashful and absorbed, into that

corner of his parlour. The good man evi-

dently believed at first that I sought the

benefit and enlightenment of his conversa-

tion
;
but through a flood of random answers,

and unhappy lack of comprehension on my

F 2
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part, of arguments which I never heard,

his eyes were opened. He was by no means

displeased, I fancied. I was "
Mossgray"

ah-eady, my income was good, my prospects

better. I was altogether ehgible for a son-

in-law.

And by and bye, I thought I discovered

that the Fendie young ladies, who bore Lilias

company sometimes, looked at her with

wicked secret laughs and whisperings when

I entered the room. Could Lilias guess

herself ? Alas, I could not tell ! I was too

self-conscious to be at ease with her, and

she had always been shy to me.

And matters remained in this uncertain

state for a considerable time. I became

of age. Murrayshaugh gruffly resigned, as

he had gruffly undertaken, the guardianship

fo myself and my possessions. His house

grew more and more desolate as I fancied,
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and Lucy paler and more thoughtful every

day. She was quite alone, and we used

to walk together sometimes on the old terrace

in silent sympathy, thinking of Hew. He

had reached his destination safely, and entered

with cheerfulness (as he told us) into the

duties of his office
;
but the loss of him cast

a sad shadow over the house of his fathers.

Perhaps it might be only that—perhaps there

was something more
; but a sadder decay

seemed to be gathering over it, every time I

visited Murrayshaugh.
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CHAPTER V.

I leaned my back unto an aik,

I thought it was a trusty tree ;

But first it bowed, and syne it brak^

And sae did my true love to me.

OLD SONG.

Our three students, Charlie, Walter, and

Edward at length completed their studies,

and entered upon the duties of their respective

professions. Charlie got his first brief from

an old friend of the family, and there actually

was a report of his speech on the case, by

no means an important one, but greatly

interesting and very momentous to us, in
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one of the Edinburgh papers. It was some-

thing about a quarry I think, though what

about it, I cannot very well remember. I hur-

ried up to Murrayshaugh with the paper. It

was a bright day of early summer, and CharUe

himself was to be with us in a week
;
a

visit to which we had long looked forward,

and of which Lucy and I, had more than

once spoken.

I found Lucy in her own little parlour,

at the low window which opened to the

terrace. The willows were sweeping their

long branches over the sighing water, and

in spite of the May sunshine over aU, and

the universal joy without, there was a look

of sadness here. I involuntarily restrained

my quick step as I reached the window, and

Lucy looked up from her habitual work, with

her usual kindly and gentle smile.

" Look here, Lucy ! I have brought you
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news," said I,
" news worth seeing. Come,

don't read them in a dull room this Mav-

day. Come out into the sunshine and read

them here."

Lucy rose eagerly.

"What is it? is it ahout Hew, Adam,

or—"
She paused, a wavering painful colour

came upon her cheek, and her fingers played

nen^ously with the work she had laid

down.

"
Lucy, you do not think I could bring

you anything but good news to-day. Come

out and read Charlie's first speech. His

pleadings on his first brief, you know—you

heard all about that."

I fancied I saw a slight shiver of her

frame. She had not heard it ! but in a

moment after Lucy stept out upon the terrace

and took the paper and read. I thought

her figure seemed taller and more distinct
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against the shadowy background of willows,

as she stood there before me with the paper

in her hand. There was something in it

of firm pride and endurance which struck

me as new—some greater emotion than I

had ever known.

" Did Charlie send you this, Adam," she

asked as she gave it back to me.

"Yes, Lucy," said I, humbly, feeling

myself guilty of giving her great pain when

I had expected to bring her pleasure ;

"
it

came last night."

There w^as a slight, almost imperceptible

shiver again, and a w^andering of the fingers

towards each other, as though they would

fain be clasped together in the instinctive

gesture of grief.

"Wait for me a moment, Adam," said

Lucy ;

•'
I have something to say to

you."
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I waited upon the terrace while she went

in. What could this portend? I believed,

and so did all the countryside, that their

marriage was delayed only until Charlie had

a prospect of success in his profession. He

had told me so himself; it was an understood

thing ; yet Lucy had not been told of his

first brief.

She joined me almost immediately, having

only gone in, as it appeared, to throw the

light plaid she usually wore, over her

'

shoulders and head, and I waited in anxious

silence for her first words.

We had reached the waterside, and paused

there together, the long willow-boughs sweep-

ing over us sadly, before she spoke :

"
Adam," she said then,

" have you had

any conversation with my father lately ?

Has he ever spoken to you about—about his

own affairs ?"
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"
No, Lucy," said I.

"
Adam, I may speak to you," said Lucy.

" There is some new calamity hanging over

us. I have seen my father receive letters of

late—letters that I could perceive were from

lawyers
—which have brought to his face that

white look of despair which you never saw.

I mentioned Walter Johnstone's name to him

once—when you told us he had gone into

partnership with some one in Edinburgh
—

because he was Hew's companion, and—and

yours
—and my father broke out into a curse

upon him, immediately adding, however :

'Not him—why should I swear at a

packman's son? but my own miserable

fortune, that am doomed to be tortured to

death by these hired hounds of lawyers !' I

dared ask nothing then, but I have been

ready to catch at every word since
;
and my

father has vaguely intimated to me some
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intention that we should go to France—at

least," said Lucy, hastily, with an indignant

blush burning on her face, and a painful

heaving of her breast,
" that he would

go
—

and, of course, I wiU not leave him."

"But the cause, Lucy?" said L "He

can have no cause,"

"
Alas, Adam, I cannot tell !" said Lucy,

sadly,
"
for he never has taken me into his

confidence
;

but I think it must be some

responsibility
—some—Adam, I do not need

to hesitate—you know weU that we have

always been poor."

I did not know how to answer her
;

I

leaned upon the old mossy wall by Lucy's

side, eager to speak of herself—of Charlie,

and yet afraid.

"
Is there anything that I can do ?" I said.

*' You can trust me, Lucy ;
is there anything

that I can do ?"
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"
No, no, Adam ! I do not mean that ;

no one must interfere with my father or his

purposes, you know
;
but I only desired to

tell you that you might understand as much

as I do of why we went, if we do go away,

and—I only wished to tell you, Adam."

Lucy turned her head away ;
one or two

tears, so large that one could see by what

bitter force they had been restrained, fell

softly on the moss of the wall, but she

thought I did not see them.

"
Lucy, Lucy, this must not be !" said I

;

"
tell me what I can do

;
T will venture any-

thing rather than that this should come upon

us ! If Hew were only here—if you would

but plead for me, Lucy, that your father may

remember that what I have is yours
—

yours

with mv whole heart."

I saw her shake and tremble in the strong

effort to restrain herself, but it would not do.
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She pressed her hand across her eyes, and

again the tears fell singly upon the moss—a

few large bitter tears, as if they had been

gathered long
—an essence of intense pain

too powerful to spend itself in much weeping

—deliberate drops wrung from her very

heart.

"
I thank you, Adam," she said at last,

" and yet I do not need to say, I thank you

—
you know that—but this cannot be; you

must do nothing ;
none of us can do any-

thing except submit. It was only a selfish

desire to pain you, I am afraid, which made

me tell you this
;

for it will indeed be very

hard to leave Murrayshaugh !"

I could say nothing in return. Alas !

there are harder trials than even bidding

farewell to one's home. All was not well in

this beautiful world
; there were other things

among us than those I had dreamed of, and
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my heart sickened as I tried to reassure

myself.

By and bye, Lucy turned along a quiet

sheltered way, close by the waterside, and I

went with her—perhaps I should have left

her there, but I followed in spite of myself.

We began to speak of Hew.

"Do you think we shall ever meet all

together again, Adam ?" said Lucy.

"
Surely

—I hope so," said I, hastily.

" We are all young, Lucy ;
we may be

changed externally perhaps, but that will

be aU."

"
If we are ever together again, we shall be

changed in every way, Adam."

"
Nay, nay, Lucy," said I,

"
I cannot let

you take up that gloomy notion. Why

should we change ? We know each other

far too well to alter our old likings. We will
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be the same, Lucy, when we are grey-

headed."

" Will you, Adam ?—will all of us ?—or

are we indeed what we think we are ?—are we

not clothing ourselves and others with some

ideal of our own, which hides the natural

spirit from us ?"

"
Lucy !"

"
Suppose one had done that," said Lucy,

hurriedly, turning her head away, and speak-

ing more as I thought to herself than to me.

"
Suppose one had clothed another in an

ideal so beautiful, so noble, that one almost

trembled at one's own wondrous gladness

beholding it
;
and suppose that suddenly a

blast came, and rent the glorious tissue here

and there, and revealed a hidden thing of

clay below
; and one came to know that this

noble spirit had never been at all, save in the
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fancy that created it. I dreamt of such a

thing the other night ;
and dreams come true

sometimes. Adam, we all change
—not one,

but all of us."

I could not speak then, nor did I try to

answer her. What could I say ? it was the

first check put upon my joyous confidence in

all whom I called fi^iends.

" Has your father told Hew, Lucy, that he

thinks of leaving Murrayshaugh ?" I inquired

at last, eager to change the subject.

"
I think not. I hope it is only possible,

Adam
;

I know nothing more than that
; my

father does not tiiist me ;
but we must know

soon."

I left Murrayshaugh sadly that day. When

I had nearly reached Mossgray, I met Lilias

with some of her companions, driving her

father's little four-wheeled equipage. They

paused a moment to receive my eager bashful

VOL. I. G
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salutations, and then drove on. The sunshine

of that young face dispersed the cloud of

ioubt and unhappiness that hung about me
;

for anything false, anything sad could not

come near Lilias—

" I trow that countenance cannot lie

Whose thoughts are legible in the eie,"

I said to myself joyously as I went on. I

repented me of my suspicions of Charlie.

Lucy must be mistaken. His conduct could

be explained. The bright mist fell again

over the world, and I forgot my fears and

anxieties
; they aU fled before the smUe of

Lilias.

I did not see Lucy Murray again before

Charlie himself arrived. He reached Moss-

gray on the afternoon of another brilliant

May-day. He was very full of his prospects,

and considerably elated with his successful
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beginning. He even told me the particulars

of this first case, I recollect, in natural

excitement and exultation, and very hum-

drum as they were, they interested me too,

for his sake.

He had been nearly an hour in the house.

Mrs. Mense, the housekeeper, was preparing

a magnificent dinner in honour of Mr.

Charlie, the great advocate
;
and there he sat,

lounging half out of the open window,

talking himself out of breath. I am nervous

when I have any cause of anxiety. I began

to change my position, to walk about the

room, to take up and throw down everything

within my reach. Charlie made no sign
—

he lounged and talked and laughed ;
he

discussed the things which he would do, and

which I should. I could bear it no longer.

"
Charlie," said I,

"
you intend to go to

G 2
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Murrayshaugh I suppose before dinner. You

should set out at once, and make haste, for

Mrs. Mcnse will not forgive you if you spoil

her trout to-day."

" Trout !" said Charlie,
"
are we to have

trout to-day ? Mrs. Mense is a sensible

woman, Adam. I would not endanger

Fendie trout for the world."

" You are illogical, Charlie," said I,
"
you

forget that the governing clause in my

sentence concerned Murrayshaugh, and not

the fish."

" Pooh—Murrayshaugh's a bore," said

Charlie hastily.
" Do you angle yet, Adam,

yourself ? you lucky fellow, who have nothing

to do, and can choose your own solace-

ments !"

*'

But, CharUe," said I anxiously ;

"
of

course you intend to go some time this
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evening. I will undertake to make your

peace with Nancy. There now, away with

you, like a good fellow."

"
It's ill talking between a fou man and a

fasting," said Charlie with a forced laugh.

"
Come, Adam, let's have dinner first—you

forget my journey."

He went off to his own room immediately,

and I could say no more. I trembled for

him. I feared to see the glorious tissue rent,

as Lucy Murray said, and some other alien

spirit appear below, which was not my friend

and brother—which was not the true and

generous Charlie Graeme.

We dined alone, and there was a certain

constraint upon our conversation. Charlie, it

is true, still spoke much, but he seemed as I

fancied to speak against time. How he

lingered at table—how he spun out his

stories, and deliberated over every little
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change, and laboured to fasten arguments

upon me, as though endeavouring to shut

my eyes to the progress of those slowly

darkening hours. I bore it as long as I

could, and I bore it in intense pain
—I had

never known so great a trial.

"
Charhe," said I at last.

" How we

waste our time here. Come, I will walk up

with you to Murrayshaugh."

Charlie muttered something between his

teeth. I only heard "
Murrayshaugh," but

there w^as a syllable before which I blushed

to guess at.
"
Ah, don't weary me out," he

said aloud.
" You don't think I am made of

cast-iron like your Herculean rustics. It's

too late now, Adam."

I turned round and looked at him

earnestly. He started to his feet with the

quick anger of one who knows himself in the

wrong.
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"
Well, what do you mean, Adam ?"

" What do I mean, Charhe ? It is I who

should ask that question. You mean some-

thing by this—what is it ?"

"
By what ?—come, come, Adam, this

won't do. Don't assume the head of the

family, I beg. I can manage my own affairs

without any interference from you."

I thought of Lucy Murray standing alone

upon yon mossy terrace, without one in the

world who could know, or could lighten her

grief, aware that he was here, and looking

for his coming in vain, and in the warmth of

my youthful feelings I was overcome.

"
Charhe," said I,

"
you will grieve Lucy

sadly, if you do not go till to-morrow. Lucy

is alone."

"
Well, I will save her the infliction," said

Charlie with affected boldness.
"

It is well I
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had arranged it so before. I return to

Edinburgh to-morrow."

"Do you want to break her heart," I

exclaimed.

"I am not answerable to any one for what

I intend to do," said Charlie sullenly.

"
Yes, Charlie," said I,

"
you are answer-

able—to one higher than we—to Hew had

he been here—even to me. What is this,

Charlie? You do not mean it—it is some

passing quarrel which a few words will set

right."

" So !" said Charlie with a sneer.
" Miss

Lucy has been complaining to you !"

My mood changed in a moment; from

the utmost sorrow it became the most pas-

sionate anger. I had been labouring to

prevent this inevitable nipture
—now I was

only eager that it should be completed.
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"
No," I exclaimed,

"
you have never

known Lucy Murray, I who have been with

you so long, only begin to know you now.

You—you will never know Lucy
—it is well

you feel yourself unworthy of her—it is fit

indeed that her true heart should not be

wasted upon you."

My own heart ached as I turned away

from him. I had lost my friend. I began

to grope in a world of shadows where truth

was not; and not even the smile of Lilias

could have woven again those fair ideal

garments about Charlie Graeme.

We were mutually silent and sullen after

that. Charlie was the first to speak.

"
Adam," he said,

"
I don't want to

quarrel with you, but I will answer to no

man for my conduct ; my motives and

purposes are my own—and there has been

quite enough of this. Walter Johnstone
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came out with mc from Edinburgh to-day.

Will you go over with me to Greenshaw to

see him ?"

I shrank from him—that he, unveiled and

disenchanted as he was, should breathe the

air which Lilias made holy
—that her smile

should fall upon him ! I could hardly

restrain myself, but for my old affection's

sake, and for Lucy's sake, I did.

"
I will follow you," I answered,

"
at

present I cannot go."

He left the room, and, in a few minutes,

the house, and I saw him go down the wa ter

whistling a merry tune, and pausing now

and then, to look round upon those peaceful

home scenes, which his presence now de-

secrated to me. Murrayshaugh was in the

opposite direction. I hurried along towards

it under the trees, with an instinctive desire

to see Lucy, and, unseen myself, to carry at
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least one sympathethic heart to her vicinity.

It was a superstition of its kind. I had no

thought of that—it was an instinct with

me.

And there she certainly was upon the

terrace, with her soft light plaid about her

head, and her figure ghding strangely through

shadows of the trees, and of the quaint,

fantastic gables of the house, which the light

of a young moon threw faintly on the ground

at her feet. I saw her threading the maze

of these, as she moved like a
spii-it upon the

mossy garden path, and I began to fancy in

the bitterness of my heart that it was thus

with us all
;

that those shadowy unreal forms

of ours, were but wandering blindly through

a shadowy world of pains and sorrows, which

if it were not aU false, was yet involved in a

miserable twilight, where one knew not what

was false and what was true.
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The old decaying house, with its marks of

gradual downfal and lingering sorrowful

pride, and the one faint light in the window

of the library where sat its aged possessor,

struggling with a young man's strength of

haughty resistance against the slow ruin that

was gliding upon him like a thundercloud.

The low cadence of those rustling willows,

wooing the answering murmur of the water

—the silence of the waning evening, made

sadder and more spirit-like by the wan young

moon which gave to its dimness a spectral

light and shadow—and Lucy Murray in her

early youth, with not one heart that could or

dared stand by her in her need, wandering

among those shades, with the dark sky

above, in the dim world, alone ! I hurried

away again. I could not look upon her.
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CHAPTER VI.

Alas!

I do confess I thought all hearts were true,

As I did see the whole bright world—how fair !

For linked in happy fancies were the twain—
This beautiful—that pure

—
And like the mountains of this noble land

Did Love and Faith and Honour steadfastly

Lift their high heads to the bright sun that crowned

them.

As I thought, in my sight.

I do confess me—if it was a sin

Behold these tears—for bitterly awaking,

I found I had but dreamed.

The parlour of Greenshaw was exceed-

ingly bright when I entered it that night
—
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brighter in reality for they were
rejoicing

over Walter's return—and brighter still in

contrast with the scene I had left.

" Here he is at last," cried Walter

Johnstone starting up to shake hands with

me as I entered. "Why, have you been

seeing ghosts, Adam ? One w^ould think

that we were the rustics and he the towns-

man, Charlie."

"You w^ere always a contemplative man,

Mossgray," said Edward Maxwell greeting

me w^armly ;

" but take care—if you do not

tremble for the consequences of a prescrip-

tion from me, I do, I can tell you."

Edward's manner was more manly than

usual. In my yearning for something to

make up for the fatal loss I had sustained, I

caught at this eagerly. Perhaps I had

neglected him hitherto. I resolved to do so

no longer.
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I tried to seat myself so as to shut out

Charlie from the light of that countenance,

which made me forget even his unworthi-

ness. I grudged him the slightest word

from Lilias—I fancied how the pure soul

within her would withdraw itself in lofty

indignation, did she know him as I did.

"
Mossgray," said Walter,

" have you any

message for your friend Hew Murray ?

Maxwell is going to follow his example, do

you know."

" How ?" I asked.

"
Oh, that famous appointment we have

heard so much of has come at last," said

Edward. " The regiment are to have

the henefit of my learned services, and they

are lying at some heathenish place not far

from Hew's head-quarters. The name I have

leai'ned to WTite after a day's practice
—but

the pronunciation
—come now, Walter, be
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merciful—don't make me desperate by forcing

these dislocated syllables over my lips
—at

least not in Miss Johnstone's presence."

"
Oh, never mind Miss Johnstone—Lihe

is not such an epicure in sounds," said

Walter. " Come along Mixy. After all,

man, I believe you don't know the true

secret so well as I do. A professed lady's

man should never be ladylike himself. What

do you say, Mossgray ? Do you hear me,

Charlie—am I not right ?"

Mixy was our familiar contraction of

Edward's respectable surname— we were

rather proud of our ingenuity in manufac-

turing a diminutive which suited name and

profession alike so well
; and he took it with

wonderful good humour. To-night, however,

he seemed displeased a little. I did not

wonder
;

for who could endure to be exposed

to ridicule in the presence of Lilias ?
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" You're right in the abstract, Wat,"

answered Charlie with perfect coolness :

" but

wrong in this particular instance. To think

of giving counsel to Mixy in such matters—
w^hy, Mixy's irresistible !"

Edward coloured and laughed.

"
There, now, Charlie, that will do. Don't

believe them I beg. Miss Johnstone; it's

mere malice I assure you."

" Take care, Lilie," said Walter,
" he

wants to put you off your guard. Ask

Mossgray, if you don't believe me."

I coloured more deeply than Edward—
this was carrying the joke too far—that

Lilias, in her unapproachable purity and

loftiness, should be so addressed was a kind

of sacrilege. I started in jealous eagerness

to save her name from the careless badinage

which was profanity to me.

"All this has nothing to do with Hew

VOL. I. H
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Murray," I said hastily, and I felt my cheek

burn as I turned away from Charlie.
" Are

vou to be in Bombay, Edward ?—are you to

be near Hew ?"

"Yes, Bombay is my first destination,"

said Edward. "
I shall seek him out of

course—and I suppose I must go in a

month or too, so you may prepare your

remembrances, Adam."

" And will you be lono' awav, Mr.

Maxwell '?" said Lilias softly.

I bent forward at the sound of her voice.

I always did—but this night, for the first

time, I felt myself grow hot and angry when

I saw Edward's head also incline towards the

speaker, and his face brighten to answer

her.

"Many years, I fear, Miss Johnstone—

many sad years
—if I ever do see Fendie

again."
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I thoug-ht the low fall of his voice was

affectation. Then I repented me—1 was

exquisitely uncomfortable ; doing them all

injustice except herself and Charhe— my

pure and beautiful star whom no imper-

fection could cast a shadow on, and the

untrue, detected man whom I had called my

friend. To these, in their extremes of

honour and humiliation, I could not fail to

do perfect justice.

"
Come, don't be sentimental," said John-

stone.
"
You'll come home Mixy

—not the

least fear of you
—and build a thing with

pagodas, and a verandah, and call it by an

outlandish name, and end your history like a

fair}'
tale. Hew, poor fellow—I am afraid his

chance of seeing Fendie again is worse than

yours."

" How is that ?" I exclaimed.
" Has any-

H 2
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thing happened, Walter? Have you heard

of anything adverse to the Murray s ?"

" The poor old man has ruined himself,"

said Walter. "
I am afraid he must lose

everything
—but to be sure that is not a

thing to be discussed so publicly."

1 turned round and looked Charlie

Graeme in the face. He lifted his coward

eyes to me for a moment in quick self

consciousness, but they fell before mine.

This then was the pitiful reason—I turned

indignantly away. I could scarcely bear to

look at him again.

We all rose to leave Greenshaw together.

Walter accompanied us to Fendie. I put

my arm through his hurriedly, and kept him

behind, while Charlie and Edward went on

before us. I was eager to question him

about Murrayshaugh, and eager to escape

from the society of my cousin.
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"
If it is no breach of confidence, Walter,"

I said,
"

I would be glad if you could tell

me, what this is, that seems to threaten

Murrayshaugh ?"

"
It is no breach of confidence now,"

said Johnstone,
"
for I fear it must very

soon be public enough. Murrayshaugh

undertook a heavy responsibihty long ago

for some old friend, Adam
;
and many years

since this friend died, and the whole burden

of the debt fell upon Mr. Murray, so that

only the unusual forbearance of the creditor

kept him from being ruined. But now the

original creditor who knew the circumstances,

is also dead, and his heir wiU have no mercy,

so that the old man I fear, must give up

everything. I am afraid Adam, they will

think of me very unfavourably
—but that

my partner happened before I joined him,

to be their creditor's agent, is of course no
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fault of mine. It annoys me though, often
;

I wish you would just mention that, when

you write to Hew—not that any sensible

person w^ould blame me of course—but only

there's an uncomfortable feeling."

" Hew will understand," said I,
" but of

course I will do what you ask me, Walter
;

and Murrayshaugh will lose all—did you say

all?—and can nothing be done to help

him ?"

"Nothing but paying the money," said

the man of business by my side,
" and it's

a very heavy sum, what with costs and

interest, and other such devourers of im-

poverished means—and besides, Murrays-

haugh is too proud to receive a favour, Adam,

even from you. He would rather lose

everything, you know. I confess, harsh and

repulsive as he has. always been, there will be

something wanting in the countryside if that
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proud old man does not decay peacefully

here, like any other ruined tower—but he

would take assistance as an insult—you

know he would."

I did know it, and went on sadly, thinking

of the desolate household, and scarcely

remembering my companion's presence.

" And by the bye, Mossgray," said Walter

abniptly, "you might mention that— about

my partner being this man's agent
—to Miss

Murray ;
not that she will care of course—but

just
—one does not like to be unjustly

blamed."

"
Lucy does not know," said I,

" but I

will teU her, Walter, since you wish it. Poor

Lucv !
—I mean," I added, as I saw his keen

eye shoot from me to Charlie, who walked

before us, with an intelligent glance,
"

I mean

it will be so great a trial to her to leave

Murrayshaugh."
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Johnstone did not speak. I felt that this

was not known to me only, and I rennemhered

bitterly then, that on her the scorn would

lie, the stigma of being slighted and deserted ;

and that scarcely either man or woman

would think the worse of him—him the

faithless coward who had thus failed in

need.

I scarcely recollect how Charlie and I

managed our brief intercourse after that,

but it was a very great relief to me when

he departed next day. For the first time

since we knew each other, Charlie went

into Fendie to take his departure alone, with

no one to bid him farewell. I believe he

felt in some degree the emphasis of the

broken custom. I almost believe he would

have been glad then to undo what he had

done—but the die was cast—^it was too

late.
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A few days after, I went to Murrayshaugh,

anxious if I could manage it indirectly, to

see Lucy, and yet afraid to meet her. It

was a chiU day for summer, with a clouded

sky and a loud boisterous breeze tossing

the long willow boughs into a sort of fantastic

unearthly mirth, which moved me, much

as the unseemly merry-making of a mourner

might have done. Lucy was sitting in a

favourite corner of hers, at the end of the

terrace, reading
—at least she had a book in

her hand. As I approached the stile, and

little bridge, over the Murrayshaugh burn,

under cover of the eldritch willow branches,

she perceived me, and observing that I

hesitated to enter, beckoned me to her. I

obeyed at once.

I do not think she was paler that day

than she had always been, but there was a
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grave composure about her face, which made

her seem so. Whatever struggle there had

been it was over—and I remember a con-

sciousness of something clear and chill about

her, such as one feels in the air after a storm

—an atmosphere in which everything stands

out in bold relief, disclosing all its points and

angles against the distinct far distant sky.

Yet Lucy was no less benign
—no less gentle

than she had always been.

"
I wanted to see you, Adam," she said.

"
I w^ill write to Hew, to-day

—have you any-

thing to say to him ?"

"
No," said I, stammering and hesitating,

for I felt painfully the great event, the era in

our lives which had become known to me

since I saw her last.
"
No, Lucy

—
except

what Hew does not need to be told I hope
—

that I constantly, think of him as of my
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most dear friend, and that scarcely anything

in the world would delight me so much as to

see him again."

"
I will tell him," said Lucy,

" one likes

to hear such things sometimes, Adam, even

when one is in no doubt of them—and I will

tell him any other pleasant thing you know,

to make amends for the sad news I must

send him—for I am afraid that is certain

now, Adam, which I said before was only

possible
—we must leave Murrayshaugh."

"
Is there no way of averting this

calamity ?" I exclaimed.

" You know my father, Adam," said Lucy,

" he does not ti-ust me as he might do
;
but

I have almost been acting as a spy these few

days, and there is no hope I see
; for one of

the few trials that can really shake his iron

nature is this of leaving home, and if there
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was any hope of averting it, he would try all

means before he yielded."

"
Lucy," said I,

"
help me to present my

petition to your father—beg him to remem-

ber how greatly I am indebted to you all,

and entreat him to consider me thus far as

his son. If what I have will do, why should

he not take it, Lucy ? I am a young man—
I am ashamed of my own indolence—I wiU

go and seek my fortune like Hew, and will

be far happier so than as I am. Lucy
—"

"
Hush, Adam," said Lucy, stopping me,

as I eagerly pleaded with her,
"
you must

not think of this. I cannot suffer you to say

another word, and you know my father with

his harsh pride would not be indebted even

to his own son for such assistance. No, no,

he will bear his own burden alone, and so

must I—that it is not easy or light is a
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lesser matter—we must bear our own lot ;

but Adam, I am glad you have said this—I

am glad," said Lucy slowly, a gush of

sudden tears coming to her eyes, which

seemed to flow back again, and did not fall.

"
I am glad you would have done it, Adam.

I wiU mind it when I am heavy again, and

sinking
—and I will tell Hew."

"But, Lucy, listen to me," I exclaimed.

"
May I not speak to MmTayshaugh ? may

I not ask your father ?"

" Not unless you wish to make him

desperate, Adam. Nay, do not look im-

patient. To satisfy you, I will mention it to

him myself, and even urge it if I can. I

know what the issue will be, but I will do

you this justice, Adam—are you content ?"

I was compelled to be so. I hardly could

have dared myself, under any circumstances,
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to offer pecuniary assistance to Murray-

shaugh.

We parted very soon. Lucy did not

make the slightest allusion to Charlie—there

was not even a hint or inference which I

could fancy pointed to him. She was very

composed
—so much so, as to make it

evident to me who knew her well, that there

had indeed been some grievous troubling of

those quiet waters, before so dead a stillness

fell upon them—but no one who knew her

or observed her less, could have seen any

trace of a crisis past, or a great struggle

completed in the grave composure of her

manner. Whatever memorials of the storm

there might be within, there were none

without.

I thought when I left her, of an ascending

road leading westward from Fendie, which.
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when you look along its line at night seems

to go off so abinipt and chill into the clear

cold sky beyond, that its solitary wayfarers

mysteriously disappear there, into the lu-

minous blank of heaven, and you ^vatch

them w^th a feeling of desolate loneliness, as

they glide in silence away. I thought of

Lucy on that road alone—since then, when-

ever I recall her memory, I have fancied I

saw her slight figure there, travelling away

steadily into the cold horizon, unwavering

and alone.
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CHAPTER VIL

He speircd at her mother, he speired at her father,

He speired at a' her kin,

But he speiredna the bonnie lass hersel.

Nor did her favour win.

KATHERINE JANFARIE.

Walter Johnstone remained nearly a

month at Fendie. During this time he made

two or three visits to Edinbiu-gh, but as a

new beginner, he was not yet very much

cumbered with business. He was the

brother of Lilias—I became interested in

all his pursuits, and indulgent of all his

foibles. We were seldom separate ;
for if
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I was abroad with Walter almost aU the

day, I sat in my especial corner in the

Greenshaw parlour all the evening, and that

pri\'ilege was cheaply pm'chased by any

fatigue or inconvenience. I fancied I beg-an

to make some silent gradual, progress. I

fancied Lihas was scarcely so shy as she

used to be in my presence, and I myself

began to be a little more rational in my

adoration. To the devout homage of the

age of chivahy, I endeavoured to add a

little of that more ordinary and slighter

thing, which is called
"
paying attention."

I adopted as much of it as the shyness

of my deeper feeling would permit, and

almost envied, while I was offended by,

the fluent ease of Maxwell, who Hke myself

was a frequent visitor at Greenshaw, but

who, unlike me, could be quite at ease

with Lnias, and ventured to treat her like

VOL. I. I
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any ordinary girl. Ordinary girl
! what

do I say ? there was no such being in

existence to me. Unapproachable, above

all others, was my own queen and lady, but

the light of her presence shed a reflection

upon them. I owed them all a reverence

for her sake.

Maxwell was preparing to go away, he

said. I wished him in India with all my

heart, and wondered audibly why he dela}ed

so long. Not that I w^as, what is vulgarly

called jealous ;
but while I did feel envious of

any sharer in my sunshine, I grudged that it

should fall on one to whom it was merely

common light. 1 was angry because he

did
"
pay attention" to Lilias, and I thought

meanly of him because, admitted as he was

to her society, he could be content with

"
paving attention." Altogether his presence

irritated me. I heartily wished him away.
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Walter Johnstone was a pleasant com-

panion
— even forgetting, had that been

possible, whose brother he was : we became

great friends. He was too acute not to per-

cieve how matters stood, and I fancied he had

no desire to discourage me. We were out

together on the last day of his stay at

Greenshaw : he had become very confidential,

he told me his circumstances with his

partner, his anticipated income, his intention

of taking a house in York Place ; and finally,

the last and greatest of all, his prospect of

getting a mistress to the house. I listened

with the greatest interest, and congratulated

with the utmost warmth—it was impossible

for any brother to have been more sym-

pathetic than I—and then, with sudden

boldness, I poured out into his ear, my

own great secret. When the first barrier

was removed, the flood poured forth too

I 2
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strongly for any diffidence to check it. I

spoke very fervently, as I felt. I fancy it

must have been with some sort of natural

eloquence too, for Walter's hand trembled

when he grasped mine, and promised me

his help.

Before I recollected myself, while we were

still in a kind of cloud of excited earnestness,

I found myself in Mr. Johnstone's presence ;

and then, as there is no boldness like the

nervous boldness of your shy man when

he reaches the needful heat, I made speedy

conquest of him. Then I was ushered

into the well-known parlour, with its fore-

noon look of quietness and new arrangement,

to wait for Lilias.

The slow sunbeams stealing through the

blinds, the chairs standing formally in their

places, the closed piano, the books replaced

in their shelves, the work-table withdi'avvn
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in its comer ;
how vividly I remember

aU these homely usual things, and how

solemn they made my waiting. She came

at last—and then I remember in a mist how

the full tide of my eloquence poured forth

asrain, and how I was successful. Yes,

successful ! I left Greenshaw triumphantly,

the proud possessor of the plighted troth

of Lilias.

I returned home in happy uncon-

sciousness of how or where I went. On the

wav T met Maxwell, I recollect, and was too

much elevated above all ordinary things to

do more than speak the briefest words of

recognition to him, overflowing though I was

with the universal benevolence of a light

heart ;
and yet, withal, I remember how

some faint ghost of consciousness haunted me

that I was not happy enough
—that Lilias's

consent was sadly mechanical, that it
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lacked—but no ! I was not so profane

as that; I could see nothing lacking in

Lilias.

I was not to see her again that night
—

she was engaged at some Fendie party
—and

so I wandered the evening out by the

waterside, flying from less ethereal society.

I had half an idea of going to teU Lucy, but

like a miser, I chose to exult over my secret

treasure a little longer before 1 shared the

joy of it with any one.

And I remember well what wondrous

dreams glided before my eyes, in bright

processions, peopling yonder far-away glades

and noble trees, with groups of fairy figures,

more beautiful than ever dreamer saw before.

I saw her pass over the threshold of Moss-

gray with her bridal grace upon her. I saw

her dwell there in her gracious, growing

womanhood, drawing all pleasant things
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towards her as flowers turn to the sun
; and

though my heart did indeed beat high with

proud gladness, when I remembered that it

was my name she shed so sweet a lustre on,

and that it was / who stood beside her in all

the shifting groups of my fancy
—even that

stood aside, as selfish rejoicings must always

do, in presence of the supreme joy I had in

herself. That she was—that in our dim

world, there shone this one especial star, as

true, as pure, as gracious as the heavens—
whose constant outcoming must be bene-

ficence and love
;
whose constant meed—too

poor a one for her lofty deser\^ings
—must be

blessings and honour. I could not fathom

the depths of my own happiness
—I could

but float upon its sunny stream.

The next morning rose brightly in all the

brilliant joy of June, and as early as I could

venture, I set out for Greenshaw. The
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slight morning traffic of those quiet Fendie

streets—the cottage wives, upon its outskirts,

going about their cheerful household labour

—the domestic sounds that came pleasantly

from the wayside houses—I remember them

with the sunshine of my own joy over all,

giving harmony and finest keeping to the

homely picture. At last I approached the

well-known holly hedge. A woman stood at

the gate looking down the lane
;
the parlour-

bHnds were closed
;

there was a look of

excitement about the house, as if something

unusual had happened. I hurried on, noticing

that in my haste, but too pleasantly expectant

to think of it.

The woman at the door was Mr. John-

stone's factotum—a sensible, matronly person,

who exercised the more laborious duties of

housekeeper, for which Lilias was too in-

experienced and young.
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" Good morning, Margaret," I said, as I

came up, and was about to pass in.

Margaret stretched out her hand to stop

me.

"
Oh, Mossgray !"

There was evident distress and trouble on

her face. A slight tremor of alarm came

over me.

" Has anything happened ?" I said.

" What is the matter, Margaret ?"

" Ower muckle—ower muckle," said the

housekeeper of Greenshaw, lifting her apron

to her eyes ;

"
oh, for onysake dinna gang in !

—and yet he maun ken—there's nae use

trying to keep it frae him."

The last part of the sentence was spoken

under her breath ; I became very much

agitated.

"What is it, Margaret? Is Lilias ill?

What has happened ?"
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"
I'll tell ye, Mossgray," said Margaret,

quickly, the arm which she had extended to

bar my entrance falling to her side.
"

It

wad be dearly telling her, she had been ill

this day. She'll hve yet to ken, that the

sorest fever that ever chained a mortal to a

sick bed wad hae been a blessed tether o' her

wilful feet this woefu' morning;. Dinna

think o' her, Maister Adam. I ken it's

hard, but ye maun try; dinna think o' her

—she's no wurdy o't."

I clutched the woman's arm, angry and

eager. I could not speak.

" Weel then, she's ganc
—she's away

—her

that was the light o' our e'en—that we

couldna see ill in—that I've heard ye even to

the very angels, Mossgray. She's gane
—

fled out from her father's house with yon

young haverel o' a doctor, that has neither

wealth to keep, nor wit to fend for her. Oh,
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guid forgie me, Mr. Adam ! what have I

dune?"

My face alarmed her, I fancy. I pressed

blindly in—Walter Johnstone stood before

me. I was close upon him before I was

aware of his presence ;
I looked in his face.

He turned from me with a burst of

emotion, which seemed to wake me from

some terrible nightmared sleep.

"
Mossgray, 1 did not know it—I had no

suspicion of this. Beheve me, Adam, believe

me, that I am blameless ! She has deceived

us all !"

I felt a hoarse contradiction stniggling

from my dry lips
—still I could not hear her

blamed. Then I turned away ; I could hold

no further parley with any one
;

I hurried

into the sheltering solitude of my own lonely

house.
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The bright world without mocked and

scorned me—the passers-by looked wonder-

ingly at my stricken face. I could not

linger by the waterside now, in the first

shock of my vanished and ruined dreams.

I fled into this solitary room, within the

sUent walls of which, so many slow years

have passed since then, and threw myself

into my chair, and pressed my throbbing

head between my hands. It was only then

that I realized what had come upon

me.

I am an old man now, and these passionate

struggles of youth have faded in the far

distance, veiled in the gentler mists of

memory. Yet I do remember them—I do

remember me of minute and trifling things
—

the open book lying there upon this floor—
the soHtary lily drooping in its vase—the
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snowy leaf that had fallen upon the wmdow-

ledge below
;

and how the pale and fierce

light of my calamity fixed the image of them

for ever on the tablets of my heart. I

remember—it is not such seasons that men

can forget.

I had lost her for ever—alas! that was

not all—she had never been. The conviction

forced itself upon me tiU I grew well nigh

mad. I dashed mv clenched hands into the

air; I could not restrain the wild fit of

passion, the irrational frenzy that possessed

me. I was alone ! the things which I had

worshipped and made my idols were things

of au'—mists of my early morning, melting

away before the stern and sober hght
—and I

was left here desolate, forlorn, and solitary,

and there was nothing true under the

sun.
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It is a bitter and a sorrowful thing to

mourn for the dead—to lament over those

who have gone away out of this shadowy

land into the brighter country, where they

yet are, and shall be, all the more sure in

their wonderful existence that we see them

not. But to mourn for those who have

never been—to behold stars fall from your

horizon, the glory of whose shining was but a

phantasm of your brain, a creation of your

own soul
;

to awake suddenly from your

contemplation of some noble and beautiful

spu-it,
the fairest that ever gladdened mortal

vision, and to find that it is not, and was

not, and that the place, which in your

dream was illuminated by its glorious

presence, is filled by a shadowy thing of

unknown nature, which you never saw

before—this is the bitterest of griefs. If
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there is sorrow more hard than this, I bow

my head to it in fear and reverence; but this

is my woe, and prince of woes.

Drifting from false anchorage, surrounded

by spectral ships, and ghostly receding

shores, hopelessly driven over the treacherous

sea
;
with no light but an indefinite twilight,

sickening the faint heart with visions of

shadowy haven and harbour, and false

security. A world of mists—a universe of

uncertain, unknown existences, which are not

as you have dreamed, and among whom you

must go forth alone, no longer devoutly to

believe and warmly to love, but to grope

darkling in the brightest noonday, to walk

warily shutting up the yearning heart within

you, in jealous fear. It is hard to make this

second beginning
—hard to fight and struggle

blindly against this sad necessity
—

yet the
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poor heart yields at last
; either to put on the

self-wounding mail of doubt and suspicion, or

to live in dim and mournful patience, a

hermit all its davs.

I
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CHAPTER VIII.

Oh ! wherefore should I busk my heid f

Oh ! wherefore should I kame my hair f

"When my true love has me forsook.

And says he'll never loe me man*.

Oh, Mart'mas wind ! when wilt thou blaw

And shake the dead leaves aff the tree ?

Oh, gentle death ! when wilt thou come

And take a life that wearies me ?

OLD BALLAD,

I TOOK little note of how months or

weeks went after that era. I lost that

summer time. It has fallen entirely from

the reckoning of my life, leaving only some

VOL. I. K
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vestiges of what looks now like incipient

madness behind; for I was entirely alone;

shut out as much from that ordinary com-

munication with the world, which painfully

and beneficially compels the suppression of

one's agony, as I was from all human

sympathy, all kindness, all compassion. I

had lost all ; my dreams of a brighter home

—my friends—aU were gone. Hew Murray

far away in India, and his sad sister Lucy

alone in Murrayshaugh
—to no others in the

wide world could I look for any of those

gentle offices which belong to friendship ;
and

the one was thousands of miles away
—the

other was no less solitary, no less stricken

than I.

I did not see her during the whole of that

summer. Had there been no cloud over-

shadowing her own lot, I believe I might

have sought the balm of Lucy's pity,
and
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perhaps been in some degree comforted ;
but

as it was I never sought to see her—I saw

no one—I shut myself up through those

scorching summer days
—I remember yet

how their unpitying sunshine sickened me to

the very soul—in this solitary room. I

wandered ghost-like on the waterside at

night ;
I neglected everything that I had

formerly attended to. I held no communi-

cation even with the servants of my lonely

household, which I could possibly avoid. It

was little wonder that they should think me

crazed; the behef shot m upon my own

brain sometimes like an arrow—almost the

consciousness that I was mad.

I miQ:ht have been—how soon I know not

—but that I was mercifully snatched from

the edge of the precipice.

The summer was over, the autumn days

were darkening and growing chill, and the

K 2
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wan water of Fendie carried showers of

faded leaves upon its bosom, and grew husky

and dark with frequent floods. The tran-

sition from the fierce summer sunlight

soothed me. These six terrible months had

done on me the work of years. I was young

—almost a lad still—but I had always been

older than my years, and pain brings with it

unenviable maturity. In my solitude I felt

untimely age come upon me
;
1 carried in my

youth's frame a man's worn-out heart.

My housekeeper, Nancy Mense, suffered

no one to come near me but herself; and her

own services were rendered in silence, with

something of that compassionating awe, which

we hear is paid to the victims of mental

malady in the East. I had never observed

this until the day of which I am about to

speak.

It was a dim, cloudy, October day, over-
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cast with showers, and I was subdued and

softened; the drooping, disconsolate sky,

and damp air, seemed to hush the fiery

pains within me. Mrs. Mense entered my

apartment, and without speaking, laid a letter

upon the table. I noticed a painful soli-

citude in her face, as she looked at me

before she left the room
;

I took up the

letter—it was from Lucy Murray.

" We shall be far away before you receive

this, Adam. I write, because hereafter

you might think I did you wrong in sending

you no farewell. Of our own affairs I can

tell you little, even if now you cared to hear

of them. I can guess that my father gives

up almost aU he has
;

all the land, every-

thing but a bare pittance that will merely

maintain us—and the house. He has not

parted with Murrayshaugh itself. He vows

he never will—but utterly reduced in means
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as we must be, we must leave it now—
perhaps

—
perhaps sometime, if good days

ever come, to return home again.

"
I dare not tell you where we are going ;

indeed, I do not even know. You know

my father's harsh and haughty pride ;
he

says no one shall see our poverty who has

ever heard our name before. He might

have lingered longer I believe, had I not

told him of your generous offer
;
he took it, as

I fancied he w^ould, with hard and bitter

anger as a humiliation. Yet thank you

again, Adam, for thus cheering me, when the

world indeed was black enough around us.

" For yourself what can I say, Adam

Graeme ? that you are not alone
;

but alas !

that is small consolation. Who can tell the

appointed place which this trial has in the

lives of each of us, the appointed purpose for

which it has been sent ? Adam, let us
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not look upon those ^Yrecks of the vain

dreams we fancied tiTie
;

all is not untrue,

though these are
;

all is not dark because

these lights have failed. The feverish flashing

of these meteors is gone for ever
;
but there

remains the sober, stedfast, healthful light

of dav, the sunshine of heaven over all.

"
Adam, let us awake

;
let us think no

longer of those who have done us wrong,

but of Him who took so grievous wrong

upon Himself for our deliverance. It is not

meet that the lives for which He paid so

wonderful a price should go down ignobly

to the grave ;
do I need to say more to you ?

do I need to do more than bid you arise

Adam, for His sake, and do the devoir of

a man, whether He send sunshine or gloom,

a dark dav or a bri2:ht.

"
I have only one word to say more

;

be careful, Adam : look well to vour words
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and deeds, lest the tempter take advantage of

them to bring more sin among us. I can-

not venture to speak more plainly, but as you

would have others—others whom both of

us have held very dear—preserved from a

deadly snare and sin, look heedfully to

yourself, and let this wild grief engross you

no more.

" Write to Hew
;

and remember us all if

we never meet again. Farewell, Adam, and

farewell.

''Lucy Murray."

I was roused by Lucy's letter, roused in

some degree to remember my manhood, and

to think how I wasted it
;
but one struggle

does not overcome a grief like this. So I

fell into a bitterly selfish mood, contrasting

her lot with mine—her cold womanlike sub-

mission with my self-torture—and while I
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thought of the conclusion of her letter, with

a certain degree of idle languid wonder, I

hugged my calamity closer to my heart.

No one had fallen from so bright a heaven

into so blank an earth as I
;

no one had

ever equalled my misfortune, and who but

myself could comprehend my grief.

The waiUng breeze suited me
;

I opened

the window and leaned out, resting my brow

upon my hands. Hea\'y raindrops fell from

the eaves upon my unsheltered head—I did

not heed them.

The sound of voices below arrested my

attention
;

I remember wondering that they

did. No later than the day before, they

would have made me shrink into myself

jealously,
in fear of contact ^^ith the speakers ;

now^ I only remained still and listened.

"
My good woman, I w^ant to see Mr.

Graeme," said a strange voice
;

"
I assure
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you I will take no denial from you, so It is

needless to keep me here on the damp soil—
my feet are quite wet enough already."

" Your feet are nae concern o' mine,"

said Mrs. Mense, with some ill-humour in

her tone
;

" nae doubt ye can change them

when ye gang hame, like other folk. But

my maister's no heeding about seeing

strangers ;
and sae I tell ye

—no meaning

ony disrespect
—once for a'.

"

" But your master does not choose to 'let

you answer for him, I presume," said the

stranger, "You can surely ask him at least."

" And wha has as guid a right to answer

for him, puir lad!" said Mrs. Mense, her

voice sinking to an under-tone,
"
as me, that

have fended for him a' his days ? I tell ye

there's nae need for asking, Sir
;

I ken weel

enough he'll no see onybody."

" This is insufferable !" said the applicant
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for admission.
"
Here, my good girl, do

you go and teU youi* master that I want

particularly to speak with him—I, Doctor

Pulvers of Edinburgh,"
"
Eh, I daurna for my life !" exclaimed

the shriller voice of Janet, Mrs. Mense's

niece
;

"
I wadna face Mossgray for—"

" Haud your peace, ye silly tawpie !" cried

Mrs. Mense. " Do ye mean to say that's

like a gentleman, speiring at the fail of a

gilpie, and me here ?"

" Don't be afraid, my girl," said the

stranger.
" What is it that alarms you for

Mossgray ?"

"
If you say anither word o' your havers,

I'll fell ye, Jen !" exclaimed my housekeeper,

in a voice shriU with passion. Then I heard

a slight noise, as if the girl had made her

escape.

"Well, Ma'am," said the stranger, "I
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hope you'll condescend to inform me, what

special reason you have that I should not see

your master."

Mrs. Mense seemed to falter.

"
I've nae special reason, Sir ; only if

Mossgray doesna heed about seeing strangers,

it's nae business o' mine or yoiu-s either."

" But why does he object to see

strangers ?" persisted the pertinacious visitor.

"
I didna say he objected ;

I only said he

wasna heeding ;
and it's no my place to be

aye asking the whys and the wherefores.

Maybe you never were no weel, or had a

sair heart yoursel ? and if a gentleman like

the lau'd canna be fashed wi' a' the gangrel

bodies that come about the town, naebody

has ony business wi' that."

" But I am no gangrel body," said the

stranger.
" Come now, you have kept me

out long enough ;
if the young man is
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unwell, that is only another reason wh} I

should see him—I'm a physician."

*'
I didna say he was no weel."

"
Then, in the name of wonder, what did

you say ?" exclaimed the stranger.
"

I shall

have serious suspicions, I assure you, my

good woman, if you answer me so. Why
was the girl afraid to speak to her master "?

and what do you mean ?"

The heavy drops from the eaves had fallen

one by one on my head—my hair was wet

with them—my brow damp with more

painful dew. I rang my bell hurriedly.

" Ye can bide till I come down," I heard

Mrs. Mense say, as she shut the door,
" and

I'll ask the laird, since ye will hae't
;

but

ye'll stay where ye are tiU I come back

again."

In a minute or two after she appeared at

the door of my study ;
her ruddy face was
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paled by emotion, and her eyes turned upon

me with a painful solicitous look that smote

me to the heart.

" What is the matter ?" I asked as calmly

as I could,
" and why do you not bring that

man up to me at once, Nancy, instead of

keeping him so long at the door ?"

Again she looked at me—a conscious,

terrified look, which I trembled to interpret.

"Oh, Mossgray ! for the Lord's sake tak

tent o' yoursel ! you're an innocent lad—ye

aye were an innocent lad—ye kenna what ill

may be brewing, I saw ana that saw Mr.

Charlie in the toun yestreen
—

oh, Mr. Adam,

dinna look sae fearsome !
—and if ye canna

meet this man—if ye've ony fear—just say

the word, and I'U send him away."

I felt large drops of moisture burst upon

my brow
;

I shuddered through my whole

frame
;

I felt an irresistible inclination to flee
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away, and escape from all these miseries for

ever. I had indeed awakened from my frenzy

of grief
—and such an awakening !

"
Why should I fear to see him ?" I

asked, the words refusing to come plainly

from my stammering tongue.
" What is

this? Do you think—do you think I am

mad ?"

She did not answer
;

but with tears

streaming from her eyes, she continued to fix

that painful, terrified, conscious look upon my
face.

I felt my nostril dilate—I felt some bitter

scorching tears flood my eyes. Then I

became suddenly calm.

" God help me !" I exclaimed in my agony,

and my prayer was heard.

I grew calm in a sudden consciousness of

restored strength. I thought steadUy of Lucy
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and her warning ;
of this humble woman

here, whose honest heart sorrowed and

laboured for me. I was roused—I put my

wrongs forth, out of my heart, and committed

myself to God.

"
Now," 1 said,

"
let him come up."

My kind housekeeper withdrew, wiping the

tears from her cheeks. I saw she had

acquired some sort of trembling confidence

from my bearing ;
then I did what I could

to make my appearance less conspicuously

negligent, and then with a nervous concen-

trated quietness, I waited for my visitor.

He looked me very steadily in the face,

with a singular emphatic look. I did not

think at the time what was the meaning of

this, or it might have raised a ferment in my

veins, and made me appear as they wished

me. As it was, I saluted him calmly, gliding
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al once into my usual manner, and feeling

with a consciousness of unspeakable relief,

that I v/as myself again.

"
I have been residing in the neighbour-

hood for a week or two, Mr. Graeme," said

my visitor, after introducing himself as

Doctor Fulvers of Edinburgh,
" and hearing

that you were in delicate health, I took the

liberty of volunteering a call
;

that is to say^

for I am taking too much credit to myself—

some of your friends begged me to do so,

expressing themselves very anxious about

you."

"
My cousin, Mr. Charles Graeme, I

presume ?" said I.
"
My friends are not

so many, that I should have any difficulty

in discovering them."

Doctor Pulvers looked confused. "
No,

no. Mr. Charles, whom I have the pleasure

of knowing, is no doubt much attached to

VOL. I. L
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you, !Mr. Graeme ;
but to tell the truth, the

principal person was a lady
—and a very

young and eharming one, I assure you.

Mrs. Edward Maxwell."

It was a lie, I knew, and I contained

myself
—the person who bore that name

was not mv Lilias : but I would not have

inflicted on Charlie such a pang as shot

through my heart, while these words were

deliberately pronounced in my ear, for all the

evil he had done, and for all he designed to

do. Tins was the application of the touch

stone ; my simple unsuspicious wits were

miraculously sharpened as I thought
—I saw

tluit this was the test.

" Mrs. Maxwell is verv kind," I said, and

I did not falter.

Then he began to inquire into my

symptoms.
" This is quite useless," I said.

"
I cannot
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suppose, Doctor Pulvers, that you can have

been in the neighbourhood as you say,

without hearing from some benevolent friend

the history and origin of any sufferings I

may have been enduring. Such as they

are, they belong to myself alone and admit

of no probing ;
but I am glad that I can

authorize you to satisfy the sudden anxiety

of my friendsj by an assurance of my rapidly

progressing recovery. I beg you will carry

my thanks to all
;
but symptoms I have

none to tell you, unless it were of one or two

swellino-s of indignation which I have been

sensible of lately
—and that I presume is

a tolerably healthful emotion, and one which

vou are not accustomed to class as a symptom

of disease."

Doctor Pulvers looked annoyed and dis-

comfited, and I became sorry for him
;

however he changed the subject with

L 2
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admirable art, and had plunged me into a

lonL? discursive conversation ])cfore I was

well aware. He Vvas an intelligent, agreeable

man, and I had shut mvself out from all

society so long, that I forgave him the

object of his visit, and would have almost

forgotten it, had he not with most delicate

tact and finesse, when he fancied me com-

pletely off my guard, suddenly introduced

that name again, which made my whole

frame thrill as with a v.-ound, and brought

the moisture in cold showers to my brow.

He repeated this again and again, but each

time I conquered.

At last he rose to leave me.

" Mr. Graeme," he said, offering me his

hand, and looking again in my face, but

this time with a less singular steadiness of

gaze than before,
"

I assure you I am most

happy that I have found you so much better
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than your friends imagined. I congratulate

you heartily on your evident sound health

and good constitution ; but, if you will

permit me to advise, do not try it so severely

as you have done, and come yourself and

let all interested in you, see, how perfectly

competent you are, on this, and all other

matters, to judge for yourself."

His tone was grave and significant
—I

believed the man. He was glad that his

mission had failed ;
he was glad that I was

not added to the list of his miserable

patients. I had strength enough left to

part with him in firm calmness—nay, I

went further ; I accompanied him to the

door, and saw him leave Mossgray.

And then—those bitter, scorching, des-

perate tears of manhood that burned upon

my cheek—those convulsive sobs that shook

me with their fierce strength
—this fearful
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loneliness, which left me a prey to all the

fiery fancies within, and all the secret foes

without—" God help me !" I had need.

A sudden fancy took me, as I wrestled

fiercely with this fierce affliction. I left the

house, and hurried along that side of the

grounds of Mossgray which immediately

skirts the road—where there was a wall of

four or five feet high, lined by old trees,

which hung their high foliage over, sha-

dowine: the hig-hwav below. They were

nearly bare then, but under the sombre

covert of a group of firs, and taking

advantage of the stump of an old ash

tree, I ventured to look over. Doctor

Pulvers was proceeding at a dignified slow

pace along the road, while some one ap-

proached hurriedly in the other direction—
I looked ngani ;

it w'as Charlie. They must

meet immediately beneath the spot where I
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Stood— I drew back among the firs and

waited.

"
Well, Doctor f

" You have fortunately been quite mis-

informed, Mr. Charles," said the constrained

voice of the physician.
" Your cousin has

as perfect possession of his faculties as either

you or I. I aai glad to be able to inform

you of his perfect health. He is not either

very robust or very happy, I dare say, and

has the good sense and courage not to veil

the latter, with false pride or levity, as I

have seen many young men do, but his

constitution is sounds and his mind elastic.

I have not the slightest fear of him."

There was a dead pause; for a moment

or two after, Charlie said not a word. Then

he exclaimed, somewhat loudly :

"Well, of course I am very happy to

hear it. The more fool he, to give these
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gossips the chance of speaking of him so- ;

but Adam was always a sentimental fellow..

Of course it is a great satisfaction to mC;,

to find it all groundless."

They passed on. I heard no more of

their conversation, nor wished to hear ;

and I was too thoroughly worn oat to be

moved by my former passions, either of

sorrow or anger. So I took rest—not very

quiet nor peaceful, but still more natural

and refreshing than I had known for many

nights and days.
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CHAPTER IX.

There is no light in earth or heaven

But the cold light of stars.

And the first watch of night is given

To the red planet Mars—
Is it the gentle star of love ?

The star of love and dreams ?

Ah, no ! from that hlue tent above

A hero's armour gleams.

LONGFELLOW.

I WAS roused. I began to understand

the necessity of that ruling one's own spirit

which is greater than taking a city. I began

to see that my self-martyrdom with all the
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indulgence of its pain, was but, in its kind,

a selfish pleasure after all, and that the duty

before me, was not any shutting out of the

common mercies of the world, or lingering

act of self-torment, but a firm and manlv

subduing of my sorrow. It is a trial even,

to make this discovery. It is a hard t(~st of

patience, when the soul quivering with its

own suffering yearns to plunge into some

great matter—to endure, to do, to sacrifice

—and feels within its aching veins the spirit

of a Xavier, eagerly flying to the painfullest

labour, and refusing the solace of usual

comfort—to have the blank of a steady

endurance offered to it instead
;

to be com-

pelled to yoke its turbulent might of grief

again to the common toils of every day ;

to put on the usual smile, to draw the usual

outer garment of ease and seeming peace-

fulness over the wild pukes of a wounded
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heart. I say you shall find more scope for

desperate bravery in this than on any luudcr

field of battle
;

fi)r true it is, and of saddest

verity, that there be many men to whom

taking a city is a small and light matter,

in comparison witli the firm ruUng of this

precious stronghold, and violent garrison

within
; many men v.ho, like the proud

Syrian of old, would willingly dare the fiery

process of some sudden miracle, but with

hearts full of bitter disappointment and pride,

would turn from the placid Hebrew waters

in which the blessins: lay.

I was bound to the stake. I was com-

pelled to rule myself with the iron hand of

a despot ;
to return to all my ordinary

occupations ;
to come and go as I had been

wont
;

to listen and to speak of things and

persons whose names sent my blood flooding

back upon my heart, in the shivering heats
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and chills of agony, with an assumption of

calm ease and indifference the while, terrible

to bear. And I did all this, that my only

relative might be prevented from dooming

me to the prison-house of madness—might

be preserved from the sin of unrighteously

making himself master of the lands of one

by whom he had been regarded as a dearly

cherished brother. Mv lands ! I would

have given them gladly for the joy of be-

lieving that Charlie had not meditated a

cruelty like this
;

but for the sake of my

good name, and for his own miserable sake,

that his sin should at least go no further

than intention, I constrained myself to bear

this hard and painful discipline of ordinary

life. I could not go away as I longed to do,

and in strange lands and among new faces,

endeavour to forget myself, and the loneliness

which was my fate. I was bound first to
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vindicate myself to our little world, and

remove all occasion of evil speaking ;
for

mv libertv and mv means were both con-

cerned. Had Charlie established his case, I

must have lost all.

Edward Maxwell had not gone to India.

After her fate was united to his, her father

made some exertions to establish them at

home. They v^ere shortly going to Glasgow

I heard, but as far as I could I shut my ears

to their name
;
and though many mentioned

them before me with cruel smiles, there were

some who knew more truly the nature of

mv feelini^s, and tried to hush the rest. But

it is hard to do what I laboured to accomphsh.

To convince one's-self that the being held

highest and most loveworthy through all one's

lifetime, has altogether vanished from this

earth, thouo-h there still remains the external

form in which the imagination shrouded so
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fair and beautiful a
spirit. I knew indeed

that the Lilias of my fancy had never been,

but I could not mourn for her as for one

dead.

No, the dead are sure. Our most jealous

fears cannot think of chan":c—our utmost

misery of grief cannot suppose end of

existence to them. I fancy the very death

makes them more peculiarly our own
;

but

far other, and far bitterer, is such a calamity

as mine.

I was shortly to prove both.

The Murrays were gone, no one knew

whither
;

a single servant remained in the

house, but she could give me no informa-

tion as to the retreat of her master. I felt

that I did wrong to ask her, and when I

wrote to Hew, I did not repeat the ques-

tion.

In the beginning of the year. Hew an-
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swered my letter. I remember noticing

with sudden fear that the address was not

written in his hand
;

but the long letter

within reassured me, and I did not observe,

in my eagerness to read it, another brief

note which dropped from the enclosure upon

the table.

There was a tone of subdued and un-

expressed sympathy in the letter which

touched me deeply. No one in this world,

not even Lucy, could enter into my feelings

as Hew could, and what he said was the

inferred sorrow of closest friendship ; the

sympathy which does not speak of your

grief, but which enters into your heart, and

stands at your own stand-point, and thinks

as you think—as you think, but more gently

—as you will think when your grief is further

away, and in the hushed and quiet land of

memory it has become dim and calm.
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"
Cheerly, Adam," wrote Hew Murray,

" we are becoming men
;

and if there arc

harder processes invoh'^ed in that, than in the

old disciplines we used to share together, we

must nevertheless bear the heavier means for

the sake of the greater end. Manlike and

masterfid as our fathers were, when the old

steel breast-plates at Murrayshaugh and

Mossgray covered brave hearts beating high

to the natural warfare which they carried over

the Border. They too must have had foes,

less tangible than the rough barons and

yeomen of Cumberland, those fighting men

of other generations ;
and I begin to think,

Adam, that the natural element of us all is

war—active contention, strife of one kind or

another—and that we depart from our most

healtliful state when we lay down our

weapons, and endeavour to halt in the

inevitable contest. No longer for imprisoned
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princesses
—

though there is right good mean-

ing and simple wisdom in these stories of our

youth
—nor yet any longer for los and fame,

but because there is true life and health in

.the warfare, and because—
"
Adam, we have had much and intimate

intercourse, but scarcely ever have we spoken

together of Him who is the centre of this

world's history, the wonderful Presence that

pervades all the changes of its many ages

past and to come. But Adam, because He

bids, because He leads, because He himself

for the strife and for the victory's sake was

clothed as one of us. It is a wonderful

history, that, of this long struggle ascending

up to the very source of time, of the good

and the evil, the righteousness of heaven,

and the sin of earth
;

and now to mark

the individual ways by which we solitary

units thus far down in the stream of the

VOL. I. M
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world's existence, are wakened by so many

different obstacles, each in his own separate

course, to carry on the warfare. To turn

from our idolatry of the false beautiful here,

to lawful worship of the true sublime yonder ;

to take up arms for the Lord's sake and do

valiant service against His enemy and ours,

that ancient Titan, Sin. The true work of a

man, the great war worthy this humanity,

which He shares who saved it.

"
I think it is a gracious and blessed thing,

Adam, that this natural propensity to strife

within us, should have so noble an outgate.

Do you ever think how we used to dream

long ago of delivering Scotland ? and there

are foes greater tlian the old Edward,

scheming against her purity and freedom

now. Ah, Adam ! you are happy, you are

at home, and can do your devoir for our own

land and people, while I, a stranger and a
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sojourner here, can only strive to maintain

the ancient honour of our name, and

commend our faith to minds which know not

how to receive the one religion
—the one

Lord. I think I am not the kind of stuff

which the mission-man should be made of,

for continually I yearn for home.

" You do not tell me if you saw Lucy

before she left Murrayshaugh ;
and I want

to ask you a delicate question, Adam, which I

should not put to any one whom I trusted less

entirely
—Charlie Graeme—what of him ?

Lucy does not speak of him as she once did :

her last letter indeed intimates vaguely, that

from the change in her own feelings towards

him, she has seen it necessary to break

the engagement between them. Do you

know anything of this? Whether Lucy is

sinned against or sinning, I cannot tell—
M 2
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from her letter, I should fancy the latter;

though certainly she is the last person

in the world, whom I could think of as

likely to change."

Poor Lucy !
—in her solitary bravery, her

woman's pride, she was stouter of heart

than I.

My spirit rose to the encouraging words

of Hew. I too, had been thinking more

of late, of the true end and aim of life ;

that momentous matter which always stands

out in the twilight of grief, sometimes

indeed, arrayed in fantastic lights and

shadows, but sometimes distinct and clear

as it has been revealed. I had begun to

discover how much my wayward soul was

out of tune with the infinite mind disclosed

to us in revelation, and the harmonious
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universe around. The warfare was begun

within me. Hew Murray's letter was such

as I needed
;

it stirred me to better things, it

made me ashamed of my indolent brooding,

my cumbering of the ground.

As I laid it down, I remarked the note

which had fallen from its enclosure, and took

it up with some curiosity. The handwriting

was strange to me, and the first words made

me start in the utmost alarm and terror—
the remainder smote me down into the blank

of utter grief.

"
Sir,

"
Finding the enclosed letter addressed

to you among Mr. Murray's papers, and

having heard him speak of you often as

a*much valued friend, 1 think it mv dutv

to inform you of a most unhappy occurrence
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which if it has not already resulted in death,

must have placed him in the utmost danger

and made his ultimate fate almost certain.

A short time ago, Mr. Murray was despatched

on a political mission to the Rajah of
,

whom it was thought, his firm and energetic

character would especially qualify him for

dealing with. The Rajah is an artful, wily,

dangerous man, and Mr. Murray knew

before setting out, that the mission was of

a perilous nature. But our unfortunate

friend has not been able to reach the place

of his destination. Two or three days ago

one of his native servants returned here,

worn out with fatigue and want. He states

that his master has been made prisoner,

by one of the predatory parties that infest that

district, and that when he himself contri\''ed

to make his escape, Mr. Murray, who had
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made a very desperate resistance, was entirely

overpowered by his captors, who were

stripping him of everything he possessed,

including costly presents intended for the

Rajah. He was severely wounded, and

Ooolut (the servant) believes that these

fierce native bandits would not encumber

*'heir retreat with a prisoner so helpless.

\t the same time, there is a possibility

hat his life might be presers^ed, (though

I fear, the chances are aU against it) in

expectation of a ransom. Every effort has

been, and will be made, to discover if he still

exists, and the place of his imprisonment ;

though I can give you very little hope

of a favourable result. This most unhappy

event has occasioned much regret in all

circles here, Mr. Murray having been, for

so young a man, very greatly respected ;
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and I can again assure you that every

exertion will be made to discover his fate

with certainty.

"I have the honour to be,

''

Sir,

" Your most obedient servant,

" R. Churchill."

The letter dropped from my hands ;

I was stunned. I had thought of death—
in my thankless folly I had almost wooed

it for myself
— but never had it occur-

red to me in connexion with my young,

strong life-like friends
;

and Hew— Hew,

the dearest, truest, most noble of them

all ! I groaned aloud in the bitterness

of my soul
;

I had held lightly this terrible

hopeless might of death, and now I fell

prostrate under its power.
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Then T started in a frenzy of hope, to

write to the stranger who had sent to me

this sad intelligence. I do not know what

I said to him
;

hut I remember how I

begged and prayed, with involuntary un-

conscious tears, urging my entreaty aloud

in the intensity of my emotion, that nothing

should be left undone; that every means

that could be used, should be put into im-

mediate operation
—that my unknown cor-

respondent would employ agents for me to

prosecute the search for Hew. When I

had finished, I thought it cold and indifferent

—it would not do—I could not be content

to depute tO' mercenary hands such an

undertaking as this. I resolved to go

myself to India, to seek for my dearest

friend.

But in the meantime, there was much to

be done. 1 could not leave home without
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making many arrangements, and losing

precious time. So I sent off my letter,

and began immediately to prepare for my

journey.
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CHAPTER X.

No hope
—no hope ! let calm lips say, no hope

To whom hope never was ; but as for me

This possible is life—
And if you say it is impossible

Yet up, up to your highest cUfFs of ice

I go to hght my watchfire—so perchance.

As he may see it from afar ; no hope !

There never is but hope where there is love.

OLD PLAY.

Land ! our voyage is just ending, and

softly before us in the dawn of the morning,

rise the shores of India; the mighty, im-

potent, fabulous, golden East.
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But I was in no mood to indulge in the

pleasant excitement and curiosity of a

stranger. My anxiety, like other torments,

became intolerable as it approached its end,

and in feverish haste, I hurried to seek the

Mr. Churchill who had written to me of

Hew.

He was a civilian, with something of

that stiff, well-drilled military look, which

such officials acquire from their contact, I

suppose, with their warlike brethren. He

was a middle aged man of indefinite years,

endowed largely with the grave politeness

of tone and manner which belongs to your

sober, retired major or captain ; perfectly

urbane and not without its considerable

mixture of kindhncss, but presenting to a

stranger, an unimpressible blank of courteous

graA^ty, which to your shy man is, in most

cases, an invincible barrier. I was very much
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agitated
—I told Mr. Churchill my name.

He looked politely puzzled and at a loss.

" He was not aware—"
I interrupted him

with a statement of my errand, and an

anxious inquiry for Hew.

The polite, grave man was melted
;

the

muscles of his face moved. "
Ah, poor

Murray !" he said, in a tone which told me

there was no more to hope.

And so it was. Every exertion had been

made to ascertain the fate of my unfortunate

friend, and it was now certain, Mr. Churchill

said, that aU hope or chance that he sur-

vived was at an end. Nothing had been

left undone, for in Bombay, Hew had

many friends
;
but there could be no doubt

that he had fallen by the hands of these

assassins, and now lay in some unknown

desert grave. It was now certain, there

could be no doubt. I eagerly asked if this
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was all
;

if they had no positive information

of Hew's death,

Mr, Churchill did not comprehend the

extreme agitation of my grief. He thought

me excited in my intense anxiety, and became

again as blankly polite as before. They had

no positive information
;
but the want of it,

to those who knew India, was quite enough,

he said, and all further search was hopeless

I was not sufficiently indifferent to be

content with this, I left him, to seek Hew's

servant, and to make another desperate effort

to discover his fate. The man Doolut, was

a Parsee, and professed attachment to his

master too extravagantly to satisfy me, but

I took him into my service and immediately

began my search.

How long I remained engaged in it, and

the travels and perils,
and vain hopes, and

blank disappointments which I passed through
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while pursuing it, I cannot record. I become

faint again, as I recall that time, when day

by day the deferred hope sickened my very

soul within me—I failed
; most sadly and

utterly failed
; yet though the shadows of

some thirty years have darkened over Hew

Murray's fate, and increased its mystery, I

cannot think of it yet, without a flicker of

hope, a throbbing sickness of desire, that has

well-nigh power to send me forth on the

vain quest again. Living or dead, in earth

or in heaven. Hew Murray, no man has ever

filled your place in your old companion's

heart
;

and though I have had darkness

enough in my own life to make me think an

early deliverance from these earthly cares a

blessing, yet would I give almost aU that

remains to me, to knov/ that you yet lived

and breathed upon this lower world—to
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hope that I might look upon your face and

hear the voice of your brotherhood again !

For years after that, I wandered about the

face of the earth, in aU lands and countries, a

solitary man
; snatching here and there the

solace of congenial companionship for a brief

space, but only passing forth again to be

forgotten. Murrayshaugh and Lucy I never

could discover, though I have lingered on the

outskirts of many a little French and

German town, vainly endeavouring to find

some trace of them. Once only, have I had

any communication with the family, and that

was immediately after Hew's mysterious dis-

appearance, when a few hurried blotted in-

coherent words came to me from Lucy,

bidding me pity her in her misery ;
she had

no one in the wide world, she said, to tell it

to but me—and then in her generous gentle-
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ness, as if the words of her complaint had

burst from her unawares, she essayed to

comfort me, and spoke of consolation and

hope. Hope and consolation ! yes, so won-

derful is the fabric of this humanity, that

there is no skv too dark for those stars
; and

our sorrows lie softly on us when they have

grown old with us, and become a part of our

lives.

With Charlie Graeme I had no more

intercourse. He took guilt to himself and

never attempted to renew our former in-

timacy—but the sin that he had clogged his

course wdthal, found him. out ere it was far

spent. He married the daughter of a

Glasgow merchant reputed to be rich, whose

great pretensions collapsed immediately after

Charhe became connected with his family.

This wife had the expensive tastes of her

class I have heard, but it happens singularly

VOL. I. N
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that all unsuccessful men have wives with

extravagant tastes, so I give little credence

to that rumour
;

however it happened, or

whatever were the procuring causes, it is

certain that Charlie Graeme, with all his gifts,

was in a very short time a shipwrecked man.

He died young, in poverty, and debt, and

discomfort—his helpless wife did not long

sunave him, and they left one child—a boy

—on the world's hands and mine.

This child I left during his infancy, under

the care of a servant of his mother's, and

some ten years ago I had him sent to a

school in Aberdeenshire, a private place of

respectable standing conducted by a pragma-

tical Aberdcenish man, called Monikie, who

was with us at college. The boy's name is

Halbert, our most famous family name. He

must have nearly arrived at man's estate, but

I have never seen him.
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I am drawing near the end of my course.

I earnestly desire to have my mind preserved

from the resentment and pain, of being again

brought into immediate contact with those

who have so deeply injured me, or with their

representatives. For this reason I have

never seen Halbert Graeme, and am firmly

resolved not to see him. The lad shall have

full justice ;
I will refuse him no needful help

in any profession he may choose
;
but though

he is the last representative of our ancient

name, he shall not be the heir of Mossgray.

I have given Monikie all freedom in pro-

viding for him, in a way becoming his

father's son—but he is not mine. I do this

with no feehng of revenge tow^ards the dead

but I cannot adopt or cherish the son of

Charlie Graeme.

And Lilias—I have heard that she too

N 2
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has one child—a girl called by her own

name—but these also I cannot dare ever to

look upon. Edward Maxwell is dead
;
he

has lived the life of a weakling, and his

widow remains in England where he died.

I have learned now, in my old age, to think

of the Lilias of my imagination as of one

who died in the early fragrance of youth, and

almost to dream that her gentle, shadowy pre-

sence hovers near me, in the twilight of sum-

mer nights, when the stately flowers which

bear her name, shine like gleams of moon-

light in the dim borders of my garden. I

can bear the neighbourhood of these lilies

now
;

their pensive beauty soothes me
;
but

though the softening shadows of memory

and years have enshrined this
lily

of my

youth, in that radiance of tender melancholy

with which we. surround those who have
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gone down early to peaceful graves, I yet

cannot, and dare not enter the presence of

that LiHas who has made me a solitary,

joyless man. Let me be kept from them

and from their children. I cannot endure

the pain which their very names inflict upon

me—I must always avoid and shun them—
I wish them weU—all health, and peace, and

happiness be with them, and a brighter lot

than mine
;

but let me be left with my

dreams
;

the sole remaining companions,

which are with me in my old age and were

with me in my youth.

Walter Johnstone is the only surviving

member of our joyous boyish party. He is

struggling still in the Maelstrom of care and

business, maintaining his place well, as I

hear, among his compeers, and training, as

he can, a large family of sons and daughters.
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He still retains Greenshaw, but never visits

it
;

for Walter's wife and children are

fashionables in their degree, and think it

expedient, as my good friend Mrs. Oswald

tells me, to leave the gentle enchantment

of distance and ignorance about the very

minute property from which their father

acquires the landed designation to which we

attach a considerable share of importance in

Scotland.

Greenshaw is let to strangers
—I hear it is

greatly altered
;
but I avoid it in my limited

wallas, the last association of deadly pain it

has, having obliterated in my mind all the

former ones of youthful joy and sunshine.

It is not in my way indeed, for the water and

I travel together
—I seldom leave the green

line of its banks
;

I pursue its windings up

and down with constant interest and pleasure.
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We never weary of each other
;
those ripples

which I have heard aU my life, have an

articulate tongue to me—they are connected

with aU the gladness I have dreamt, with all

the grief I have undergone ;
and there are

creeks and sunny promontories there, which

recall the shining thread of youthfid visions

tin I can almost think I am weaving them

again
—

" My eyes are filled with childish tears.

My heart is idly stirred.

For the same sound is in my ears

As in those days I heard."

This spell of local association has always

been strong upon me. As I pass along the

banks of my ancient and weU-beloved com-

panion, the wan water, the changes of my

life rise up before me, each with its separate
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scene and dwelling-place
—these dells and

pensive glens
— these broad glades, and

grouped brotherhoods of old trees—they are

peopled with the things that have been
; they

bear upon them, as upon so many several

pages, the story of my life.

x\nd so I dwell among them, and at my

pleasure am again a solitary child, a dreaming

youth, a stricken man—I feel myself of kin

to myself in all these changes. Swiftly these

years have carried me over the world's broad

highway, but with this white hair upon my

head I am still the child to whose first

dreams this water murmured its plaintive

symphony. I know myself little wiser, and

in nothing more thoughtful. It is the things

around us that change
—it is not we.

For I confess myself as credulous still of

ideal generosity and truth, as I was when I
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\

had counted only twenty summers. I have

not been able yet to tutor myself to suspicion

—the vision splendid has not quite departed

—I cannot put the lustre of that celestial

light, which once apparelled aU things, away

out of my eyes, even when those eyes are

old
;
and Nature in her grave nobleness is

not less, but more dear now, when I re-

member that I shall soon bid her good even,

to enter into the presence of her Lord and

mine. New heavens and a new earth—I

cannot sever my human heart from mine

own land
;

and who shall say that those

noble countries, casting off all impurity in

the fiery trial that awaits them, shall not be

our final heaven ?

I love to think that it may be so
;

I love

to think that the Lord, in His humanity,

looks tenderly upon the mortal soil on which
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He sojourned in His wondrous life, and that

here, perchance, in these very lands, made

holy by His grace and power, our final rest

shall be. It may be but a fancy ;
but it

comes upon me with gentle might, like the

whispered comfort of an angel. A new

earth wherein dwelleth righteousness
— a

glorified humanity which, remaining human,

is mortal no longer ;
with the judgment and

the condemnation, and the wars of the Lord

over-past, and the earth and the heaven one

fair broad country, and Himself over all,

blessed for ever. These are the old man's

dreams
;
and they shed new glory over the

pleasant places in which my lines have fallen—
"
Oh, ye fountains, meadows, hills and groves !

Forbode not any severing of our loves !

Yet in my heart of hearts I feel your might.

I only have relinquished one delight
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To Jive beneath your more habitual sway.

I love the brooks that down their channels fret,

Even more than when I tripped, lightly as they.

The innocent brightness of a new-born day

Is lovely yet
—

The clouds that gather round the setting sun

Do take a sober colouring from an eye

That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality."

END OF BOOK I.





BOOK 11.

RESOLUTIONS.





CHAPTER I.

There was a hardness in his cheek

There was a hardness in his eye.

PETER BELL.

"I BEG vou will not misunderstand me,

Mrs. Oswald ;
I vow to you that this girl

shall never cross my threshold, and if

William persists in his folly he must choose

between her and me
;

for assuredly he shall

not keep his place with both. I tell you her

father was a fool and a weakling, and you

know the injury he did me. My mind is

made up ;
before I receive this girl (I care
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nothing for her own good quaHties
—

they

do not concern me in the shghtest) as my

daughter, I will disown my son. If he

wants to prolong her poverty, and to make

himself a servant all his life, let him persist

in his madness
;
and if you encourage him

further in it, the consequences lie with

yourselves. I have toiled and laboured to

enrich him, and if he thwarts me thus, he

shall rue it !"

The speaker was a wiry, dark man, about

the middle height, with a face in which you

could read habitual obstinacy. It had re-

deeming qualities ; you could see how a

great enough matter might elevate the

constitutional pertinacity into brave determi-

nation, and the eyes were intelligent and

clear
;
but the rigid muscles of his mouth

wore their sternest expression to-day, and a

cloud lowered darkly upon his face. He
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was standing with his back to the fire in a

good-sized, comfortable dining-room, the front

windows of which looked out upon the Main

Street of Fendie. The house was withdrawn

a little from the line of the neighbouring

buildings, in modest dignity, and bore over

its portico and stone pillars
the important

title "Bank;" and the obstinate gentleman

in the dining-room within was Mr. George

Oswald, at that time the sole representative-

of banking interests in the borough of

Fendie.

The vp^-y emphatic speech which we have

already recorded, was addressed to his wife,

who sat opposite to him. She was very

calmly engaged with her sewing, though her

face was sufficiently grave to show that her

husband's words were not mere empty

breath. When he had concluded, she raised

her head.

VOL. I. O
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"
I cannot see what necessity there is for

making any vows to me, George. If you are

determined not to hear what I say, and what

William says about this very sweet and

innocent girl,
of course you must have your

own way, as you always have
;
but as for

your vows—you know that is quite un-

necessary."

"
I know no such thing !" said Mr. Oswald,

imperiously.
" You fancy I will forget

by and bye, and that you may renew this

subject again ;
but 1 protest to you, Jane,

that neither your son nor you shall ever

move me on this point
—that—"

"
George," interrupted his wife,

"
I hear

Hope coming down stairs
; pray do not let

her be a party to this discussion. 1 am

reluctant that she should even know how

you regard the Buchanans, for Hope is

inclined to have an opinion of her own, and
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to express it more freely perhaps than she

should at her years. Let us drop this subject,

I beg ;
I promise you I wiU not renew it."

The cloud passed from the banker's face—-

his stern mouth relaxed. It was the young

voice without, singing so gaily as its owner

came bounding down stairs,
"
Hame, hame,

hame ! oh, it's hame fain wad I be—"
that

chased the mist from his face and from his

mind. He was kind enough in all his

relationships, if somewhat exacting and rigid ;

but he was indulgent to an extent, which

only the stern and vehement nature can

reach, of aU the whims and caprices of his

favourite child.

Hope Oswald was fourteen, and had

been for two or three years at a famous

educational establishment in Edinburgh. Her

father looked with natural satisfaction on the

houses and lands which his industry had

o 2
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acquired, read with satisfaction his own

name high in the list of l)ank shareholders in

his own private office
;
was pleased when he

saw "
George Oswald, Esq., of Fendie,"

figuring in his local newspaper as connected

with some county or horough reform, or

public good-work ; but the banker's eye

looked never so proud as when a metro-

politan broad-sheet informed him how, at the

examination of the famed establishment in

Edinburgh,
" Miss Hope Oswald, Fendie'*

had carried off prize on prize. The stern

man read the half-yearly list of school-girl

honours with secret exultation. It was a

matter of genuine happy pride to him
; and

Mrs. Oswald smiled within herself, as vear

after year her husband expressed in joyous

terms his wonder, that the name of Miss

Adelaide Fendie of Mount Fendie, the

daughter of their aristocratic neighl)our
"
up
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the water" did never by any chance make its

appearance among this honoured number,

while
" our Hope" had won almost as many

distinctions as there were distinctions to

win.

But Hope was weary of gaining prizes,

and longed exceedingly to return home
;

so

she was granted an interregnum. Six

blythe holiday months were to pass before

she returned to Edinburgh, and on this same

day she had arrived in Fendie.

The age of awkwardness had scarcely

commenced with Hope. She had not begun

to be self-conscious, and in consequence

escaped the inevitable physical attendant of

that unpleasant mental state. She did not

yet think of people seeing her when she

danced about through the rooms and

passages, and ran races in the garden, and

waded secretly in the water; nor of people
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hearing her, as she went about everywhere,

singing aloud in the exuberance of her joy.

She was only a girl yet : she scarcely felt the.

budding woman begin to stir within her

healthful breast.

So the dining-room door swung open,

wider than it needed to do, and Hope came

in with a bound. She had hazel eyes and

auburn hair, and an animated blythe face,

whose claims to beauty, if it had any, no one

ever thought of deciding. She was tolerably

tall, and tolerably stout, and exceedingly firm,

and active, and vigorous. The " Misses" in

Edinburgh whispered among themselves,

that Hope had a predilection for masculine

games, and was as strong as a boy ;
but

Hope denied the slander stoutly, affirming

that its solitary foundation was one unlucky

slide, and two or three snowballs, in both of

which, the stupid and docile Adelaide Fendie,
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whom no one thought of blaming, was as

much implicated as she.

Hope was rather talkative
;

she had a

great deal to say about her Edinburgh

experiences, and both the father and the

mother were good listeners
;

the sterner

parent, however, being by far the most

indulgent now.

"And what did your friends say when you

came away, Hope ?" asked Mr. Oswald ;

" was there much lamentation ?"

"
They were all very sorry," said Hope,

" and they all wished they were coming too
;

only big Miss Mansfield that's going to

India, she did not care, for she thinks we are

only girls and she's a woman, and she's

always speaking about Calcutta—as if any-

body was caring for Calcutta !
—and little

Mary Wood would hardly let me go,

mamma—she wanted to come too. Will
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you let her come at the vacation, mother ?—
for when all the rest go away, Mary has to

stay with Miss Swinton, because she has no

friends."

" But Miss Swinton is very kind, is she

not ?" said Mrs Oswald.

" Miss Swinton is always good to every-

body," said Hope promptly,
"
but when little

Mary sees us all going away, and nobody

coming for her, she greets."
—

" She greets, Hope !" said Mr. Oswald,

holding up his hand in reproof.

"
Well, father," said the brave Hope,

"
It

is a far better word than cries :
—cries ! as if

folk had only cut their finger ! and Miss

Swinton says our tongue is as good a tongue

as the English, and we need not think shame

of it."

Mr. Oswald submitted to be defeated,

well-pleased and smiling
—
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" And what does Miss Swlnton do at the

vacations, Hope ?" asked her mother.

"
I don't know, mother

;
sometimes she

stays at home, sometimes she goes away

to some of those places that the Glasgow

girls are always talking about—Rothesay,

or somewhere about the Clyde. She was

there with Miss Buchanan last year ;
and oh,

mamma, I had almost forgotten
—how is

our Helen Buchanan ? I must go to see her

to-day."

The banker's brow contracted suddenly.

His wife was wary, and a good pohtician ;
she

took no notice of Hope's unsuitable inquiry.

" Miss Swinton went to stay with one of

the young ladies, did she ? does she do that

often, Hope?"
•*

Sometimes, mother ; they are all so fond

of her—and I don't think she has ever been

in the south country. Perhaps she would
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come to FcnHie, if you were to ask her,

mother, and brino; httle Mary Wood."

"
Well, we shall see," said Mrs. Oswald,

" and what about Adelaide Fendie,

Hope r
"
Oh, Adelaide Fendie is coming home

;

the school is not good enough for her
;

and

they're going to have a governess at Mount

Fendie, for her, and Victoria, and little

Fred—Poor governess ! I am very sorry for

her, I am sure, whoever she is. I would

far rather keep a school like—"

Mrs. Oswald interposed hastily,
"

Is it

some one from Edinburgh, Hope ?"

"
No, indeed, mamma. Only somebody

from England that Mrs. Heavieliegh knows
;

and I almost hope she will be as stupid as

they arc, for if she is not, they will kill her.

I would not live at Mount Fendie for all the

world
;

and no one can teach Adelaide
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anything, except to do Berlin work, and

thump, thump upon the piano."

"
Come, Hope, this is too bad," said her

smiling father.
"

I hope you can thump

upon the piano to some pui-pose yourself.

We must hear you to-night, you know."

"
I don't care about it, father," said Hope;

"
it is very dreary, except folk will just let

me play my own tunes
;
but then there's

these awful waltzes and things, that were

never made for anything but people's fingers.

Adelaide could play them for days, father
;

but they make me dizzy ;
for there's nothing

but noise in them,"

"
I am afraid you are quite giddy enough

already, Hope," said Mr. Oswald.

" Miss Swinton says I am sensible," said

Hope, with offended dignity.
" Miss Swinton

says she can trust me with the little ones
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better than Miss Mansfield,
—and Miss

Mansfield's seventeen !"

The father and mother laughed ;
but Miss

Swinton's testimony to Hope's good sense

pleased them nevertheless.

" Adelaide is coming home in a week,"

said Hope,
" and she said the new governess

would be at the Mount before her. I am

to go up every day, Adelaide says, if you

will let me, mother; and I would like to

go sometimes, but not so often
;

and I want

to go to Mossgray, to see old Mrs. Mense,

and the Laird
;

and up to Friarsford to

Maggie Irving, and down to the Waterfoot

to see the Flower of Fendie ; but first of

all—"

" That will do, Hope," said her mother,

fearful that the interdicted name might fall

from Hope's gay lips again ;

" but I think
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you might show us those dramngs of yours

that you used to write so much about :
—

you

can arrange your visits to-moiTOw."

" But I want to go into Fendie, to-night,

mother," urged Hope,
"

to see—"

" We cannot part with you to-night,

Hope," said Mrs. Oswald ;

" and now go

and bring your drawings and let your father

see them."

Hope obeyed. Mr. Oswald began to

walk about the room, almost inclined to be

angry with his daughter ;
this pertinacious

attachment to the one person in Fendie

whom he tabooed, and the constant recurrence

of her name, annoyed him greatly ;
and the

banker had a consciousness that his wife

and his son William were much more likely

to submit, so far as external action went,

to his stern wiU, than was the much privileged

girl- daughter, who appeared fully as much
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inclined to sway him as he was to sway her,

and did it as effectually. The grave and

painful constraint with which WiUiam curbed

a will as strong as his father's, raised in the

banker's mind an angry feeling of antagonism;

but the frank resistance of Hope was much

less easily managed. Mr. Oswald began

to feel an involuntary
"

drither'' as to his

success in this part of the contest—a dubious

consciousness that Hope might be too many

for him.

The exhibition of drawings did not succeed.

Hope perceived that there was something

wrong, and with eager girlish curiosity

could not rest till she had fathomed it.

William was strangely grave and taciturn

she thought ;
she seized the earliest oppor-

tunity of questioning him.

By the dining-room fireside, the brother

and sister sat in the twiligiit alone.
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Hope took advantage of the propitious

moment.

"
William, is there anything the matter ?"

William stirred the fire thoughtfully and

sighed. The light threw a gleam upon his

face, and made it look very grey and grim,

as his sister thought. Hope was not inclined

to wait for his tardy answer; she plunged

into the middle of the questio vexata.

"
William, I want to know about Helen

Buchanan."

William started.

"
Hush, Hope

—do not speak of her, I

beg."

"
W^hy ?" said Hope.

"
I Uke her better

than anybody else in Fendie : why should I

not speak of her ?"

There was no point on which Hope and

her taciturn brother agreed so perfectly. He
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smiled a momentary smile, and then answered

gravely.

" Because you do like her better than any

one else in Fendie, you must not speak of

her, Hope
—and especially recollect that her

name must not be mentioned before my

father, unless you wish to hear her spoken of

with anger and disrespect, which I am sure

you do not."
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CHAPTER II.

If I may not speak, I pray

All the words I have to say

Where shall I go hide them ?

Nought say I 'gainst words of thine.

Do not listen, father mine—
So you need not chide them.

SONG.

Hope Oswald was very much puzzled.

She could by no means understand why this

perfectly unreasonable interdict should be

put upon her free and unfettered speech, and

VOL. I. P
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was not in any degree inclined to submit to

it. She resolved to be at the bottom of the

mystery.

Mr. Oswald and William were no sooner

fairly lodged in the office the next morning,

than Hope began her investigation. Mrs.

Oswald sat sewing again ;
she had an old-

fiishioned horror of idleness.

"
Mother," said Hope,

"
I want you to

tell me what ails Helen Buchanan ?"

"
Hush, my dear !" said her mother.

" But why should I hush, mamma ? and

why am I never to speak about Helen ?

William told me the very same
;
and it's too

bad—as if you could not trust me !"

" What makes you think there is any-

thing to trust you with, Hope?" said

Mrs. Oswald.

"
Oh, I know—because you will not let
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me speak, and say always, hush ! hush !

Mother, do tell me : what is the matter

with Helen ?—what ails her ?"

"
Nothing ails her, Hope

—she is perfectly

well."

Hope became very impatient.

" But you know you don't mean that,

mamma; there is something wrong; and

would it not be better to tell me, than to be

always saying
' hush !'

"

Mrs. Oswald smiled.

"
It is not always so easy to tell, Hope :

—
for instance, why do you call me ' mamma'

one moment, and ' mother' the next ?"

"
Oh, that is easy," said Hope ;

"
because

the girls at school say mamma, and it sounds

best there
;
and when I come home, William

says mother, and it is home-like and—and

the right word
;
but I forget sometimes, and

p 2
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mix them at first. So now, mutlier, if you

please, tell me about Helen Buchanan."

" You are a very pertinacious girl," said

Mrs. Oswald
;

"
but remember, Hope, if 1

tell you this, that you must be very prudent

and sensible, and never mention it again."

"
I will be very prudent and sensible,

mother," promised Hope, with a reserva-

tion. ,

Mrs. Oswald hesitated stiU
;
the impatient

Hope volunteered to thread her mother's

refractory needle, and urged her petition still

more warmly. A slight fugitive smile crossed

the o-ood mother's face—then she became

very grave.

" Helen's father died long ago ;
he used to

be very fond of you when you were a baby,

Hope ;
but you cannot remember him."

"
Oh, yes ! was he not very thin and pale,
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mother, with a white high forehead, like

Mosso;rav ?—I do mind him."

"
Hush, Hope ! you are interrupting me

now. He w^as a very dehcate, gentle man,

this poor Mr. Buchanan ;
but he w^as not at

all like Mossgray, and when he died, your

father and he were not good friends."

"
Yes, mother, I know that," said the

disappointed Hope ;

" but is that all ?"

" Wait a httle
;
do not be so impatient !"

said Mrs. Oswald.
" And foolish people

said that your father's sternness killed this

delicate man. I beheve Mrs. Buchanan thinks

so still."

Hope started.

" Then Helen will not be friends with us

because my father was poor Mr. Buchanan's

enemy :
—is that it, mother ?"

"
No, Hope, that is not it. Helen knows

that her father was a weak man, and Helen
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is a wise, good girl, and would not do

anything so foolish
;

but Helen is only a

poor school-mistress, Hope, and your brother

William, you know, will be rich."

"
Oh, mamma !" exclaimed Hope, clapping

her hands as the conjunction of these two

names threw sudden light upon the mystery,
"
are they going to be married ?"

"
I very much fear you are not the

sensible person you call yourself," said her

mother
;

"
your father will not let them be

married, Hope."

Hope's bright face became suddenly blank.

"
Mother, there is nobody like Helen

Buchanan in all Fendic ! why will my father

not let them be married ?"

" Because her father did him wrong, Hope ;

and b(;cause she is poor."

"
Because she is poor !

—Helen is a gentle-

woman, mother !
—and because her father
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did wrong ! But that is not Helen's fault.

If my father did wrong, no one would blame

William or me."

" Take care, Hope ; you are treading on

dangerous ground," said Mrs. Oswald ;

" and

though it is not Helen's fault, your father

has made up his mind, and William must

submit."

"
But, mother," said Hope doubtfully,

" William is old—William is a man."

" And what then ?"

"
I don't know," said Hope, hesitatmg ;

"
perhaps it would be quite wrong, but—

mother, is William always to do what my

father bids him ?"

" And why should
.
he not, Hope ?" said

Mrs. Oswald ;

" does it alter his duty that

he is old ?"

"
I don't know, mother," said Hope

again ;

" but if my grandfather were li\dng
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now, my father would not always ask him

before he did anything, as I ask you ; and

perhaps William is right, and perhaps
—

mother, what would my father do if William

disobeyed him ?"

"
I believe he would never speak to him

again," said Mrs. Oswald.

Hope shrank back and looked afraid.

" And all that he has, Hope, he would

take from William and give to you."

" To me, mother ? that would not do

William any harm," said Hope, looking up

brightly ;

"
though if my father would not

speak to him—but he would, mother—he

could not help it."

"
My dear, I have known your father

longer than you have," said Mrs. Oswald ;

" and besides, Hope, Helen Buchanan would

not consent if your father did not consent
;

she is as firm as he is."
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'' Then it is all because even^body is proud,

mother," said Hope, turning away discon-

solately,
" and would rather make other folk

unhappy than give up their own will."

" There are some things in the world,

Hope," said Mrs. Oswald,
"
that are of

more importance than even making people

happy."

"
I know, mother," said Hope :

"
it is

best to be right always, whether we are

happy or not
;
but this is not right, I am

sure—my father does not know—there is

nobody in Fendie like Helen Buchanan !"

Mrs. Oswald sighed.

" You must not speak so of your father,

Hope; he knows what is right better than

you do."

Hope looked sceptical;
those frank in-

stinctive impulses of the young heart, which

had no complicated mesh of secret motives
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to hinder its prompt out-going, were perhaps

better guides after all, than the groping,

worldly wisdom of elder minds
;

wisdom

whose w^ary steps are supposed to be guided

by the caution of clear-sightedness, when it

is only the timid caution of the blind.

" But I may go to see Helen Buchanan,

may I not, mother ?" asked Hope, after a

pause.

"
Surely, Hope ;

I have no wish to

restrain you, and your father will not, I

dare say, unless you speak of her again

before him, as you did yesterday ;
and you

must be cautious of that, for it only

aggravates your father's prejudice and vexes

William, without doing any good."

" And am I not to speak about Helen at

all?" said Hope.
"
No, my dear, not now. 1 do not forbid

you praising Helen as frankly as }ou blame
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Adekide Fendie—and you must restrain that

last propensity of yours a little, Hope
—but

do it cautiously and warily, and let me see

something of this wisdom and good sense

which Miss Swinton has discovered. You

see I trust you, Hope."

Hope drew herself up.

"
I wiU be very careful, mother, no fear

but may I go to see Helen now ?"

" Helen wiU be busy now, Hope."
" Well then, come to the Waterside,

mother
;

I want to see Mossgray, and I want

to see Maggie Irving. Come !"

The indulgent mother laid aside her work

and went.

Friarsford was a farm-house standing on a

little eminence at some distance from the

Water, and Maggie Irving was the farmer's

daughter. She was a year older than Hope

Oswald, and one of her Fendie intimates.
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The house was only a little out of the direct

road to Mossgray, and Mrs. Oswald and her

daughter turned up the winding by-way to

make their first visit there.

Matthew Irving of Friarsford was wealthy

and had some ambition. He was exceedingly

desirous to give his children good education,

and with the masculine part of them he

had succeeded tolerably well, thanks to the

academy of Fendie
;
but the hapless Maggie

was less fortunate. She' was the onlv

daughter ; especial pains, and care, and

labour had been expended upon her training,

and the fiither and mother, exulting over

their accomplished girl, thought the process

a perfectly satisfactory and successful one.

Maggie had been sent to the house of a

relative in one of the busy towns of

Lancashire, to learn English, and she had

learned it to perfection. Maggie had a
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piano, and could play you against time, all

manner of inarticulate music. Maggie could

draw, as three or four copies made from

French lithographs
—

patterns, as Maggie and

her mother called them—hung there, elabo-

rately framed, upon the walls, to testify.

Moreover, Hope Oswald's quick move-

ments had swept upon the ground a couple

of handsome specimens of knitting, displayed

upon the arm and cushions of the sofa, before

Hope had been ten minutes in the lightsome

cheerful apartment, which was the comfort-

able parlour once, but had now obtained

brevet rank as drawing-room. As Maggie

hastened to arrange theixi, she pointed out

the stitch to her visitor, and offered to show

her the various stock she had. Hope was

dismayed ;
never girl of fourteen was more

innocent of stitches than she, and this branch

of her friend's acquirements had very little
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interest for her. It was not so with Mrs.

Irving, a comfortable, kindly, vulgar woman,

who was very proud of her daughter's

accomplishments, and eager to exhibit

them.

" Miss Hope will give you a tune, Maggie,"

she said
;

" and you can let her hear how you

come on yoursel. She's very good at it,

Mrs. Oswald, though she hasna had the

same advantages as Miss Hope."

Hope started in alarm.

"
Oh, don't let us have any music,

Mrs. Irving !
—I mean, I shall be very glad

to hear Maggie, but I don't hke playing."

Mrs. Irving thought the young lady only

coy.

"
Hout, Miss Hope ! a'body that's very

good at it makes that excuse, ye ken
;
and

I'm sure ye must aye be getting new tunes

in Edinburgh."
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"But I don't like new tunes," pleaded

Hope.
"
Oh, Miss Oswald !" said the astonished

Maggie, in gentle reproof.

Hope was offended
; Maggie Ir\ing called

her Miss Oswald
; Maggie Irving had nothing

to talk about, after so long a separation, but

stitches and new" tunes ! Their friendship

was at an end. Hope walked indignantly to

the piano, and played her favourite air of

"
Hame, hame, hame !"

"
It's a bonnie bit simple thing that," said

Mrs. Irving, looking proudly at her own

accomplished performer, as she took her

place at the instrument, by the side of which

Hope and her mother were reluctantly com-

pelled to sit for a dull half hour, listening to

jingling pieces of music, whose brief moment

of fashion was long ago over, and w^hich had
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never had anything but fashion to recommend

them.

But Mrs. Irving was delighted, and Maggie

was exceedingly complacent. Alas, poor

Maggie ! her fingers were highly educated
;

her mind was fallow. The thorough training

of Hope's Edinburgh school these good folk

in Fendie could not reach ; but they could

reach the superficials,
and they were con-

tented.

"
Well, Hope," said Mrs. Oswald, in

answer to a burst of wonder and disappoint-

ment, when they had left Friarsford and its

accomplishments behind them
;

"
you re-

member how you used to resist and be

disobedient when your father said that

Matthew Irving's daughter was no companion

for you."

"
But, mother," said Hope solemnly,
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" Adelaide Fendie is just the same—and

Adelaide ought to be a lady, if being any-

body's daughter would make her one; but

she is not, for all that."

" Adelaide is only a girl, like yourself,

Hope."
" But she is not a gentlewoman, mamma

;

and she talks about stitches and tunes like

Mag-o-ie Irvincr—and I'm sure I don't know

what's the use of them."

Hope could not forget her disappoint-

ment
;
there was only one consolation in it.

In the midst of all these twinkling artificial

lights, the star of Helen Buchanan rose

clearer and clearer. Helen was a gentle-

woman
;

and what did it matter that she

was poor ?

" Yonder is Mossgray !" exclaimed Hope,

as they approached the house
;

"
yonder he

is, up among the trees, and he has got

VOL. I. Q
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something like a letter in his hand. Do you

see him, mother ?"

The bank of the wan Water sloped upward

into gentle braes, a little beyond the house

of Mossgray, and the laird was certainly

there, walking among the trees, with a step

altogether unlike his usual meditative, slow

pace. Hope Oswald was an especial favourite

with Mr. Graeme of Mossgray, and he liked

her mother
;
but Mrs. Oswald had too much

regard and sympathy for the old man to

intrude on his retirement.

" We will go in, and see Mrs. Mense,

Hope," she said
;

"
Mossgray seems occupied

just now. You will see him another day."

The large old-fashioned kitchen had a

separate entrance to itself. The mass of

buildings altog-ether bore e\4dent testimony

to the different periods of their erection, and

looked, as their owner said, a natural growth
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of the home-soil in which the grey walls and

rude, dark, massy tower seemed so firmlv

rooted. A large garden descended from the

most modern front of the house to the water,

where it vvas deeply fringed with willows.

The dipt, fantastic trees of a generation

which admired such clumsy gambols of art

were scattered through it, and there was a

sun-dial, and many prim flower-beds
;
but th(^

cherished lilies of Mossg-rav were not in these

stiffly-angled enclosures
;

their fresh green

leaves were beginning to shoot up in the

freer borders—those borders on which they

gleamed in the dim summer evenings, like

errant rays of the moon.

Mrs. Mense was a very old woman now,

and invalided. She sat in a great elbow-

chair by the fireside, spinning feebly some-

times, and sometimes giving counsel, by no

means feebly, to her self-willed niece, the

Q 2
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housekeeper de facto. The establishment

was a very hmited one
;
besides Janet, and

the miscellaneous personage known as

"
Mossgray's man," there was only one

other servant in the house.

"Eh, Miss Hope, is this you?" said

Mrs. Mense,
" and your mamma nae less,

minding the auld wife as she aye does.

EfRe, ye tawpie, get chairs to the ladies—or

are ye gaun ben, Mrs. Oswald, to wait for

Mossgray '?"

"
Mossgray is out, I see," said Mrs.

Oswald,
"
No, Hope came to see you,

Mrs. Mense
;
we will sit down beside you

awhile. That will do, Effie."

" And look till her how she's grown !"

exclaimed the old woman,
" and stout wi't.

Ye'rc no gaun to let down our credit, Miss

Hope. Yell let the Edinburgh folk see

•what guid bluid is in thir southland parts.
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EfRe, gar Janet gie ye the wee cheeny

luggie fu' o' cream. Ye mind it, Miss Hope ?

it belangs mair to you than to onybody about

Mossgray."

"
But, Mrs. Mense," said Hope,

"
you

did not call Crummie's calf after me, as you

said you would."

"
My dear lamb ! ye wadna have had me

to ca' the muckle langleggit haverel of a

beast after you, and you a winsome young

lady ? Na, I ken better manners—and for-

bye Mossgray said it was nae compliment.

But I'll tell ye what, Miss Hope, there's a

new powny
—the bonniest creature !

—and

ye'se get the naming o't, gin ye like."

" Where is it?—wait till I see it, mamma!"

cried Hope, starting up. Hope had, like

most country girls, an especial liking for

youthful animals.
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"Ye maun hae your cream first," said

the housekeeper, as Effie approached with

the china luggie, in which, from time

immemorial, Hope had received a draught of

rich cream on her every visit to Mossgray.

Hope hardly took time to taste it
;
she was

too eager to see the
" new powny."

" Did you see the laird, Mem ?" said

Mrs. Mcnse, with some appearance of

anxiety, as Mrs. Oswald waited for her

daughter's return.

" We saw him on the knowe," said

Mrs. Oswald
;

" hut did not disturb him,

as he seemed occupied. I fancy that is one

of his favourite spots, Mrs. Mense."

" Na—I'm meaning I dinna ken," said

the old woman
;

" but he's gotten some

letter the day, that's troubled him— I canna

hide to see him fashed, and he's just unco
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easy putten about. Janet, div ye hear the

clock ? it's twa chappit, and the dinner no to

the fire !"

"
I ken what I'm doing, auntie," returned

the impatient Janet.

" Ye dinna ken onything very wise then,"

said the dethroned monarch of the kitchen
;

"
it's a bonnie-like thing that the laird,

honest man, maun wait for his dinner, aboon

a' the rest o' his troubles ! I heard him

travelling up and down in his ain study-room

in the tower, after thae weary letters came

in. What gars folk write when they've

naething but ill-tidings to tell about, I wad

like to ken ? and syne out to the Waterside

as he aye does when he's troubled—1 canna

bide, as I was saying, to see him fashed,

for—"

"
Oh, Mrs. Mense !" exclaimed Hope,

bounding in,
" be sure and tell Mossgray
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that he is not to call the pony anything till 1

come back again. Mamma, come and see

it
;

it's like as it" its coat was all sprinkled

with snow—I think I will call it Spunkie ;

but that's not a bonnie name. Mind,

Mrs. Mense, that nobody is to give it its

name but me."

Mrs. Mensc promised, and after some

further lamentation about her master's sup-

posed trouble, resumed so keenly the dinner

controversy with Janet, that her visitors

withdrew. It was yet too early to visit

Helen Buchanan, so Hope, expatiating on

the beauty of the pony, returned with her

mother, home.
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CHAPTER III.

Oh, youth ! for years so many and sweet

'Tis known that thou and I were one
;

I'll think it but a fond deceit—
It cannot be that thou art gone ;

Thy vesper-bell hath not yet tolled

And thou wert aye a masquer bold ;

What strange disguise hast now put on

To make believe that thou art gone ?

I see these locks in silvery slips.

This drooping gait, this altered size ;

But spring-tide blossoms on thy lips.

And tears take sunshine from thine eyes !

Life is but thought ; so think I will

That youth and I are housemates still.

COLERIDGE.

The Laird of Mossgray stood alone
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beneath a high beech, whose silvery trunk

and delicate buds, made it the most notice-

able of all the neighbouring trees. His

figure was tall, thin, and stooping ;
his

hair the most delicate silvery gray ;
his

face full of thoughtful fortitude and wdsdom

in its gentlest guise ;
but his usual serenity

was ruffled to-day, the calm of his medi-

tative age was broken.

Those dim lands of memory in whose

gentle twilight he did so nmch love to

wander, among the fairy shadows, tender

and pensive, of things which once were

stern and hard enough, had been suddenly

illuminated by a flash of the intense and

present reality which once they had. The

old man's quietness had suddenly been rent

asunder, and floated away from him like a

mist, while the stormy blood of his more vehe-

ment days was swelling in his veins again.
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He held a letter in his hand
;
the fingers

which traced its trembling hnes were now

lying in a nameless grave. A worn-out,

wearied woman, prematm-ely old, and glad to

lay down her head in that one place where

the weary are at rest, was the writer of

those earnest, hving words. The Laird

of Mossgray did not remember that she

was old—the past years were in this moment

a fable and a dream to him. He thought

of Lilias only as he saw her last, enshrined

in all the pure and gentle dignity of his

young fancies
;

for LiHas was dead.

And dying, she had revealed to the old

man what she was. Not indeed the lofty

lady of his dreaming days, but a gentle,

chastened, meek W'oman, who knew now,

and had long known the worth of the

generous heart she threw away. In the

bitterness of his soul he had beheved her
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an unsubstantial vision
;
but the faithful hand

of death had brouo-ht back to him the true

Lilias, worthy of the place he had given

her in his best days.

"
I do not ask you to forgive me," wrote

the dying Lilias,
" because I know that long

ago you must have forgiven the witless girl's

heart that did itself so much more wrong

than you. I did not know myself, my

own slight, shallow, girlish self, and pardon

me then, Adam Graeme, that I did not

know you. Since then I have learned—
what have I not learned that is bitter

and sorrowful? Care, poverty, death, and

miserable shames and humiliations, such

as never crossed your path, have been the

constant companions of mine
; they are

all ending now. I am going hence to

my Lord, and to the children whom He
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took from me one by one, till my heart

was well nigh broken; but I cannot go

till I make one prayer to you, one last

entreaty for the sake of our youth.

"
I would not speak of the time when we

last met
;

in pity to my bitter lot, and to

the dead whose faults we lay with them in

the grave to be forgotten, as I have laid

Edward, and as stranger hands shall soon

lay me, do not think of that time. I have

one last treasure remaining to me, one

last request to make, and there is no one

in the world but you whom I have wronged,

to W'hom I can address my prayer.

"Mossgray, I have a child; a friendless,

unprotected, solitary girl,
who will soon

be left utterly alone. If I shrink from

subjecting her to the cold charity of Walter's

wife, forgive me, because I am her mother.
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I know that Lilias is not what I was.

I know that our subdued and clouded hfe,

has given to her youth a greater maturity

than I had when I was her mother. I

have fancied often that Lihas is, what you

thought me to be, and there has been a

sad pleasure in the hope that for her weak

mother's sake, your heart would melt to

my child.

"
I cannot ask you. I feel that I cannot

venture to beg of you this last service
;

mv heart fails me, when I remember how

little I deserve any grace at your hands.

But you who have always been so kind

and pitiful,
think of the misery of leaving

her thus, alone in an evil world. If you

think I presume upon you, if you refuse

to hear my prayer, I still must plead it for

her sake. Adam Graeme, will you protect
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my Lilias? Will you forgive the sins we

have done against you, and protect our

chHd ?"

There was more than this
;

there were

the solemn farewells of the dying, the

pathetic earnestness of sorrowful repentance

which bade God bless him for ever. Except

in his gray hairs, and in the strength

which began gently to fail and glide away,

Adam Graeme was not old. The tide of

his strong and ardent feehngs rushed back

in that mightv re^^lsion, with which the

generous soul repents when it has blamed

unjustly. He remembered no injury Lilias

had done him—he forgot the blight of his

youth, the sohtude of his old age ;
he only

felt that she was again, the Lilias of his

early di-eams
;

and that the commands

she laid upon him were sacred and holy,
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a trust dearer than any other thing on

earth.

And yet, a few brief days before, the

old man had solemnly recorded his resolution

to shun their presence ;
to avoid all contact

with Lihas and her child, that the peace

of his age might not be broken. Their

very name was pain to him
;

therefore he

prayed that he might not cross their path.

He resolved to keep himself from any,

the most distant intercourse with them.

In solemn earnest he formed this purpose,

or rather he formed it not : it was the

instinctive necessity of his heart.

He remembered it now no more. It

was not that he combatted his former

resolution
;

it was swept away before the

resistless force of that impulsive, gene-

rous heart, which in its solitary pain had
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tullt this barrier about itself; and there

was no inconsistency here. Had his ear been

duU to the voice of Lilias, had he hesitated

to respond to her appeal, then had Adam

Graeme in his old age ceased to be consistent

to himself; for the same power which made

him resolve to keep himself separate and

distant always from those whose very names

had might enough to move him still, asserted

itself in the instant return of all the ancient

tenderness and honour, which painfully

taken away from the living Lilias, could

flow forth imrestrained and unblamed upon

the dead.

In the enclosure of the letter, a trembling

hand had written the date of the first Lilias's

death. It struck with a dull pang the

heart to which she was restored, yet only

thus he knew, could he have regained her.

VOL. I. R
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That evening, the Luird of Mossgi'ay

set out on a lonely journey. Before his

going, he warned his anxious housekeeper

of the young guest he might probably

bring home with him. The intimation

occasioned considerable excitement in the

little household.

The early twilight of the April night

had fallen, when Adam Graeme left the

dim lights of Fendie behind him, and

travelled away into the darkness, shaping

his course to the south. The faint in-

definite sounds, and musical "
tingling silent-

ness" of the night, came close about him,

like the touch of angels' wings. The stars

were shining here and there through the soft

clouds of spring, and the dim shadowy sky

blended its line yonder, in the distance, so

gently with the darkened earth, that you
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could not mark the place of their meeting.

The moon herself had heen an intruder

there; the suhdued and pensive dimness

which told of that nightly weeping of

the heavens from which the young spring

draws its freshness and its life, and the faint

shining of yon solitary stars high in the

veiled firmament, harmonized most meetly

with the lonely spirit
of the traveller,

going forth to look upon the grave of his

dead. The sad, wistful, yearning melancholy

which belonojs to this hour "between the

niffht and the dav," who does not know—
those faint hushed hopes, those inarticulate

aspirations, turning then, when there is dim-

ness on the earth, to the better something

beyond
—there are few who have not felt the

influence of
"
the holy time."

A charmed sway it had borne at all times

over the mind of Adam Graeme. And now,

R 2
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it travelled with him like a human friend : in

the stillness of his night journey, there were

gentle ministrations about him, influences of

the earth and of the sky.
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CHAPTER IV.

Touch the chords gently
—

Those strings are heart-strings, and the sounds they

utter—
Be silent when you hear them—are the groanings

Of uttermost pain, the sighings of great sorrow,

Voices from out the depths.

ANON.

About twelve or thirteen years before the

date of our last chapters, a young man from

Glasgow with his wife and one child, came as

lodgers to a humble roadside cottage not far

from the town of Fendie, and very near the

Waterside. Walter Buchanan was an invalid.
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A delicate sensitive man by nature, whose fine

nen''ous organization was of that kind which

is akin to weakness and not to strength
—

for there are both varieties—his health

had been broken bv the confinement and

harassing labour of his vocation as a clerk

in a mercantile office. His wife had a little

portion, a very little one, which nevertheless

to their inexperienced eyes, seemed able

to last long and accomplish much
;

so on

the strength of it, and in obedience to the

doctor's peremptory order, that he should

have rest and country air, Walter gave

up his situation, and the young couple began

to make the dangerous experiment of living

upon their little capital. The gentle poetic

man, had been charmed in his early days, in

some chance visit to the neighbourhood,

by the
stati'ly

water and pretty town of
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Fendie, and the pleasant remembrance

decided their new habitation.

These rash, youthful folk were more

fortunate than prudent people might think

they deserved. They excited the interest

and kindly sympathy of Mrs. Oswald, the

banker's wife, and through her, of her sterner

husband
;

so that when the pleasant summer

air had done its gentle spiriting on the wan

cheek of Walter Buchanan, and he felt

himself able for work again
—which was

happily before his wife's little portion was

altogether exhausted—he was received into

the bank as Mr. Oswald's clerk.

To be called "of the bank," in a country

town in Scotland is a matter of considerable

dignity, and the salary, if small, was enough

for their limited expenses. The Oswalds

were kind and neio-hbourlv ; other friends

gathered about the gentle couple ;
and as
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they stood in their own garden beneath the

heavy branches of their own fruit-trees, in

those serene autumnal evenings, watching

the sun go down gloriously behind the dark

crest of yonder hill, they were wont to

render quiet thanksgiving out of full hearts.

This pleasant life continued through ten

happy years, and in its placid course the

delicate man seemed strengtliened in mind

no less than in body. His nervous melan-

choly glided away into graceful mists of

pensive thought. The nervous impatience

and irritability, which it had once cost him

so much pains to subdue, were soothed and

softened. Ho became, mentally no less than

physically, as it seemed, a more healthful

and a stronger man.

At the end of the ten years his position

was changed. Tlicy had saved enough to

raise their little capital, to a larger amount
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than the original sum on which their in-

experience had hraved the evils of the world.

This was invested in the purchase of bank

shares, and Walter Buchanan, a clerk no

longer, became Mr. Oswald's partner in the

agency of the bank.

An unhappy change. The one peculiar,

distinguishing feature of the Scottish bank-

ing system, over which our economists boast

themselves, became a source of constant

torment to Walter Buchanan. The quick

and prompt decisions of Oswald, in which he

could not join, made him feel his own weaker

will overborne and set aside. A hundred

"
peculiar cases," and "

very peculiar cases,"

in which the clear, acute mind of the banker

could see no peculiarity at all, troubled the

midnight rest of his nervous and tender-

hearted partner. That this struggling man

whose security was dubious, or that hapless
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farmer wading knee-deep in difficulties, whose

cash account was already overdrawn, and who

wanted more, should he dealt with sum-

marily, was clear to Oswald's steady eye ;
hut

was enveloped in painful mists of distress

and perplexity to Walter Buchanan, himself

acquainted with all the restless shifts and

expedients of tiie struggling poor.

His feelino;s hecame morbid a":ain under

that exercise. He imagined himself ill-used,

despised, trampled upon, when the finer

points of his compassionate and impulsive

benevolence came into collision with the

strong sense and energy of his partner, who

in his turn grew impatient of the sentiment

which he thought sickly, and the tenderness

which he called weak. There was a rupture

at last. A struggling man with dubious

security came to Buchanan when Oswald was

absent from Fcndie. The sensitive man of
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feeling forgot prudence in compassion, and

by his ill-judged acceptance of the uncertain

"
cautioner," brought serious loss to the

bank. Oswald returned
;

there were sharp

and high words spoken by both, which

neither, in a less excited mood, would have

given utterance to
;
and in a storm of bitter

anger and wounded to the very heart, Walter

Buchanan threw up his situation, dissolved

his partnership with Oswald, and left the

bank.

Very soon to leave the world; for, before

the winter was over, his course had ended.

He could not bear such tempests of excite-

ment, for pain to him was agony, and anger

madness. So in his weakness he died, and

left his gentle widow, and his young daughter

to fiijht with the world alone.

Helen Buchanan was only sixteen. She

had a fair proportion of what people call
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accomplishments, and might almost have

been a governess in a boarding-school or a

"
gentleman's family ;" and beneath the

accomplishments there was a sound sub-

stratum of education, and a mind matured

too early for her own happiness. Fendie

was abundantly supplied with ladies schools
;

so Helen in her flush of youthful jjride

and independence, determined to offer her

services to the humbler mothers, and to

receive as her pupils not the young ladies,

but the little girls of Fendie.

Mrs. Buchanan reluctantly acquiesced.

She was a gentle, hopeful woman, accus-

tomed to yield always to the quick impulses

and keen feelings of her liusband, and now

rendering a kindred submission to her

daughter. Helen was a very dutiful, very

loving child, but her mother's cheerful,

patient nature was made to be thus in-
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tluenced, and unconsciously and involuntarily

the stronger spirit bore the mastery.

So when the first pangs of their grief were

over, Mrs. Buchanan regretfully removed her

substantial furniture, from the dining-room

of which she had been once so proud, and

with many sighs savv' her little maid-servant

arrange in it the bare benches, and large

work-table which befitted its new character of

school-room
;
and the youthful teacher began

her labours.

These had gone on successfully for four or

five years before the pleasant April-tide on

which Hope Oswald returned home
;

event-

ful years to Helen. It is not well to leave

the unconscious happiness of girlhood too

soon, even to enter upon the enchanted

ground of youth. Toil, poverty, and

William Oswald
;

the three together were

well nigh too many for the youthful
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champion who had to struggle, single-handed,

against them all.

In the twilight of that April evening,

she sat in their little parlour alone. The

faint firelight gave a wavering flush to

the shadowy air of the holy time
;

and

Helen sat in the recess of the window,

wandering through the mazes of such a

reverie, as helongs especially to her peculiar

temperament and mind. For those delicate

lines in her face, those continually moving

features, those slight starts now and then,

and altogether the elastic impulsive energy

and life which you could perceive in her

figure even in its repose, testified her in-

heritance of the constitution of her father.

With one diff'erence. His nervous, sensitive

temperament was akin to weakness
; hers,

with all its expressive grace, its swift instinct-

tive feelings, its constant life and motion, was
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strong
—

strong to endure, although its pain

was sorer a thousand times than that of

more passive natures— strong to struggle
—

mighty to enjoy.

She had been out, watching the sun

as he shed a golden mist over the dark

mass of yonder hill, where it stands out

boldly into the Firth, a strong sentinel,

keeping watch upon the sea
; gleaming

in the mid-waters of the estuary, gleaming

in the wet sand and shining pools of the

deep bay, and throwing out the sunless

hillock at the river's mouth with its little

tower and quiet houses, in bold relief against

the far away mountain, and its mantle of

streaming gold. The wonderful sky in the

west, the broad bed of the Firth, the sunset

and its noble scene—there was an enjoyment

in these to the delicate soul of Helen, which
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duller natures have not in the greatest

personal blessings of the world.

And now, with her pale cheek resting on

her hand, and leaning forward on the

window-sill, Helen was lost in a reverie.

What was it ? only a mist of fair thoughts

indefinitely woven together ;
scenes starting

up here and there of the future and of the

past, with fairy links of association drawing

their strangely-varied band together ;
old

stories, old songs, and breath of music

floating through all in gentle caprice
—

the sweet and pleasant gloaming of the

mind.

Mrs. Buchanan was out, doing some

household business in Fendie, and Helen did

not hear the footstep of Hope Oswald as she

entered by the garden gate. These quiet

houses are innocently insecure
;
when Hope's
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summons remained unanswered, she opened

the door herself, and went in.

"
Oh, Helen !" exclaimed Hope as she

precipitated herself upon her friend, dis-

persing in that nervous start, all the fair

visions of the evening di'eam.
" How glad I

am to be home again
—how glad I am to see

you !
—but I scarcely can see you either,

because it's quite dark
;

and Helen—you

don't know how I used to weary in

Edinburgh just to hear you speak again !"

*' Thank you, Hope,'*' said Helen. "
I am

very glad to see you ;
or rather to hear you

speak, according to your own sensible dis-

tinction. Come, we will get a light and

look at each other."

Mingling with the quick movement of

surprise at first, there had been a deep blush

^
and a temporary shrinking from William

Oswald's sister
;
but another moment restored

VOL. I S
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Hope to her old privileged place of favourite,

and Helen rose, her young companion's

eager arms clinging about her waist, to light

the one candle on the little table.

The room was small and plainly furnished,

though its substantial mahogany chairs and

sofa, looked respectable in their declining

years. On the carpet here and there were

various spots of darning artistically done,

which rather improved its appearance than

otherwise. A large work-basket stood upon

the table containing many miscellaneous pieces

of sew'ing ;
shirts in every stage of progress,

narrow strips of muslin, bearing mai'ks of the

painful initiation of very little pupils into the

mysteries of the thoughtful craft, mingled

here and there with scraps of humble "fancy"

work, samplers and the like—all of wdiich the

young school-mistress had to arrange and set

to rights before the work of to-morrow
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commenced. A book lay beside the basket

—a well-thumbed book from the library.

Helen had been idling ;
for she sometimes

did snatch the brief relaxation of a novel,

though Maxwell Dickson, the librarian, had

no great choice of literatm'e.

"
Oh, Helen," exclaimed Hope, again,

when the feeble light of the candle, revealed

to her the pale face of her friend.
"

I am so

very glad to see you again !"

*' Thank you, Hope," repeated Helen
;

" how you are growing
—

you will be above

us all by and bye. When did you come

home ?"

"
Only yesterday," said Hope ;

" but are

you sure you are quite well, Helen ?"

"
Quite sure—why ?"

"
Only because you look pale

—
paler than

you used to do
; and, Helen, what makes you

sigh?"

s 2
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" Did I sigh ?" stiid Helen, her delicate

wavering colour gradually hciglitening beneath

the girl's steady affectionate look.
"

I did

not know of it, Hope
— it must have been

for nothing, you know, when I was not

aware of it."

'*

Ah, but it was when you were sitting in

the dark before you saw me," said Hope

gravely,
" and you must have been thinking

of something."

Helen's colour heightened more and more;

yet she smiled.

" Are you going to be an inquisitor,

Hope ? Do you know^ people sometimes

think very deeply, as you saw me, to-night,

about nothing ? Ah, you shake your head

and are very grave and wise, and experienced

I see. Com.e, I will show you v\^hat Cowper

says about it."

*'

Oh, I know," said Hope.
"

I learned
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all that for Miss Swinton because she likes

Cowper ;
but Helen you are not so clever as

one of our young ladies ; it's Miss Mansfield

you know, that's going to Calcutta, and she's

old—she is near eighteen I am sure—and

she sighs ;
but when Miss Swinton spoke to

her about it, she said she was only drawing a

long breath. I think," said Hope discon-

solately,
"
that the people in Fendie are very

dull and sad now ; for everybody draws long

breaths."

" Have you seen so many, Hope," said

Helen with an uneasy flush upon her face,

and with some evident interest in the

question ;
those constantly moving features

were sad tell-tales.

"
I mean just the people I care about,"

said Hope,
"
there is poor William. I do

not know what ails William—for he sat in

the dark like you, last night, and will always
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lean his head upon his hands, and sigh
—•

sigh
—and my mother—I wish you would

not all be so sad."

Helen Buchanan turned round to examine

the contents of her work-basket. Her slender

figure was very slightly drawn up ;
some-

thing almost imperceptible like the faint

touch of wind upon leaves passed over her J

you could not tell what it was, though you

could read its swift expression as clearly as

written words. Pride—sympathy
— a con-

sciousness that moved her heart and yet

made it firmer
; but Hope's piece of inci-

dental information did not sadden the face

of Helen.

Hope had a comprehension of—though

she could by no means have explained how

she comprehended, the silent language of

Helen Buchanan's looks and motions
;
and

she arrived at a pretty accurate conclusion in
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her own simple and shrewd reasonings on

the subject. Mrs. Buchanan came in so

soon that she could try no further ex-

periments with Helen
;

but as she past

through the dim road, half-street, half-lane,

in which their house stood, and came into the

quiet Main Street of Fendie, with its half-

shut shops and groups of wayside talkers,

great schemes began to germinate within the

small head of Hope Oswald. If only that

very unreasonable opposition of her father's

could be overcome, Hope decided that William

would be condemned to draw long breaths in

the dark no longer.
" Miss Swinton says I

am sensible" mused Hope within herself,

" and my father says I am clever. I don't

know—I think it will turn out the right way

some time, and we shall all be very happy,

but just now— I will try !"

And immediately there flitted before the
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eyes of Hope, in the gentle darkness of the

April night, a fairy appearance; we do not

venture to say it was anything very ethereal.

It was only a vision of a lilac satin frock like

that famous one which Miss Adelaide Fendie,

of Mount Fendie, wore at her sister's

marriage, and very fascinating was the gleam

which it shed about the young schemer as

she lingered at her father's door, Hope

Oswald was onlv fourteen.
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CHAPTER V.

We must at first endure

The simple woe of knowing they are dead—
A soul-sick woe in which no comfort is—
And wish we were beside them in the dust !

That anguish dire cannot sustain itself,

But settles down into a grief that loves,

And finds relief in unreproved tears.

Then cometh sorrow, like a Sabbath ! Heaven

Sends resignation down and faith ; and last

Of all there falls a kind oblivion

Over the going out of that sweet light

In which we had our being.

PROFESSOR WILSON.

In the waning afternoon of another dim

sprhig day, the Laird of Mossgray entered
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the Cumberland valley, to which the letter of

Lilias had directed him.

Ho had traversed the fair country beyond

Carlisle, with its sloping glades, and belts of

rich woodland, and now had reached a chiller

and more hilly region, whose bleak in-

hospitable fells, still scarcely touched by the

breath of spring, did yet reveal home-like

glimpses, here and there, of sheltered glens

and quiet houses, dwelling alone among the

hills. He had to pass several of the pleasant

towns of Cumberland before he reached the

sequestered hamlet, in which the last days of

Lilias had been spent. It lay in a nook by

itself, a scanty congregation of gray roofs,

with the church "
a gratdous lady," as was

the poet's church among the hills, serenely

overlooking all, reigning over the living and

the dead. From the end of the little glen,

you commanded the long range of a wider
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and more important valley, at the further

end of which lay one of the most picturesque

of those northern towns, its gray limestone

buildings making a sheen in the distance,

and a delicate cloud of smoke hovering about

the points of its white spires, like something

spiritual, marking where household hearths

were gathered together in social amity. Not

far away lay the consecrated country of the

lakes ;
and everyw'here around' bare, brown,

scathed hill-tops stood out against the sky.

Mossgray proceeded to the churchyard

first of all
;

all things beside were strange to

him in the unknown village, but here he had

a friend. After long search among the gray

memorials of the forefathers of the hamlet,

he came upon a green mound marked by no

name, where the soft, green turf was faintly

specked with the fragile blue of the forget-

me-not ; in the villag-e churchvard this alone
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and the daisy found a place
—

occupants

more fit than the garish flowers with which

mod(!rn taste has peopled the cities of the

dead. The Laird of Mossgray turned aside

to ask the name of the occupant of this

grave. It was a Scottish widow—said the

sexton—lately dead, whose name was Max-

well
;
the inquirer returned again, and seating

himself on the hillock, covered his face with

his hands. The old man never knew how

long he lingered there. He was not an old

man then
;
the fervid affection of his youth

—the burning grief of his early trial, were in

his heart passionate and strong as when they

thrilled it first; and it was not until the night

fell and the dew dropped gently on him, that

the sacred sorrow w'hich belongs to the dead,

came down to still the stronger throbs of his

solitarv heart. When he looked up, the

stars were shining again in the dim and
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dewy sky
—the hills stood up, like watching

Titans, clothed in the shadowy unformed

garments of the early earth, and ghost-like

in the darkness rose ancient tombstones,

grey with years, and the green mounds of

yesterday. The great, silent, conscious world,

tingling with the spiritual presence which

over-brimmed its mighty precincts
—and the

dead—the solemn sleepers who have lived,

and do but wait to live again.

But there were the faint village lights

close at hand, and the orphan to be sought

for there, who was committed to his care.

So the old man withdrew^ from the grave of

Lilias, to seek her child.

The bearing of the Laird of Mossgray had

in it so much of the graceful olden courtesy

of the gentleman born, that it never failed to

bring deference and attention. The very

little inn which stood in the centre of the
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hamlet was not much frequented by strangers.

Wandering pedestrian tourists of the student

or artist class, to whom its humbleness was a

recommendation, did sometimes refresh them-

selves in its well- sanded kitchen
;

but the

ruddy landlady had scarcely ever welcomed

such a guest as Mossgray under her homely

roof So she ushered him into a little

boarded room, of dignity superior to the

kitchen, though commimicating with it, and

dusted a huge old-fashioned chair with her

apron, and stood curtseying before him,

waiting for his orders, and secretly cogitating

whether there would be time to dress a fowl

for supper, or if the universal ham and eggs

would do.

But Mossgray was by no means concerned

about supper. He was silent for a few

moments, during which the comfortable

hostess stood before him marvelling, and
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when he did address her, it was to ask

whether she knew a young Scottish lady, a

Miss Maxwell, who, he believed, lived in

the village.

The good landlady was a little shocked.

What had the like of him to do with

young ladies ? but his grave face reassured

her.

" And that will be the poor young creature

that lost her mother, a fortnight come Friday,

it's like ?"

"
Yes," said Mossgray, slowly, to steady

his voice, "yes, she is an orphan
—her

mother is dead."

"
Ay, sure

;
and I wouldn't wonder a

bit," said the stout hostess, smoothing down

her ample skirts,
"

if she didn't bide long

behind her
;

for a thin long slip of a thing

she is, and no more red on her cheek than

the very snow, and I've heard say that such
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like troubles run in the blood. There's the

Squire's family down in the dale—you'll

know them sure, better than the likes of me

—
they've all followed one another, for all the

W'Orld like a march of folk at a funeral going

to the grave."

" iVnd is LiHas—is the young lady affected

with this disease?" exclaimed Mossgray.

" The young lady, did you say, Sir ?

Why the poor girl had her bread to work

for, like the rest on us—and a weaklv white

thing she w^as if there were ne'er another;

but she thought herself a young lady sure

enow, and what mun she do but go and be a

governess, as they ca' it. Her mother was a

prideful body, to have nothing, and so was

Miss
;
but 1 say I'd sooner have my girl a

dairy-maid any day, if Susan needed to go

out of her father's house for a li^^ng, which

she doesn't, thank Providence."
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"
But, my good woman," said Mossgray

mildly, "Miss Maxwell has no intention of

being a governess, I trust, as she has no

need. You will oblige me, if you can tell

me where I shall find her."

"Well, and that's just more than I can

tell you, Sir; for the Rector's gone from

home, and they say Miss went with them
;
—

but if it's your pleasure to stay
—"

"
I will stay this night, if you can

accommodate me," was the answer.

The landlady curtsied.

"I'll send up Susan to the Rectory for

Mary, and mayhap she can tell."

In half an hour Susan was despatched,

her mother in the meantime taking upon

herself to prepare the unbidden supper ;

and in about an hour and a half after,

Susan returned alone. The Rectory Mary

VOL. I. T
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had deserted her post, and was now half

a dozen miles away over the feD, visiting

her mother, and the girl left in charge,

had been fain to keep Susan for an hour's

gossip to cheer her loneliness. She knew

only thaW the Rector and her mistress

had gone to Scotland
;

but as Scotland,

in the reckoning of Susan of the inn, and

Sally at the Rectory was a word of quite

indefinite signification, meaning sometimes a

village like their own, and sometimes en-

larging into the dimensions of a dale, or

of a great town like the picturesque one near

them, which filled up to overbrimming their

idea of
" the world," the information thus

obtained was anything but satisfactory. So

Mossgray endeavoured to ascertain something

further from the landlady.

"They came here eighteen months past,
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come Whitsuntide. I mind it particular,

because my Susan and more o' the young

folks were up at the confirmation the Bishop

had up yonder, in the town, the end of that

summer
;
and it would have done any one's

heart good to have seen my girl in her white

muslin, and her cap, and all of them

trooping down the dale in the fine morning.

But the Scotch lady wouldn't have her

daughter go, though the Rector took the

trouble to talk to her himself I donna

understand such things, but mayhap, Sir, the

like of you do that are learned, why the

young Miss shouldn't have gone with the

rest, like any other christian. But they were

quiet, peaceable folks, no one can say again

that; and except it were wandering about

the dale, the old lady leaning heavy on Miss,

and looking as faint when she came back as

T 2
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if she had done a day's work, I know no

pleasure they ever took young or old of

them
;

and they cared about nought but

books and the post. I have seen them sit

on the brow yonder in the summer time

reading for hours ;
and in the winter time

I've looked in at the window passing by
—

not that I'm a prying body, or care about

my neighbour's business, but only, there was

nought like their wa}'S in the whole dale—
and there they would be, with a turf fire you

could 'most have held in your two hands,

one of them doing fine work, and the other

reading ;
and beautiful Miss can work, Mary

at the Rectory says, and it was all for some

rich friends that sent them money now and

again
—

though sure it wasn't much—but

it's hke you'll know, Sir ?"

A painful colour was on the face of
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Adam Graeme :

"
Poor, and in trouble and

ye visited me not." He felt every word an

accusation, and could scarcely answer " No."

"And every month or two— I donna know

but what it was every month—Miss went by

herself into the town to get letters : and I've

heard say, she'd pay more for them than

would have put a bit of something comfort-

able on their table many a day. They were

from some far away part, and they came as

regular as Sunday comes : but no one could

tell who sent them, for she had ne'er a

brother, and her father was dead. The

Rector's lady took a deal of notice of Miss

and her mother
;

not that she is one of that

kind herself, for she's just a good easy

creature, that doesn't trouble her head about

learning ; but she came from Scotland herself

you know. I've heard Mary at the Rectory
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say that the old lady had been in such a

many places
—never biding long in one, I

reckon; and you know the old word, Sir,

about the rolling stone. Well, they had

been in this way more than a year
—a good

fourteen months it would be, for it was past

Midsummer—when the old lady fell ill
;
and

she kept on getting better and worse, better

and worse, till a fortnight come next Friday

when she died—and a week past on Monday

they buried her. At the burial, I know for

certain. Miss was like nought but a shadow,

and just yesterday the Rector and his lady

went off to Scotland and took her with them.

I've heard Mary at the Rectory say, she was

gone to be governess to the Rector's lady's

sisters
;
but T donna know what's their name,

nor where they live
;
and please. Sir, that's

all I can tell you'"
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The talkative landlady recollected other

scraps of gossip, however, before she suffered

so good a listener to escape her. The

subdued and quiet life of the mother and

daughter
—the proud poverty that made no

sign
—the privations which were guessed at

—which perhaps were magnified
—the myste-

rious letters—the little incidental and uncon-

scious touches which revealed through a mist

of verbiage, something of the second Lilias,

in the fresh youth which knew no cares but

those of poverty, and in the first paralysis

and stupor of her heavy grief But the

other figure
—the sad Naomi leaning on the

girl's arm, and sinking, amid hardship and

the chUl pains of penury into a stranger's

grave
—

every new touch did but deepen the

sad cold colours of the picture, and this was

the lofty Lily of the old man's dream—the
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sunny and joyous daughter of Green-

shaw.

The next morning Mossgray left the

Cumberland glen, resolving, if his search did

not prosper in Scotland, to return when the

reverend ruler of the little dale should have

returned to his flock and his dominions.

He remembered, however, with annoyance,

when he had reached Carlisle on his way

home, that he had not ascertained the

Rector's name. It had not been mentioned

by his primitive parishioners, to whom "
the

Rector" was the title of titles
;
but Mossgray

resolved to make immediate inquiry of Mrs.

Fendie whose eldest daughter had married an

English clero-vman somewhere in this same

district. He would write also to Walter

Johnstone ;
he would advertise if other means

failed, calling on the second Lilias to honour
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the bequest her mother had made to him.

The trast was more sacred now than ever ; it

was enough that one had gone down uncom-

forted to the grave.
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CHAPTER VI.

She was a sonsie mayden

Of substance eke, and weight,

Nae cares did vex her, nae thoughts perplex her,

And her name it was calUt Kate.

OLD SONG.

On the following morning, a low pony

carriage, very little above the rank of a gig,

and packed in its lower departments with

sundry empty baskets, drew up at the door

of the Bank. It was the market-day in

Fendie, and the strong rustic driver of the

little vehicle seemed considerably more in-

terested in the acquaintances whom he
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noticed in the crowded Main Street, than in

the young ladies whom he assisted to alight.

The elder of them was about fifteen, a little

older than Hope Oswald. She was a large,

clumsy, heavy girl,
with soft fair features,

and sleepy blue eyes. The face was well

enough, so far as mere form went, and had

a certain slumbrous, passive good-humour

in it, not unprepossessing ;
but speculation

there was none under the heavy lids of

those large eyes. The soft face had its

tolerable proportions of white and red, but

was informed by no inspiring light ;
for this

was Hope Oswald's stupid schoolfellow—Miss

Adelaide Fendie.

With her was a younger sister, a girl of

ten, whose face only was less stupid, because

it had a spitefulness and shrewish expression

perfectly alien to the soft good-humour of

Adelaide. They were both dressed after
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that peculiar fashion which belongs to the

caterpillar state (if we may venture on such

an expression) of young ladies—in unhand-

some dresses of faded colours, short enough

to display quite too much of Adelaide's white

trousers and considerable feet, and hanging

wide and clumsily on shoulders which

needed no addition to their natural pro-

portions.

The Fendies of Mount Fendie were an

old family ;
but Mr. George Oswald the

banker, had also some pretensions to blood,

and Mrs. Oswald was a laird's daughter ;

so there was no great derogation in the

intimacy with which the youthful Misses

of the more aristocratic house honoured the

sprightly Hope. Miss Victoria was the

more condescending of the two. She felt

to the full the superiority of Mount Fendie,

with its wide grounds and sweeping avenues
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and lodges ornamented by the delicate taste

of
"
mamma/' and considerably despised

the great stone building in the main street

of Fendie, with the mechanical inscription

of
" Bank" over its stately portico.

Adelaide knew better
;
even in the dignified

educational establishment in Edinburgh there

w^as some certain degree of republicanism,

and Adelaide had attained to a dull conscious-

ness of Hope's superiority, and a habit of

being guided by her will, much to the

comfort of her slumbrous self, whom Hope

managed to carry through scrapes and

difficulties in a manner which even excited a

faint degree of passive wonder in the

sluggish inert nature, which could not

comprehend her quick intelligence. And

Adelaide liked Hope, and by good fortune

did not envy her; and Hope had a sort

of affection of habit for Adelaide, whose
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dullness she laid siege to with girlish

impetuosity, understanding it as little as her

companion understood her
;

for Hope could

not persuade herself that it was natural to

be stupid, and so assailed the impenetrable

blank of Adelaide's mind with aU manner of

weapons, but always unsuccessfully.

John Brown, the trusty major-domo of

Mount Fendie, was bound for the market,

and, not without some coaxing, had consented

to bring the young ladies with him. John

touched his hat in gruif good-humour as

Hope Oswald's bright face looked out from

the open door, and after depositing Miss

Victoria safely on the pavement, drove off

with a sigh of relief, muttering :

" That lassie'U be twenty stane afore she's

dune growing. 1 wad as sune lift the

brockit quey. Gudc day to ye, Tam—
hoo's the wife ? Gar the laddie gie
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the beast a feed— I haena muckle

time."

With which prudent beginning John

descended, and evinced his haste practically,

by entering into a lengthened controversy

with Tarn Dribble, the master of a little

inn which it pleased John to patronize.

Tam was a man very great in the "
affairs

of the state," and the Provost of Fendie

was his especial scapegoat for the sins of

those in authority; so there was so much

to be said for and against some recent

act of this dignitary
—for John Brown was

a constitutional man, and defended the powers

that be—that it was not until they had

moistened their argument with a dram or

two, and suffered the pony to make a

very leisurely and substantial meal, that the

factotum of Mount Fendie summed up with
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a clap of his hands which made the room

ring.

" Man Tarn, ye're a born gowk—and

it's a' havers—and here am I wasting

guid daylicht listening to you. An it had

been night, I might hae bidden to gie ye

your answer—but me, that's a responsible

man, and under authority
—hout awa' wi'

ye!"

With which triumphant conclusion, John

Brown strode forth to the market.

"
Oh, Hope ! isn't he a great bear, that

John ?" exclaimed Victoria Fendie,
" Ade-

laide asked mamma to let us come, and

mamma never will do anything at first

that we want
;

but we coaxed her, and

then when she said we might go, we

had to ask John Brown to take us—to

ask John Brown, indeed !
—

only think of
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ladies asking a servant ! and mamma would

not order him to do it. I know what I

will do—I'll get some of Alick's powder

and put it in the snuffers, and then I'll

ask John to come and snuff the candles

for me."

"
Very well, Victoria," said Hope,

"
I'll

tell John to-day."

"
Oh, goodness, Adelaide, only listen—

how ill-natured she is ! I don't care—I'U

do something ;
it's a great shame of mamma

to make us ask John Brown."

"
Hope," said Adelaide,

"
the new

governess is coming to-morrow, and

mamma says you're to come up and see

her."

" Mamma only said she might come ir

she liked," interposed Victoria.

Adelaide paused to deliberate upon an

answer.

VOL. I. u
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"
If 1 did not like to come sometimes to

see Adelaide, Adelaide would not ask me,"

said Hope.

"
But, Hope," said Adelaide, lifting her

large dull blue eyes, "it's the new governess

you're to come to see."

"
Well, I know that

;
but I shall see you

too, shall I not ?"

"
Yes," repeated the obtuse Adelaide ;

" but you're to come to see the new

governess, mamma says."

Hope was seized with one of her fits of im-

patience. Why would Adelaide be so stupid ?

" Shan't we tease her !" exclaimed Vic-

toria, triumphantly.
" Fred says he won't

learn his lessons to a woman, and I won't

learn any lessons at all, if I can help it, and

mamma won't let me if I have a head-

ache. Do vou ever have anv headachee,

Hope ?"
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"
No," said Hope, stoutly,

" headaches !

Miss Mansfield used to have them at school

—
you mind, Adelaide ? but it's a great

shame, and Miss Swinton says gii'ls have no

right to have headaches."

"
Oh, Hope !

'

you mind.' Mamma would

whip me if I said
'

you mind.'
"

"
My mother would not," said the resolute

Hope,
" and mind is a far better word than

remember or recollect. It's only one syllable

and it's our own tongue, and—it's a very

good word."

"
I think so too," said Adelaide, with an

unwonted exertion,
"
because when a word's

short, it's easier said."

Adelaide's sentenee terminated abruptly

in a peal of malicious laughter from

Victoria.

"
Well," said the elder sister, with some

faint flush of anger,
"

I am sure Miss

u 2
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Swinton used to say so—and you've no

right to laugh, Victoria—I'll tell mamma."

"
I don't care," was the response ;

" mamma is not so well pleased when you

always talk about that stupid governess
—

you know that."

"
Stupid governess!" Hope's eyes sparkled.

"
If you were not a child, Victoria," she

said, with the dignity of a senior,
"
you

would not speak so. Miss Swinton is a

lady
—Miss Swinton is a gentlewoman ! I

don't know any one like Miss Swinton,

except mamma, and—"

"
Oh, come, tell us—tell us !" cried

Victoria.

Hope drew herself up.

"
Except mamma and Helen— Miss

Buchanan—but you don't know her."

"Yes I do— she keeps a school ; yes I do

—a governess and a schoolmistress—and
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Hope does not know any other ladies !

I hope I shall never be one of Hope's

ladies."

" What are you doing now, Hope ?" said

Adelaide.
" Mamma has made me begin

to work a cover for something ;
I don't know

what the shape of it will be, but it's all in

bits like this, and mamma says it will be

very pretty
—and Charlotte's bringing such a

load of music, and that governess !
—

you

might come up, Hope, and help me,

for I'm sure you're not doing anything

yourself."

Hope acknowledged her idleness.

" No indeed, Adelaide
;
but I have only

been two days at home
;

and—what's the

use of working covers ? I don't know why

people labour at such things."

" Because their mammas make them,"

said Adelaide, gravely, and with a sigh ;
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" but I think I like it too, Hope, for it's very

pretty, you know."

Hope shook her head. She had been

visited several times of late by some grave

ruminations on this subject, and began to

feel that working covers, however pretty, was

in reality a quite unsatisfactory mode of

life. But the cogitations were inarticulate ;

they had attained no shape, except at present

a decided disinclination to work at all.

"And, Hope," added Adelaide,
" how

long do you practice every day ?"

"
I don't practice at all," answered Hope.

The sleepy lids of Adelaide's eyes were

elevated in wonder.

" Then what in all the world do you do ?"

exclaimed Victoria.
"

I should like to be

you, Hope
— I should like to play all day :

but Adelaide thinks she is too old to

play."
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"
I don't play all day," said Hope, with

some indignation.
"
Yesterday I was at

Friarsford with my mother, and at Moss-

gray—"
"
Oh, Hope !" said Adelaide,

" what

makes you go to see that girl ? she is only a

farmer's daughter."

"
I don't care for her now," said Hope,

with some sadness
;

" but it's not because

she's a farmer's daughter
—it's because she

is—I mean it's because she practises, and

knits and works covers, and doesn't care for

anybody
—but never mind that. And then

we went to Mossgray. We did not see

Mr. Graeme
; but there's a beautiful pony

—
the prettiest one ever you saw— and

Mrs. Mense says I am to give it its name.

What should I call it, Adelaide ? come and

help me.''

Adelaide slowly shook her head— this
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was a stretch of invention quite beyond

her.

"
Call it Mischief," suggested Victoria.

"Mischief," deliberated Hope. "No, I

don't like that—I want a pretty name—give

me a pretty name, iVdelaide."

An idea gradually illuminated Adelaide's

stolid countenance.

"
Call it Pretty, Hope—that would do

very well."

"
Oh, no, no !" exclaimed Hope ;

"
you

might call a lap-dog that, but a fine pony !

so merry, and brisk, and lively
—

oh, no,

no!"

" Call it after me," said Victoria.

" Mischief?" said Hope.

"
No, indeed, not Mischief, but Victoria,

or Adelaide, or—I have got it—I have

got it !
—call it Lillie, after our new

governess."
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"
Is her name Lillie ?" asked Hope.

"
It's her first name— her Christian

name," said Adelaide,
" and Charlotte says

she looks pretty, Hope ;
but she is so quiet

and sad—you know she lost her mamma

just a fortnight ago."

" And has she no home ?" said Hope.
*' No home ? I am sure I don't know

;

Cliarlotte does not say anything about her

home
; only her mamma is dead, and she is

very quiet, and looks pretty."

There was no more to be got out of

Adelaide—she could only repeat her text,

and wonder at the questions that sprang out

of it.

"And is she coming with Mrs. Heavie-

liegh?" asked Hope.
" Yes—you know Mr. Heavieliegh is the

Rector of the place her mother died in—
but she came from Scotland at first, and
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Charlotte was very good to her, and because

mamma wanted a governess, Charlotte en-

gaged her to come to the Mount."

Will Mrs. Heavieliegh stay long ?"

inquired Hope.

The conversation was getting low, Victoria

being busily employed at the other end of

the room, endeavouring with all her might

to destroy some favourite plants of Mrs.

Oswald's.

" Not just now—but do you know, Hope,

Alick is coming next summer, from India,

where he was sent with his regiment, and

mamma will give parties, and perhaps a

a ball—a real ball, Hope !
—and you must

be there. Oh, we shall be so happy !"

"
Is he coming to stay ?" asked Hope.

"
I don't know—mamma didn't say ;

but

she said there was to be a ball, and that

Alick would perhaps bring some officers with
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him. 1 only wish the time were come—
shall you not be glad, Hope ?"

"
If my mother will let me go, I shall

like it very well," said Hope ;

" but about

the new governess, Adelaide—is she to teach

you ?"

" Mamma says so," said Adelaide
;

" but

1 think I don't need any more teaching-—

do you, Hope? after having had to learn

such quantities of things. I am sure I wish

mamma would just try it herself."

Hope was not quite inclined to acquiesce

in this conclusion ;
but there was no possi-

bility of keeping up an argument with

Adelaide, who had nothing to add to her

first sentence on any subject, but merely the

trouble of repeating it. So Hope wisely

went to seek her mother, and to suggest the

preparation of some juvenile lunch for her

friends, which speedily made its appearance
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in the substantial form of bread and butter,

jam and fruit—healthful dainties which were

plentifully discussed by the visitors. John

Brown arrived very shortly after, with the

pony carriage, the baskets in which were no

longer empty, and ha^^ng with some difficulty

hoisted the young ladies in, drove them

away, leaving Hope pledged for
"
the day

after to-morrow, to come and see the new

governess."

END OF VOL. I.
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traveller about to enter on a Turkish or Syrian tour as this before us. The
information it affords is especially valuable, since it is brought uj) almost to the

last moment. The nanative, too, is full of incident, and aljounds in vivid pic-

tures of Turkish and Levantine life interspersed with well-told tales. The
author commences his narrative at Gaza

; visits Askalon, Jaffa and Jerusalem,

Caipha and Mount Carmel, Acre, Sidon and Tyre, Beyrout, Tripoli, Antioch,

Aleppo, Alexandretta, Adana, and Cy])rus. Of several of these famous; localities

we know no more compact and clearer account than that given in these volumes.
We have to ihiuik Mr. Neale for one of the best books of travels that \vc have
met with for a very long time."—Literary Gazette.

" Mr. Neale's book will claim the highest rank among works of this class

Ilis long wanderings of eight years in the regions he describes have made him

tiioroughly familiar with localities, and with the domestic life of the population.

Nothing can be more grai)hic than his picturesque descriptions; nothing more

amusing than his sketches of native society; more piquant or more diverting
than his stories, anecdotes, and adventures. He takes us out of the beaten

tract of tourists into the nooks and corners, as well as into the cities and towns.

He tells us everything of such places as Jerusalem, Antioch, Aleppo, Beyrout ;

but we now go for the first time to Beilan, Nargheslik, Alexandretta, Daphne's
Cataracts, &c., &c. As might be exi>ected in the narrative of one so familiar

with what he treats of, the book is replete with new and valuable information.'— United Service Magazine.
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CAPTAIN SPENCER'S NEW WORK.
In 2 vols. 8vo. with Illustrations, and a valuable Map of European Turkey, from

the most recent Charts in the possession of the Austrian and Turkish

Governments, revised by the Author, 28*. bound.

TRAVELS IN EUROPEAN TURKEY
IN 1850:

THROUGH BOSNIA, SERVIA, BUI GARIA, MACEDONIA, ROUMELIA, ALBANIA, AND
EPIRUS; WITH A VISIT TO GREECE AND THE IONIAN ISLES, AND A HOME-
WARD TOUR THROUGH HUNGARY AND THE SCLAVONIAN PROVINCES

OF AUSTRIA ON THE LOWER DANUBE.

By EDMUND SPENCER, ESQ.
Author of " Travels in Circassia," &c.

" These important volumes appear at an opportune moment, as they describe

some of those countries to which public attention is now more particularly
directed : Turkey, Greece, Hungary, and Austria. The author has given us a

most interesting picture of the Turkish Empire, its weaknesses, and the era-

barassments from which it is now suffering, its financial difficulties, the discon-

tent of its Christian, and the turbulence of a great portion of its Maliomniedan

subjects. We are also introduced for the first time to the warlike mountaineers

of Bosnia, Albania, Upper Moesia, and the almost inaccessible districts of the

Pindus and the Balkan. The different nationalities of that Babel-like country,

Turkey in Europe, inhabited by Sclavonians, Greeks, Albanians, Macedonians,
the Roraani and Osmanli—their various characteristics, religions, superstitions,

together with the.r singular customs and manners, their ancient and contem-

porary history are vividly described. The Ionian Islands, Greece, Hungary, and
the Sclavonian Provinces of Austria on the Lower Danube, are all delineated in

the author's happiest manner.
" We cordially recommend Mr. Spencer's valuable and interesting volumes to

the attention of the reader. Tl.ey are replete with information upon countries of

which we know but little ; they will be interesting to the military man for the

details they give of the strengtli and defensive positions of the various countries

through which the author travelled; to the merchant for the insight given into

the state of trade
;
and to the man of the world as they place before his view the

present political and social state of an empire, whose welfare it is the interest of

England to promote. The work must be considered a standard production,
enriched, as it is, by an excellent map derived from llie most authentic modern

charts, added to, and improved by tlie observations of the autlior during his

travels."— United Service Magazine.
" A work of great merit, and of paramount present interest.—Standard.

"This interesting work contains by far the most complete, the most en-

lightened, and the most reliable amount of what has been hitherto almost the

terra incognita of European Turkey, and supplies the reader with abundance of

entertainment as well as instruction."—John Bull.
" An excellent and admirable work. Mr. Spencer is a very able writer, a

shrewd, experienced, and philosophical observer, an eminently flunking and yet

practical man. His work forms the most valuable addition that our literature has

lately received. He sets forth to inquire and learn; he returns to inform and

suggest ; and information most valuable and interesting has he here bestowed

upon us."— Tait's Magazine.
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ARCTIC MISCELLANIES,
A SOUVENIR OF THE LATE POLAR SEARCH.

BY THE OFFICERS AND SEAMEN OF THE EXPEDITION.

DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO THE LORDS OF THE ADMIRALTY.

Second Edition, with a new Preface and Introduction by P. O'Brien, Esq.

1 V. with numerous Illustrations, 10s. Gd., elegantly liound.

Amongst the Contrihutors to the "Arctic ^liscell.mies" are Admiral Sir John

Ross, Captain Ommaney, Commanders McCIintock and Cator, Lieutenants

Osburii, Meecham, Browne, and Markham, Dr. Donnett, and Dr. Ede.

From the " Times."—This volume is not the least interesting or instructive

among the records of the late expedition in search of Sir John Franklin, com-
manded by Ca[)tain Austin. Tiie most valuable portions of the book are those

which relate to the scientilic and practical observations made in the course of the

expedition, and the descriptions of scenery and incidents of arctic travel. Many
of the latter possess considerable literary merit, and all are imjiressed with the

vividness of fresh observation. From the variety of the materials, and the

novelty of the scenes and incidents to which they refer, no less than the interest

which attaches to all that relates to the prol)able safety of Sir John Franklin and

his companions, the Arctic Miscellanies forms a very readable book, and one that

redounds to the honour of the national character.

From the " Globe."—Captain Austin's little squadron, wliich sailed in

May, 1850, in search of Sir John Franklin, consisted of the Resolute, com-
manded by Captain Austin

;
the Assistance, commanded by Cajjlain Ommaney ;

and two steamers under the command of Lieutenants Osburn and Cator. To
as>ist in whiling away the dreary time in the arctic regions, the officers and
sailors of the expedition contributed to a journal which was circulated amongst
them in manuscript, and once a month the weather-beaten tars enjoyed the

luxury of their own ncws|)a])er. That journal has now been brought before the

general public under the title of " Arctic Miscellanies," in a shape more worthy
of its instrinsic merits, beautifully i)rinted, and carefully illustrated. All the

varied incidents, pleasant and painfid, of life in the fro/en zone, arc vividly
and good-bumourcdly chronicli il in the " Arctic Miscellanies,'' which contains

bcsiiles some capital seamen's stories, superstitious
"
yarns" aiul drolleries. As

a record of the pastimes, adventures, fancies, and feelings of our true-hearted

gallant sailors, while undergoing the most appalling hardships in the frozen

seas, the volume is invaluable; and it is uiuisually interesting as demonstrating
the high intellectual capacities, the mental vigour, and the rctined tastes of our

rough-looking blue-jackets.

From the " United Service Magazine."— neautifully got up, and

))rofusely illustrated, this most pleasant book really charms as much by its

appearance and its matter, as its novelty. We cannot take leave of this Arctic

Souvenir without exjjressing our admiration of it in every point of view. Such

productions should be encouraged by those in authority, and a copy of this

work ought to be found on board every ship in commission.
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D A R I E N
;

OR,

THE MERCHANT PRINCE
By ELTOT WARBURTON, Esq.

Author of " The Crescent and the Cross," &c., 3 v.

" The present production, from the pen of the author of ' The Crescent and the

Cross,' has the same elements of a very wide popularity. It will please its

thousands. It is a tale of substantial interest."— Globe.

" The best work of fiction which has proceeded from Mr. Warburton's pen.

It is full of absorbing interest."—Messenger.
" The theme of this book is a fine one. It is full of eloquent writing."—Erawtner.

"Darien,' like all Air. Warburton's previous productions, has many passages of

rich imaginative beauty. This eloquent narrative will be extensively read, and

deserves to be so."—Daili/ News.
" A most interesting narrative, and one in which the versatile talents of its

author are conspicuously and agreeably apparent. The characters are delineated

with delicacy and skill, and there is a vigorous vitality in the dialogue which

carries the reader along with a movement at once easy and rapid. The descrip-

tions are remarkable for splendour of illustration and brilliancy of language, and

the incidents are involved with such ingenuity as to preserve the interest to the

last."—Morning Post.
" Few writers have so many admirers as Mr. Warburton. His ' Crescent and

the Cross' is one of the standard works of the English language, and we shall be

disappointed if the charming story of ' Darien' does not obtain an equal degree of

success. The vicissitudes and stirring adventures of the hero, forming such a

marvellous episode of real life—the beauty and striking characteristics of the

heroine—and the vein of pathos and romance that pervades the whole tale, give

the hook a peculiar and irresistible charm. By those who love excitement it will

be read with breathless interest. Mr. Warburton excels in the delineation of

those incidents which call up the first powers of the novelist, and enchain the

sympathies of the reader. His situations are admirably conceived, and wrought
out with singular skill. His characters are strongly marked, and show the

felicitous touch of a master."— United Service Magazine.
" The scheme for the colonization of Darien by Scotchmen, and the opening of

a communication between the East and West across the Isthmus of Panama,
furnishes the foundation of this story, which is in all respects worthy of the

high reputation which the author of the 'Crescent and the Cross' had already

made for himself. The early history of the Merchant Prince introduces the

reader to the condition of Spain under the Inquisition ; the portraitures of

Scottish life which occupy a jirominent place in the narrative, are full of spirit ;

tiie scenes in America exhibit the state of the natives of the new world at that

period ;
the daring deeds of the Buccaneers supply a most romantic element in

the story ;
and an additional interest is infused into it by the introduction of

various celebrated characters of the period, such as Law, the French financier,

and Paterson, the founder of the Bank of England. All these varied ingredients

are treated with that brilliancy of style and powerful descriptive talent, by which

the pen of Eliot Warburton was so eminently distinguished."
—John Bull.
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JUDGE IIALIBURTON'S NEW HISTORICAL WORK.
In 2 vols, post 8vo. 2Is. bound.

RULE AND MISRULE OF

THE ENGLISH IN AMEPiICA
By the Author of

"SAM SLICK," "THE OLD JUDGE," &c.

" A most attractive work."—Standard.

" The cleverest volumes Judge Haliburton has ever produced."
—

Messenger.
" We conceive this work to be by far the most valuable and important Judge

lIalil)urton has ever written. The exbaustless fund of humour—quiet, yet rich

and racy, and at the same time overflowing with the milk of h\iman Idndness—which his writings display on one hand, and the w^onderful knowledge of

mail's character, in all its countless varieties, which they exhibit on the other,
have insured for them a high, and honourable, and enduring station in English
literature. It would be diflicidt, if not impossible, to arise from the perusal of

any of Mr. lIalii)urtou's performances without having become both wiser and
better. His 'English in America' is, however, a production of a yet more
exalted order. While teeming with interest, moral and historical, to the general

reader, it may be regarded as equally constituting a philosophical study for the

politician and the statesman. It will be found to dissipate many popular errors,

and to let in a flood of light u])ou the actual origin, formation, and progress of

the republic of the United States."—Naval and Military Gazette.

" Those who wish for an accurate history of the rise of republicanism in

America to its grand development in the United States revolution, will here fmd
a narrative that is invaluable for its accuracy, its impattiality, its admirable order
in arrangement, and that true philosophy of statesmanshii) which can attach to

each incident a fitting moral, from which every honest politician can dfrive

instruction. The work is one equally useful in the double aspect in which it

may he regarded
—

first, an insight into the causes of past transactions ; second,
as a warning to guide mankind amid the many perplexing political questions of

the day. The spirit of impartiality animates every page of this work. It is

deserving of a j)lace in every historical library."
—Morning Herald,

" We believed the author of this work to possess a jiower of humour and
sarcasm second oidy to that of Rabelais and Sydney Smith, ami a genuine pathos
worthy of Henry Fielding, or Charles Dickens. In his- particular line of literature

we believed him to be umivalled. In the vohuncs before us he breaks upon a

new, and, according to his method of breaking the subject
—untrodden ground.

Wc hail this book with pleasure; we consider it an honour to Judge Haliburton,
as by it he lias proved himself to be a Christian, a scholar, a gentleman, and, in

the true sense of a mis-used word, a patriot. Mr. Ilalibiu'ton ])laci's before us,

fairly and iuipartially, the history of English rule in America. The book is not

oidy a boon to the historic student,' it is also tilled with reflections such as may
v.ell engage the attention of the legislating statesman. Mr. Haliburton also

shows us the true position of the Canadas, explains the evils of our colonial

system, points out the remedies by which these evils may be counteracted, that

tlins the rule of the '

English in America' may be something better than a

history of the blunders, the follies, and the ignorant temerity of colonial

secretaries."—Irish Quarterly Review.
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SAM SLICK'S NEW COMIC WORK.

In 3 vols, post 8vo. 31s. 6d. bound.

TRAITS OF AMERICAN HUMOUR.
Edited

By the Author of " SAM SLICK," &c.

" We have seldom met with a work more rich in fun or more generally
d eli gh t ful .

"—5/an(/arf/.

" Those who have relished the racy humour of the '

Clockmaker,' will find a

dish of equally ludicrous and amusing Transatlantic wit in the volumes before

us."—Herald.

" A new book by the author of ' Sam Slick' causes some stir among the

laughter-loving portion of the community ;
and its appearance at the present

festive season is appropriate. We hold that it would be quite contrary to the

fitness of things for any other hand than that of our old acquaintance, the

facetious Judge Ilaliburton, to present to us a Christmas dish, and call it
' Traits

of American Humour.' But even without the recollection of ' Sam Slick' to

evoke the spirit of fun within us, we should have been forced to yield to the

racy humour of these Annirican '

Traits.' Dip where you will into this lottery

of fun, you are sure to draw out a prize."
—Morning Post.

" The untravelled European who has not made the acquaintance of Sam

Slick, can have but little knowledge of the manners, customs, humours, eccen-

tricities, and Hugos of the countless varieties of inhabitants of North America

who we are accustomed to conglomerate under the general name of Yankees.

Assisted, however, by Sam Slick's graphic descriptions, literal reports, and racy

pen-and-ink sketches, gentlemen who sit at home at ease, are able to realize with

tolerable accuracy the more remarkable species of this lively family, to com-

prehend their amusing jargon, to take an interest in their peculiarities of person
and speech, and to enter into the spirit of their very characteristic humours.

No man has done more than the facetious Judge Haliburton, through the mouth
nf the inimitable '

Sam,' to make the old parent country recognise and appreciate
her queer transailantic progeny ;

and in the volumes before us he seeks to render

the acquaintance more minute and complete. His present collection of comic
stories and laughable traits is a budget of fun full of rich specimens of American
humour."— Globe.

" The reader will find this work deeply interesting. Yankeeism pourtrayed, in

its raciest aspect, constitutes the contents of these superlatively entertaining

volumes, for which we are indebted to nur facetious old friend ' Sam Slick.'

The work embraces the most varied topics,
—

political parties, religious eccen-

tricities, the flights of literature, and the absurdities of pretenders to learning,
all come in for their share of satire ; while in other papers we have specimens of

genuine American exaggerations, or graphic pictures of social and domestic life

as it is, more especially in the ruder districts and in the back settlements, or

again sallies of broad humour, exhibiting those characteristics which form in the

country itself the subject of mutual persifHage between the citizens of different

States. The work will have a wide circulation."—John Bull.
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K II A R T U M,

AND THE BLUE AND AVHITE NILES.

By GEORGE MELLY, ESQ.

2 V. post. 8vo., with Map and Illustrations, 21s. bound.

" Mr. Melly is an animated writer, and a quick observer—his style is buoyant,

lively, and agreeable, and bis book is from first to last instructive and enter-

taiiung."
—Morning Post.

"
Independently of the amusement and information which may be derived

from Mr. Melly's interesting work, the references to the relations which exist

at this lime between the Sublime Porte and Egypt are worthy of every conside-

ration wbich statesmen and public men can bestow upon them."—Mesaenger.
" \Ve cannot feel otherwise than grateful to the author of these valuable and

useful volumes for having kept so faithful a journal, and for giving the public
the benefit of his adventures and exi)erience. The manners and customs of

the natives, as well as the natural curiosities, and the relics of anticpiity which

the travellers visited, in turns engage the reader's attention ; and, altogether, the

book is a most entertaining and instructive vade-mecum to the interesting portion
of the East of which it treats."—/oAw Bull.

SCENES FROM SCRIPTURE.
By the rev. G. CROLY, LL.D.

Author of "
Salathiel," &c., 1 v., 10s. 6d. bound.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS:

The Last Day of Jerusalem—Esther—The Third Temptation—The Vision of

God—The Sixth Seal—The Power of Prayer—Belshazzar—Malachi—Balak
and Balaam—Ezekiel—John llie Baptist

—The Prophecy of Jerusalem—
Elisha in Dothan—The Woe upon Israel—The Judgment Day, &c.

" Eminent in every mode of literature. Dr. Croly stands, in our judgment, first

among the living poets of Great Britain—the only man of our day entitled by his

power to venture within the sacred circle of religious poets."
—Standard.

"The appearance nf a volume of poems from a writer of such high repute as

the autlior of '

Salathiel,' is an event in the history of modern literature. With
a vigour of language in harmony with the subjects he has chosen. Dr. Croly has

presented to us, in a poetic form, some of the most striking and instructive inci-

dents in the sacred volume."—Messcriyer.

"Tills volume will be extensively read and admired. It is one of great

interest, variety, and merit."—Post.

" This work deserves to be placed in the highest ranks of sacred poetry."
—

Atlas.

" All admirable addition to the library of religious families."—John Bull.
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LORD PALMERSTON'S OPINIONS
AND POLICY;

AS MINISTER, DIPLOMATIST, AND STATESMAN,
DURIXG MORE THAN FORTY YEARS OF PUBLIC LIFE,

WITH A BIOGRAPHICAL AND CRITICAL MEMOIR.

BY GEORGE HENRY FRANCIS, ESQ.,

Author of "Maxims and Opinions of the Duke of WeUington," &c.

1 V. 8vo., with Portrait, 12s. bouud.

THE LITERATURE AND ROMANCE
OF NORTHERN EUROPE.

BY WILLIAM AND MARY HOWITT.
2 V. post 8vo.

FIVE YEARS IN THE WEST INDIES.

BY C. DAY, ESQ. 2 v., with Illustrations.

HISTORY OF THE

BRITISH CONQUESTS IN INDIA.
BY HORACE ST. JOHN. 2 v.

HISTORY OF CORFU;
AND OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE IONIAN ISLANDS.

BY LIEUT. H. J. W. JERYIS, Royal Artillery.

1 v., with Illustrations.

MEMOIRS OF COLONEL LANDMAN.
WRITTEN BY HIMSELF. 2 v. (Just Ready.)
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A NEW HISTORICAL AVOllK,
By miss PARDOE,

Author of

"Louis XIV.," "The City of the Sultan," &c.

{In Preparation.)

A NEW WOIIK ON CANADA,
By THE LATE LlEUTENANT-CoLONEL SiR R. BoNNYCASTLE.

With considerable Additions, and an Account of Recent Transactions,

By sir JAMES E. ALEXANDER, K.L.S.. &c.

2 v., with ilaps. {Junt Ready.)

NARRATIVE OF

FIVE YEARS' RESIDENCE AT NEPAUL.
By captain THOMAS SMITH,

Late Bengal Native Infantry ;
Assistant Political Resident at Nepaul.

2 V. {Just Reachj.)

SPAIN AS IT IS.
By G. a. HOSKINS, ESQ.

Author of " Travels in Ethiopia, and Visit to the Great Oasts," &c.

2 v., with Illustrations, 21s. bound.

" To the tourist this work will prove invaluable. It is the most complete and
most interesting portraitm^e of Spain as it is that has ever come under our

notice."—John Hull.
" Mr. Hopkins is a pleasant companion and a very useful guide. He describes

a route aljounding in all the attractions afforded l)y noble works of art, interest-

ing historical association, and exquisite scenery ; and he does justice to them all.

His narrative is rendered both attractive and valuable by the intrinsic interest of

the subject, and the graphic truthfulness of description which appears in every

page."
—

Morning Post.
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Mm i^fltks nf fn\m, \ii\ WvA'm^mljtl 'Wxllm,

ADAM GRAEME OF MOSSGRAY.
A NEW STORY OF SCOTTISH LIFE.

By the Author of

" Passages in the Life of Mrs. Margaret Maitland," " Merkland,"
AND " Caleb Field." 3 v. {Just Ready.)

HEARTS AND ALTARS.
BY ROBERT BELL, ESQ.,

Author of "The Ladder of Gold," &c. 3 v.

ADVENTURES OF A BEAUTl^
BY MRS. CROWE,

Author of "Susan IIopley," "Light and Darkness," &c. 3 v.

T

EMILY HOWARD.
BY MRS. DUNLOP. 3 v.

THE HEHi OF ARDENNAN.

A STORY OF DOMESTIC LIFE IN SCOTLAND..

Bv the Author of "Anne Dysart." 3 v.

CLARA HARRINGTON;
A DOMESTIC TALE. 3 v.

" The wi-iter of ' Clara Harrington' possesses thought, fancy, and originality,

in no common degree."
—Athenctum.
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PALKEjN'BURG.
By the Author of " Mildred Verxon." 3 v.

" A tale of singular and fascinating beauty."
—Britannia.

" All discriminating readers will he of one accord as to the excellence of
'

Falkeiihurg.' Be it truth or romance, it is a capital story. The characters are

well delineated and cleverly contrasted—the descriptive passages are full of

grace and elegance
—the reflective full of strength and earnestness."—Morning

Poal.

lAIRS. MATHEWS; OR, FAMILY MYSTERIES.
By MRS. TROLLOPE.

Author of " Father Eustace,"
" The Barnabys," &c. 3 v.

" A production unique in character, and of singular merit. This interesting

story displays remarkable knowledge of life and motive, and unites with great

variety and fertility in the conception of character, greater freedom, energy,
and minuteness of delineation, than any other of Mrs. Trollope's novels."—
Murninrj Post.

" Those who open the present volumes with the expectation of enjoying
another of those rich treats which Mrs. Trollope's clever pen periodically provides
for the novel-reading public, will not be disappointed. The author proves the

undiminished vigour of her inventive and descriptive powers."
—John Bull.

CLARE ABBEY.
By the Author of " The Discipline of Life," &c. 2 v.

"Lady Ponsonby's 'Clare Abbey' is a delightful book, full of powerful and

graceful writing."
— Standard.

" In this story the talented author of ' The Discipline of Life,' has displayed
all that power of painting the passions of the human heart, and the hard strug-

gles between inclination and duty, of which her former work gave such ample
proof. The tale has a fascinating interest, while its lofty moral tendency raises

it above the ordinary level of works of fiction."—John Bull.

CALEB FIELD.
A TALE OF THE PURITANS.

By the Author of " Passages in the Life of Mrs. Margaret Maitland,"
" Merkland," &c. 1 v.

"This beautiful production is every way worthy of its author's reputation in

the very first rank of contemporary writers."—Standard.
" As a delineator of manners and character, this author has scarcely an equal

among living writers; while for the nobility of her sentiments, she stands all

but alone above them all.
' Caleb Field' is a vindication of the Puritans—a

sketch of their character and illustration of their deeds ; in a story of moving
interest, deeply exciting, full of novelty, and abounding in scenes of graphic

beauty."—Sunday Times.
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EAVENSCLIFFE.
By the Author of

" Emilia Wyndham," " Two Old Men's Tales," &c. 3 v,

" ' RavensclifFe contains scenes not surpassed in power and beauty by those
in ' The Admiral's Daughter,' which announced an addition to the phalanx of

English authoresses so remarkable as that of ' The Two Old Men." No reader
can bear the heroine company without feeling in some degree the same sense of

powerlessness to cope with the fascinations of a dark destiny which is conveyed
by the stories of Richardson's '

Clarissa,' and Scott's '

Lucy Ashtou.' This is

praise enough—yet not too much."—Athenceum.

" A story of remarkable power and beauty."
—Post.

" A picture of an ill-starred marriage, such as Scott has not surpassed in the
noble ' Bride of Lammermoor.' "—Examiner.

"' Raven scliffe
'

is beyond all question a work of genius, and full of power
and originality. Its strength and vigour are extraordinary

—the force with
which scene after scene is unfolded, each rising above the other in power and

interest, carries us breathless through the volumes."— Guardian.

JACOB BENDIXEN, THE JEW.

By MARY IIOWITT.

From the Danish. 3 v.

" This tale has the fascination and the valne of a glimpse into a most strange
world. We heartily commend the novel."—Atheucmm.

.

" A very remarkable and delightful book, full of delicate beauty, elegant

playfulness, and deep wisdom. It is a most fascinating tale, fraught with an

important and touching lesson of mutual tolerance."—Z>ai7y News.

" As interesting as anything of Fredrika Bremer's."—Spectator.

" This new work, hy Mary Howitt, will be found peculiarly attractive, no less

from tlie interest of the story itself than from the entire novelty of its characters,

scenes, and incidents. Mrs. Ilowitt says, in her preface :
' At the moment wlien

we are searching into ths social and moral condition of all classes, a faithful

transcript of the life and feelings of the Jews cannot fail of being welcome.
These pages unlock, as it were, that mysterious and sealed book, the heart of
the Jew, and enable us to peruse the history of a human soul, which is as

interesting as it is new-—at the same time it makes us familiarly acquainted
with the domestic life, manners, and feelings of a portion of the community
w hich is, in general, as little known as if it belonged to another hemisphere.'

"—
Globe.
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POPULAR WORKS OP FICTION.

MARIAN WITHERS.
By GERALUINE E. JEWSBURY,

Author of
«'
Zoe,"

" The Half Sisters," &c. 3 v.

" Full of cleverness and originality."
—

Ediimi/ier.
'•

'I'he best of Miss Jewsliury's novels."—
Critic.
" One of the noblest works of fiction tint

lias heen for siime time published in this

country."— Observer.

'A H-ork of singular beauty, aiming at a

noble purpose, and affording a vivid and
faithful view of society iu the nineteenth

teniury."— Siindiii/ Tijties.

"A clever and brilliant book, full of the

results of varied knowledge of life. The

personal sketches remind one of Douglas
Jerrold. The style is admirable for its

caustic and compressed vigour. Marian
M'ithers will take a high rank among con-

temporary lictions."— Week/!/ Xcws.

CECILE
;

OR, THE PERVERT.
By the Author of "Rockingham." 1 v.

" We cannot too highly rtcoininend this

remarkai)le work. It is earnest and elo-

quent, charitable and kindly. The story is

full of strong and gemiine interest. The
charm of the book is that it is so liie-like, so

full of home-truth and reality."
—Morning

Chronicle
"The author of 'Cecile' is a writer to

whom the sccnesof high life in which lie finds

the matter of his stories are not im-re guess-
work—who puts his own experiences into

the form of tiction."— Examiner.

THE LIVIWGSTOliES.
A STORY OF REAL LIFE. 3 v.

"This work has a real interest. The pic-
tures of the t^cottish homes, in whidi the
heroine's youth is past, are excellent."—
Kj^nniiner.

"Greit freshness of matter is the cha-
racteristic of this novel. The writer pos-
sesses a knowledge of society, especially in

Scotland, dramatic ])ower in depicting cha-

racter, and exhibiting scenes w;th moral

purpose and soundly elegant reflection."—
Spectator.

RALPH RUTHERFORD.
By the Author of " The Petrel." 3 v.

" Admiral Fisher's interesting nautical
tale of '

Kalph Rutherford' is a worthy
member of the IMarryat class, full of ani-

mated scenes, serious and droll, with tht'

liali) of a love story thrown around it.

There are passages and incidents which
Tom C'rnigle might have been proud to have
described."— United Service Gazette.

The LADY and the PRIEST.
By -MRS. MABERLY. 3 v.

" The sustained, the ever heightening
interest, with which the story jirogresses to

the end, and the power with which the

characters are delineated, together with the

allusions and illustrations applicable to the

migtity conflict of the day between Home
and England, combine to make the fiction of
' The Lady and the I'riest

' one of the most

exquisite romances, which, we doubt not,

will, in addition to tlie keen enjoyment of

the perusal, do more than hundreds of dry
discussions and platform orations to impress
the popular mind with the dangerous cha-

racter of the Popish creed and system."
—

John Bull.

THE TUTOR'S WARD.
By the Author of

"
Wavfaring Sketches,"

" Use atul

Abuse," &c. 2 v.

" 'The Tutor's Ward' is a masterpiece of

fiction. The plot of the story is charged to

the full with extraordinai y incidents and
adventures. The characters are delineated

with graphic power, the scenes finished

with dramatic efl'ect, and the tale comiueted
to its close with sustained illtere!^t. Rarely
has the power of love over the female heart

been more beautifully pouri rayed than in

this splendid tale."—John Bull.

ARTHUR~CONWAY ;

OR, SCENES IN THE TROPICS.
By captain MILMAN,

Late 33r(l Regiment. 3 v.

"A book of very rare merit. As a ro-

mance, replete with stiiking and affecting

incidents; as a picture of life in the West
Indies, as a delineation of tropical scenery,
and of the grand and mysterious visitations

of nature, 'Arthur Conway' stands unap-
proached by any modern work."— United
Scrrice Gazette.
"This work is not only interesting as a

well-written, lively, exciting work of fiction,

but valuable as a series oT sketches of the

civilisation and progress of the West Indies,

embiidying the reminiscences of scenery and
character preserved by the author during a
residence in the C'aribbee Islands. The
scenes where the Caribs are introduced are

quite original in romance."—Sunday Times.

I ALBAN;
C " ' A TALE.

By the Author of "
Lady Alice." 3 v.

"Written with unquestionable ability.

The story is exciting, and the scenes display
considerable skill

"— United Serrice Mag
".\ remarkable novel, carried out with a

great deal of spirit and efl'ect."— CnVic.
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